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Propositions 

1. Constraints in database generalization provide steering parameters that govern or guide 
the transformation process of the database. 
- This thesis 

2. Constraints on geo-spatial model define the new classification hierarchy and 
aggregation hierarchy associated with a target categorical database, constraints on 
objects specify the requirements of the geometric and thematic properties of the objects 
in the target database and constraints on relationships maintain the spatial and semantic 
relations between objects and between object types. Such three types of constraints 
play a key role in the process of land use database generalization. 
- This thesis 

3. Transformation units are basic for analysis, processing and decision-making in the 
context of spatial database transformation. Each type of transformation unit identifies 
regions of clustered spatial objects and triggers specific aggregation operations. Thus 
they limit the number of spatial objects to be processed 
-This thesis 

4. The integrated and extended version of FDS elaborated in this thesis, called IEFDS, is 
essential for organizing spatial data, for analyzing and querying spatial relations, for 
detecting spatial conflicts, for creating transformation units, and for aggregating 
operations in the context of spatial database generalization. 
-This thesis 

5. Geo-information infrastructure not only plays a very important role in achieving "e"-
government administration, but also acts as a very important means of realizing honest 
government affairs. 

6. Learning advanced science and technology, experience and culture from foreigners is a 
very important and indispensable approach to speeding up the social progress and 
economic development, especially for developing country. 

7. Man is born not to solve the problems of the universe, but to find out where the 
problem begins, and then to restrain himself within the limits of the comprehensible. 
-Johann Goethe 

8. The Chinese proverbs: "take measures suited to local conditions", "do what is suited to 
the occasion" and "guide a matter along its course of development" are suited for 
database generalization likewise. 
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Abstract 
Liu Yaolin, 2002. Categorical Database Generalization in GIS. PhD Dissertation. Wageningen 
University, The Netherlands. 

Categorical databases are widely used in GIS for different kinds of application, analysis, 
planning, evaluation and management. Database generalization that derives different resolution 
databases from a single database with more detail is one of the key research problems and a hot 
research point in the GIS and Cartography field. This dissertation presents a framework for 
categorical database generalization in GIS. It includes defining conceptual aspects of current 
categorical database generalization transformation and constraints for generalization 
transformation, elaboration on supporting data structure and transformation units, development 
of auxiliary analysis methods, and demonstration of some application examples. 

Database generalization is considered as a transformation process. Three kinds of 
transformation are defined based on the characteristics of categorical database and categorical 
database generalization. They are geo-spatial model transformation, object transformation and 
relation transformation. Each transformation has a certain function and deals with some aspects 
of database. Geo-spatial transformation is mainly used to define the content framework of a 
new database and decide the theme of a new database. Object transformation and relation 
transformation deal with transformations of thematic and geometric aspects of objects and 
relationship between objects from an existing database to a new database. 

Database generalization (transformation) requires a data structure that strongly supports data 
organization, spatial analysis and decision-making in a database. The design of a data structure 
should take two functions into account. One provides the basis for describing and organizing 
spatial objects and the relationships between them, and the other is for analyzing and supporting 
operations on spatial objects. This thesis introduces the IEFDS, an integrated and extended 
version of FDS, as a data model to support automated database generalization transformation. 
The addition to FDS is triangles. The triangles and their classification are proposed based on 
constituent properties of triangles in IEFDS which plays an important role in the extended 
adjacent and inclusion relations and extracting the skeleton line. Some examples of spatial 
query operations that make use of the extended adjacent relation and semantic triangles are also 
provided in this thesis. 

In a categorical database, similarity between object types can be described by a similarity 
measure. The similarity is application-dependent. In a sense, the similarity will control and 
guide database transformation operations. The similarity evaluation model and similarity matrix 
are proposed for analyzing and representing similarity between objects and object types in this 
study which is based on Set-theory, classification and aggregation hierarchy. 

The constraints such as transformation conditions play a key role in the process of database 
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generalization. Constraints can be used to identify conflicting areas, guide choices of operations 
and trigger operations as well as govern the database generalization. The processes of 
generalization should be performed by a series of operations under the control of constraints. 
Three types of constraints, data model, object and relationships based on an object-oriented 
database are proposed in landuse database generalization. These constraints can be specified 
interactively by users and varied to reflect different objectives or purposes. These types of 
constraints are application-dependent. This will make the database generalization process very 
flexible/adaptive, and the decision-making can be based on geographic meaning and not simply 
on the geometry of an object. 

An important element proposed in this study is the transformation unit. It is an important 
process unit as many generalization problems need to be solved by considering a subset of 
related objects as a whole, rather than treating them individually. In a sense, the transformation 
unit is a basic analysis, processing, decision-making unit and a trigger to aggregation operation 
processes and it plays an important role in database transformation. The conflicted objects and 
its (their) related objects are organized into a transformation unit. A transformation unit that 
"brings together" a subset of objects can be created by conflicts in thematic and /or geometric 
aspects of objects or spatial relation among objects or integrating them. The main purpose of 
creating a transformation unit is for the preparation of an aggregation operation. It limits the 
area and number of a set of related objects in an aggregation operation. The different conflict 
types will create different types of transformation units. For this study, four types of 
transformation units are considered based on the constraints discussed. Each of which has a 
corresponding aggregation operation. 

The auxiliary analysis methods (algorithms) are needed to actually perform spatial analysis and 
transformations. The most fundamental tasks are to identify where to generalize, how to 
generalize, and when to generalize. The thesis introduces a number of auxiliary analysis 
methods that have been developed to solve a number of important geometric and thematic 
problems in database transformation. These auxiliary analysis methods include semantic 
similarity matrix, computing a model of similarity, detection and creation of transformation 
units, area object aggregation analysis and the process based on transformation units, multi-
neighborhood, object cluster and creation of catchments hierarchy etc. 

Such examples of the application are included in the thesis as object cluster, land use 
aggregation and automated organization of hierarchical catchments. The application examples 
demonstrate the applicability and benefits of the IEFDS and similarity evaluation model. These 
supporting models play a key role in organizing thematic and geometric data, spatial analysis 
and spatial query in database generalization. It also proved that a lot of critical geometric and 
thematic problems in database generalization can be solved, or can be solved in a more efficient 
way, with the support of an adequate data model. 
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Key words: Categorical database, categorical database generalization, Formal data structure, 
constraints, transformation unit, classification hierarchy, aggregation hierarchy, semantic 
similarity, data model, Delaunay triangulation network, semantic similarity evaluation model. 



SAMENVATTING 

Liu Yaolin, 2002, Thematische database generalisatie in GIS. Doctoraal proefschrift. 
Wageningen Universiteit, Nederland 

Thematische databases, zoals een database voor grondgebruik, worden binnen GIS wijd 
verbreid gebruikt voor allerlei toepassingen, analyses, planning, evaluaties en management. 
Database generalisatie is momenteel een van de aandachtsvelden in GIS en kartografisch 
onderzoek. Via database generalisatie worden vanuit een enkele database meerdere lagere 
resolutie databases aangemaakt. Dit proefschrift biedt een kader voor database generalisatie in 
GIS. Het omvat de definitie van conceptuele aspecten van database generalisatie, 
randvoorwaarden voor generalisatie transformaties, de uitwerking van een gegevensstructuur 
ter ondersteuning van de transformatie-eenheden en aanvullende analyse methoden. Via enkele 
voorbeelden wordt de aanpak gei'llustreerd. 

Database generalisatie wordt beschouwd als een transformatieproces. Op basis van de 
karakteristieken van de thematische database en het generalisatieproces worden drie typen 
transformaties gedefinieerd. Het betreft de ruimtelijke modeltransformatie, de 
objecttransformatie en de relatietransformatie. Elke transformatie heeft een eigen functie binnen 
het totale generalisatieproces en heeft betrekking op een bepaald deel van de database. De 
ruimtelijk modeltransformatie wordt gebruikt om het inhoudelijk kader van de nieuwe database 
te definieren en geeft ook het onderwerp van de database aan. De objecttransformatie en de 
relatietransformatie hebben betrekking op de geometrische en thematische aspecten van 
objecten en hun onderlinge relaties. 

Database generalisatie vereist een ondersteunende gegevensstructuur ten behoeve van de 
interne organisatie, specifiek ruimtelijke analyse operaties om de juiste beslissingen tijdens het 
generalisatieproces te kunnen nemen. Bij het ontwerp van de gegevensstructuur is met twee 
factoren rekening gehouden. De eerste vormt de basis voor de beschrijving en organisatie van 
de objecten en hun onderlinge relaties en de tweede dient voor de analyse en ondersteunende 
operaties op de ruimtelijke objecten. Het proefschrift introduceert in dit kader de IUFDS, een 
gei'ntegreerde uitgebreide formele data structuur als gegevensmodel ter ondersteuning van 
geautomatiseerde database generalisatie transformaties. De uitbreiding van de FDS is de 
driehoek. De driehoeken en hun eigenschappen spelen een belangrijke rol in nabijheids- in 
omsluitingsrelaties en de extractie van hardlijnen. Enkele voorbeelden waarin bovengenoemde 
eigenschappen spelen, worden behandeld. 

In een thematische database kan de similariteit tussen objecttypen worden omschreven door een 
similariteitsmaat. Similariteit is toepassingsonafhankelijk. In zekere zin is het de similariteit die 
de databases operaties controleert en stuurt. Een similariteitsevaluatiemodel en een 
similariteitsmatrix worden in deze studie voorgesteld ter analyse en representatie van 
similariteit tussen objecten en objecttypen. Beiden zijn gebaseerd op de set-theorie, op 
classificatie en aggregatie. 



De randvoorwaarden bij de transformatie spelen een sleutelrol in het proces van de database 
generalisatie. De randvoorwaarden kunnen gebruikt worden om conflictgebieden te 
identificeren, en vervolgens kunnen ze helpen bij het kiezen van de juiste operatie en deze zelfs 
initieren om de generalisatie sturen. Met andere woorden het generalisatieproces wordt 
uitgevoerd door een aantal operaties onder controle van de randvoorwaarden. Drie typen 
randvoorwaarden, gerelateerd aan het gegevensmodel, het object en de onderlinge relatie 
gebaseerd op een object-georienteerde database, worden gei'ntroduceerd. Deze 
randvoorwaarden kunnen interactief door de gebruiker worden gevarieerd, afhankelijk van de 
verschillende doelstellingen van het generalisatieproces. De drie randvoorwaarden zijn 
toepassingsonafhankelijk. Dit maakt het generalisatieproces flexibel en aanpasbaar aan de 
omstandigheden, gebaseerd op de geografische betekenis van de objecten en niet alleen op de 
geometrie of attribuutwaarden van een object. 

Een belangrijk onderdeel dat in dit werk wordt voorgesteld is de transformatie-eenheid. Deze 
heeft een belangrijke functie tijdens het oplossen van generalisatieproblemen, daar de te 
bewerken objecten vaak als een onderdeel van een groter geheel beschouwd dienen te worden 
en de objecten niet op individuele basis behandeld kunnen worden. De transformatie-eenheid is 
de basis voor de analyse, de verwerking en beslissingen, initieert aggregatieoperaties en is als 
zodanig van groot belang tijdens de database generalisatie. De objecten en mogelijk 
gerelateerde objecten waar zich tijdens het generalisatieproces conflicten kunnen voordoen 
worden georganiseerd in transformatie-eenheden. De conflicten die tot de vorming van de 
transformatie-eenheden leiden kunnen van verschillende de aard zijn. Het kunnen de attributen, 
de geometrie of zelfs de onderlinge ruimtelijke relaties zijn die tot een conflict leiden. 
Hoofddoel van de aanmaak van transformatie-eenheden is de voorbereiding tot de 
aggregatieoperatie. Op deze manier worden het aantal objecten en het gebied tijdens de operatie 
beperkt. Afhankelijk van de aard van de conflicten zullen verschillende transformatie-eenheden 
worden gevormd. Tijdens deze studie worden vier transformatie-eenheden beschouwd, 
gebaseerd op de eerder genoemde randvoorwaarden. Elk resulteert in een eigen bijbehorende 
aggregatieoperatie. 

De aanvullende analyse methoden (algoritmen) zijn nodig om de uiteindelijke specifieke 
analyse operaties en transformaties uit te voeren. De meest fundamentele taken hebben 
betrekking op problemen als het identificeren waar de generalisatie nodig is, hoe dit te doen en 
wanneer te generaliseren. De in het proefschrift gei'ntroduceerde aanvullende methoden, helpen 
bij het oplossen van een aantal belangrijk geometrische en thematische problemen tijdens de 
database transformatie. Ze omvatten onder andere de semantische similariteitsmatrix, een 
model om similariteit te berekenen, het opsporen en aanmaken van de transformatie-eenheden, 
vlakobjecten aggregatie analyse in relatie tot de transformatie-eenheden, de buurrelaties, object 
clustering etc. 

Voorbeelden van toepassingen die in het proefschrift behandeld worden, zijn grondgebruik 
aggregatie en de automatische organisatie van hierarchische stroomgebieden. De voorbeelden 
uit de toepassingen laten zien wat de mogelijkheden en voordelen zijn van de IUFDS en het 
evolutionaire similariteitsmodel. Deze ondersteunende modellen spelen een sleutelrol tijdens de 



database generalisatie. Het toont bovendien aan dat een aantal cmciale geometrische en 
thematische problemen onderkend in database generalisatie opgelost kunnen worden of op een 
meer efficiente wijze aangepakt kunnen worden wanneer ondersteund door een geschikt 
gegevensmodel. 

Trefwoorden: thematische database, thematische database generalisatie, formele 
gegevensstructuur. randvoorwaarden, transformatie-eenheden, classificatiehierarchie, 
aggregatie hierarchie, semantische similariteit, gegevensmodel, delauney triangulatie netwerk, 
evolutionair semantische similariteitsmodel 

VI 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

Chapter 1 
Introduction 
One of the most prevalent trends in database application is the multi-use of an existing 
database. GIS data are stored in a database at a certain resolution. But it is always required for 
GIS to provide different resolution and different detail information in real applications. 
Therefore, the problem of how to derive lower resolution geo-data from a higher resolution geo 
database has been the core of current research. 

Automated generalization has been one of the most challenging issues in the digital map 
environment during the last three decades. With widespread and profound application of GIS, 
the GIS community requires the possibility of navigating dynamically from one resolution to 
another in order to derive or to update smaller scale maps or lower resolution database 
effectively from a higher resolution (more detail) for GIS applications and spatial data analysis 
or mapping. The emergence of the National Spatial Data Infrastructure (NSDI) in the past years 
(Goodchild, 1995) has given it a new importance. 

After several decades of efforts, the achievement is still far from being satisfactory (Peng 
1997). Generalization functionality is still severely lacking from today's GIS and digital 
cartographic systems. It is apparent that the automation of the generalization process requires a 
very flexible methodology that is able to make decisions based on geographic meaning (and not 
simply the geometry of an object). Geographical meaning requires both detailed spatial 
analytical techniques and constraint analysis in order to select and prioritize different 
generalization methods, and to select among resulting candidate solutions (Ruas 1998). The 
methods of generalization operations based on geographic meaning are still lacking now. Since 
there is no scale-changing function, a separate database at fixed levels of scales (or level of 
details) must be built for geographic data involving multiple scales. This approach results in 
redundancy in data collection, reducing the flexibility of data use, and therefore, in increasing 
expenditure of time, money and memory usage. Further, when a database of multiple but 
separate levels of scales is updated, inaccuracies and inconsistencies may easily be introduced. 

1.1 Needs for Database Generalization 

First of all there are some needs in terms of products derived from a geographical database: 

• Deriving New Database for Spatial Analysis, Decision-making and Application 

GIS data are stored in a database at a certain resolution. But it is always required for GIS to 
provide different resolution and different detail information for some applications. Different 
applications have different requirements to a corresponding database. Suppose that we have 
a detailed land use database from which the contents of the database for land management 
and land evaluation at different levels can be derived. In order to manage land at a certain 
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level or evaluate land use for a certain land use at a certain level, there is the need to 
generalize the detailed database. The database for land evaluation of course is different from 
the one for land management. Database generalization functions are crucial to the 
development and derivation of a database at multiple levels of resolution. 

• Visualization in GIS and Web. 

Database generalization improves higher quality visualization in GIS and Web, not only for 
aesthetic motivations, but also because the quality of visualization can dramatically 
influence the understanding of geographic data based on the result of database 
generalization (Burrogh, 1998). 

• Database Generalization Preprocessing for Map Generalization 

Simplifying information in the database is the main purpose of database generalization. 
Geographic database generalization can be seen as a pre-stage for a map generalization and 
provides the basis for selection and representation of the contents of map. Map 
generalization concerns mainly visualization of geo-information. 

1.2 Problems Associated with Database Generalization 

Database generalization can be considered as the transformation of the content of a spatial 
database from high resolution to a lower resolution terrain representation (Molenaar 1996). The 
main objective of database transformation is to derive a new database with different (coarser) 
spatial/thematic/temporal resolutions from existing database(s) with more detail, for a particular 
application. To realize the objective, several problems in the transformation must be taken into 
account. 

• Geo-spatial Model and Its Transformation 

The real world is complex. It is not possible (and not necessary) for a spatial model to 
accommodate all the aspects of the reality. A geo-spatial model is an abstraction of the 
real world in the perspective of a particular field of interest. It specifies object types and 
relationships among the object types in the context of a database. Abstraction translates 
phenomena of the real world into instances of databases, by focusing only on relevant 
aspects of these phenomena. It plays an important role in database transformation. Hence, 
before a database can be constructed, one has to determine what aspects of reality are 
relevant to the application(s). In other words, the geo-spatial model must be specified. 
This includes specifying types of objects, the relationships among them, and how they 
should be represented. The defining mechanism of this model still needs further research. 
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Thus, a geographic database is defined by the generic spatial data model, together with the 
specification of particular database content. A database is the instance of conceptual data 
model. The emphasis is placed on representing features of a landscape, rather than the 
graphic display of the features. In this aspect, we can say that database generalization is the 
transformation from one data model of an existing database to another data model of a 
generalized database based on the application purpose and requirements. This aspect needs 
further research in database generalization. Before transforming an existing database to a 
new database, a new data model associated with the new database must be defined. 

For a categorical database, the conceptual data model of a database has a close relationship 
with the classification and aggregation hierarchy and taxonomic system in application field. 
The classification and aggregation hierarchies play an important role in linking the 
definition of spatial objects at several scale levels ( Molenaar 1998, Peng 1997, Peng and 
Tempfli 1996, Richardson 1993 and Smaalen 1996, Tang,A.,Adams,T. and Usery 1996. 
Parent,C1998, Bo Su et al 1997) and the definition of spatial object types at several scale 
levels. These hierarchies play an essential role in defining the conceptual data model of the 
categorical database. 

An adequate supporting conceptual data model is needed in database generalization. It 
decides the main contents of the database and helps to comprehend the semantic relations 
among the objects in a database, which is essential for spatial analysis and the 
implementation of generalization operation. 

• Object Transformation and Relations Transformation among objects 

Geo-spatial model transformations deal with the preservation of the logical context of 
objects and degree of detail (on the object type level). Transforming the objects and 
relations among the objects from the existing database to a new database is the concrete 
content of database transformation. The transformations of objects are involved with the 
geometric and thematic properties of the objects. The transformations of relations include 
spatial and semantic relations. 

In a sense, objects and relations among objects are the concrete content of a database. An 
object is an instance of an object type. When an existing data model is transformed into a 
new data model, a set of object types which are included in an existing data model will be 
replaced by a set of object types of a new data model. When object types are changed, their 
instances will be changed as well. This replacement will result in the transformation of 
objects and relations in the existing database. Some objects in the existing database may 
disappear or are merged or form new objects in the new database. The change in objects 
will induce change in relations among the objects. For example, two spatial adjacent 
objects with different attributes in an existing database will be merged to form a 
homogeneous object, if attributes becomes the same. The adjacent relation between the 
objects will disappear after they have merged. 
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In the transformation of objects and relations among objects, spatial analysis and semantic 
analysis play a key role. In a sense, the result of semantic analysis decides the objects in a 
database which will be aggregated and the operator (s) will be triggered to process the 
aggregation of the objects. However relatively few research efforts have been devoted to 
such issues. 

• Transformation Conditions or Constraints 

Database transformations are controlled by a set of conditions (depending on application 
purpose and requirements), called constraints. These constraints govern, or guide the 
transformation process of a database. Some definitions of constraints have been given by 
Robinson et al (1985), Brassel and Weibel (1988), Weibel and Dutton, G.H.(1998)and 
Ruas and Plazanet (1996), Ruas (1998) and Liu and Molenaar (2001). Beard (1991) 
identifies types of constraints as graphic constraints, structure constraints, application 
constraints and procedural constraints from the map generalization process point of view. 
Weibel (1996) classifies the constraints into graphical, topological, structure, gestalt and 
process constraints based on constraints governing map generalization. And Ruas (1998) 
presents micro constraints, meso constraints and macro constraints according to the 
geographic analysis method. The constraints and their classification are still lacking in 
database generalization. 

Before transformation, the constraints must be identified and classified. The constraints of 
the transformation are involved in the aspects of the conceptual data model, spatial and 
semantic properties of objects and relations among objects. 

• Transformation Operations 

To transform a database from a high resolution to a low resolution, some operations are 
needed. How many basic operations are needed or are rational in the database 
generalization? Some researchers have discussed some operations in the map 
generalization and database generalization from different points of view (Weibel 
1992,1995, Langram 1991, Beard 1991, McMaster 1989, Molenaar, 1996, Peng 1996, 
Marc 1999, Mackness 1992,1993,1994 and Mackness & Purvess 1999,Colodoven et al 
1999, Edward, G 1994, Stell et al 1999). Peng (1997) presents 11 operations according to 
the rules of contents of selection, changing spatial and thematic resolution for objects and 
object types. But it is obviously seen that there is some overlap between content-selection 
and changing spatial and thematic resolution, which have a cause-result relationship. 
Mackness (1994) gave 20 operations in which only spatial conflict is considered. Ruas and 
Langrange (1995) put forward 9 operations based on spatial constraints. 

Most spatial analysis operations in GIS work at the level of the generic data model rather 
than the higher semantic level of a particular content specification. These generic 
operations can be combined using rules and parameters to compile automatically a new 
geographic database from existing information. For example, a simplified soils dataset 
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could be compiled from a more detailed database by applying some geo-processing 
operations. In this example, we have combined a thematic transformation (aggregated 
classes) with topological and geometric transformations (generalized border). 

The classification of operations still lacks standardization. Operations to the object type 
level and operations to the object level are quite different. Object types are at higher level 
than objects in the database in the sense that the former is at the decision -making level and 
the latter at the operational level in the process of building a new database. The operations 
which will be introduced in the database generalization should reflect this characteristic. 

• Supporting Data Structure 

In a large database, efficiency in storage and access to multi-scale and multiple 
representation data as well as complex generalization operators need to be supported by 
powerful data models and data structures. Such existing data models as the Delaunay 
triangulation network (Delaunay 1934), Quad-tree (Samet, 1990), R-tree (Guttman, 1984), 
and Formal Data Structure (Molenaar 1989, 1991,1995) are applied to support automated 
generalization. Examples are available that applied some of these data structures and 
algorithms to support automated generalization (e.g., the BLG-tree, GAP tree and reactive 
data structure (Oosterom 1989,1995, Oosterom and Schenkelaars, 1996), Delaunay 
triangulation network (G.L. Bundy, C.B. Jones 1995; C.B. Jones 1996 et al., Peng 1997, 
Bouloucos, T. Kufoniyi and Molenaar 1990). However, research and development in this 
area is still at an early stage and requires much more effort. 

Data structure should have two functions in database generalization: support data 
representation and data spatial analysis. The former has benefit from many years of 
development in the fields of automated cartography and GIS, in contrast, analytical data 
structure has had little or no attention paid to it. 

• Transformation Unit 

Generally, only single geographical objects are represented in databases: one road, one 
building, one lake, etc. However, for the characterization of the geographical space as well 
as for its generalization, operations are not only performed at the level of this simple 
object. Some operations are performed on groups of spatially organized objects, others are 
performed on parts of an object. 

The classification and description of geographic objects is central to the generalization 
process. From a pragmatic point of view, we require meaningful ways of generalizing 
objects while retaining their distinguishing characteristics and their interdependencies with 
other objects. We know that it is necessary to give priority to certain qualities and 
characteristics that define the object being represented. Their description is a prerequisite 
to this abstraction process. The idea of a filter template in image processing will be 
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borrowed to define a transformation unit. In the image process, 3x3 and 5x5 will get 
different results if these two templates are used for the same image since they have 
different size and different constituent elements. Even the same size filter with different 
constituent elements applied to the same dataset will also result in a different processing 
result. 

The geographic transformation unit is devised to manage groups of objects. The challenge 
is in deciding the most appropriate level at which objects are clustered. It is important that 
when considering the clustering of objects, we not only consider it at the geometric level 
but also at the semantic and topological level. A transformation unit can also be complex 
collections of other transformation units. It is important to stress that the composition of 
these units may vary- perhaps driven by the thematic intent, or the intended resolution 
transition and that one element or the unit might contribute/ be part of more than one of 
other units 

Precisely how these transformation units might be formalized or prescribed is an important 
part of the research and is critical to the success of applying the agent paradigm in the map 
generalization process. It is therefore apparent that we need to define transformation units 
in terms of their overall tasks and the resolution dependent nature of their activities. 

Based on previous considerations, database transformation should include conceptual data 
model transformations, object transformations and relationship transformations. These 
transformations are controlled or governed by a set of constraints and implemented by a set of 
operations. 

1.3 Brief Review of Related Research 

The review of related research concentrates on two aspects. One is from the research time and 
contents. The other is from the forms of generalization. 

• From the Time and Research Content Point of View 

Over the last thirty years the development of digital generalization has gone through several 
stages. From the 1960's to the early 1970's, it focused on algorithm development which 
emphasized individual object simplification in geometry aiming at linear features. Quite 
often with the goal of compacting and cleaning the data which was being digitized. The 
famous Douglas' algorithm has thus been introduced under the title "algorithm for 
reduction of the number of points required to represent a digitized line or its caricature" 
(Douglas and Peucker 1973). 

From the middle 1970's to the middle 1980's, the research still kept a focus on geometry. 
As it is impossible to design any general algorithm for simplification, several studies have 
been conducted, with the goal of assessing the applicability of algorithms, either by 
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quantifying the effects of the algorithms (McMaster 1987; Muller J.C. 1987, 1988), or by 
characterizing the geometry of features (Buttenfield 1986, 1987, 1989). 

From the middle 1980's to the middle 1990's, the research has set out to address several 
aspects which are relevant to a more comprehensive solution of generalization. Various 
conceptual models of the generalization process were developed (Brassel and Weibel, 
1988; McMaster and Shea 1989) which may help to guide research on more concrete 
problems. The research on generalization operators and the developments of specific 
algorithms form the core of activities. The field has been dominated by graphic orientation. 
The approaches developed have usually been limited to single object, such as the methods 
for simplification and smoothing of linear features in an isolated fashion (Mcmaster 1987) 
with few notable exception (Nickerson 1986), conceptual framework of generalization 
(Brassel and Weibel 1988; MullerJ.C, 1990,a991 and 1992; Nickerson 1991; Shea 1991; 
Kilpelainenl992, Offerman 1993), and data modeling (Muller 1991; Nyerger 1991; Mark 
1991). The use of expert systems in generalization ( S.F. Keller, 1995, M.Heisser et al 
1995, R.B. McMaster, Hardy, 2001) is limited by developing a set of rules that would be 
large enough to foresee all situations that could occur. 

From the middle of 1990's to the present, research has been characterized by the following 
aspects: more complex operators such as displacement, merging and amalgamation, as well 
as the interrelationship between operators (Ruas 1997, Mackanness 1995); Some authors 
have discussed constraints in map generalization, such as Weibel and Dutton 1998, Beat 
and Weibel 1999, Beard 1991, Ruas 1998, 1999 etc. In the context of map generalization, a 
constraint can be defined as a design specification to which the solutions to a generalization 
problem should adhere (Weibel and Dutton 1998, Papadias et al 1997 ). Several authors 
also discussed the role of constraints in map generalization and have tried to classify the 
constraints. There is need for supporting data structure in generalization ( G.L. Bundy, C.B. 
Jones and E. Furse, 1995; C.B, Jones et al 1995; P. van, Oosterom 1995 ,1998; Liu and 
Molenaar 1999,2001). Utilizing agent based on methodologies in order to provide solutions 
in autonomous map generalization is mentioned by some authors (Sylvie Lamy and Anne 
Ruas 1999, Celice Duchene et al 2001, Mathieu Barrault, 2001). The geographical entities 
have been designed as agents. The geographical agents are described by a set of characters 
that constrain the generalization operation, either because they should trigger the 
generalization (e.g. the size of a building, when too small), or because they could be 
damaged by the generalization (e.g. the global shape, the positional accuracy). The aim of 
the agent is to satisfy as much as possible all its constraints. Model-oriented generalization 
and database generalization research has been paid more and more attention to. Examples 
include Muller 1991; Rochardson 1993; Muler et al. 1995; Weibel, 1995; Peng and 
Molenaar, 1996; Van Smaalen, 1996; Peng and Tempfli, 1996; Peng, 1997. This is due to 
the rising awareness that many processes at the earth's surface can only be monitored and 
managed if they are understood in their geographical context. The monitoring and 
management of such processes requires the information at different scale levels (Molenaar 
1996). Research in database generalization has largely focused on developing solutions for 
specific problems, in particular, the objective and scope, the requirement and problems. 
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The advent of the object-oriented paradigm therefore opens up new strategies for 
generalization (Buttenfield 1995, Tryfona, N. 1996). These apply particularly to single 
datasets used for multiple products, but also for maintaining a series of related but distinct 
datasets (Kilpelainen 1995,and 1997,Harrie 1998, ESRI, 2000). 

• From the Form Point of View 

Forms of generalization be categorized into two types. One is map generalization which 
emphasizes resolution, symbol conflicts, visual quality, readability and aesthetics, and the 
other is database generalization or model generalization which focuses more on the content, 
completeness, and accuracy of the derived data, although both database generalization and 
cartographic generalization reduce data complexity. 

1.4 Objectives of the Research 

This study mainly focuses on categorical database generalization in GIS and intends to provide 
a method to perform meaningful generalization procedures. The main objectives of this study 
are directly related to the problems discussed above. 

The main objectives of this study are: 

• Identify the problems associated with database generalization considering objects in their 
spatial context; 

• Develop a conceptual framework for categorical database in the context of GIS, based on a 
related object-oriented approach and classification and aggregation hierarchies; 

• Select and enhance a supporting data model which is used to structure, classify, encode 
data and identify the relevant entities, their attributes as well as the relations between them 
for model generalization; 

• Design a strategy for categorical database generalization; 

• Design algorithms for categorical database generalization; 

• Demonstrate the capability of the designed methods by means of the application of the 
proposed method taking a subset of the database as a case study; 

1.5 Scope of the Research 

This study will be limited to model generalization in the context of GIS, and it will focus 
specifically on categorical database in GIS. This is not only a need for clear definitions of 
individual object, composite object, and the relationships among the features, but also a need 
for geo-spatial models that express the relationships among the features and that act as driver 
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and constraint for automatic feature extract database. The main scope of the research is listed 
below: 

Review of database generalization aspects; 

Design of suitable object-oriented data model and generalization operations; 

Automatic organization of hierarchical catchments area from database; 

Automatic generalization of land use database; 

Similarity evaluation model; 

Constraint system for database generalization; 

Integration FDS with constrained Delaunay triangulation network. 

1.6 Methodology 

This research will follow the approach Formal Data Structure to organize spatial data and use 
constrained Delaunay triangulation network to analyze and measure spatial data; Define a new 
geo-spatial model associated with the target database to decide the contents of the new database 
based on the application requirements and the existing geo-spatial model; Build constraints and 
semantic similarity as control factors in database generalization which guide the generalization 
processes. The divide-and-conquer approach will also be used in implementation strategy of 
generalization according to transformation units which limit the range of objects to be 
processed in a process. 

1.7 Structure of this thesis 

This thesis consists of eight chapters which are divided into four parts. Part one includes the 
introduction, elaboration of the theoretical foundations and analysis of the status and prospects 
of the database generalization, contributed by chapter 1,2 and 3. The second part reports the 
design phase of data structure and algorithm for database generalization. This part comprises 
chapter 4, 5 and 6. The third part focuses on the implementation and testing phase indicated by 
chapter 7. It demonstrates how the design in the second part came into practice and explains the 
operations for the database. Finally chapter 8, referring to the conclusion, summarizes the most 
important achievements of the thesis. 

Chapter 1 discusses the need for database generalization, defines the scope of the thesis , gives 
a brief review of previous work with respect to the defined scope, which leads to the 
identification of the remaining problems and the objectives of the research. 
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Chapter 2 reviews the important fundamental concepts in categorical database generalization 
for this research and also defines the terminology used in the thesis. The review follows the 
conceptual framework of database generalization and summarizes such relations as metric, 
order and topologic relations. The semantic relation and classification and aggregation 
hierarchy, relation change and roles in database generalization have also been discussed. 

Chapter 3 presents the contents of categorical database generalization transformation, the 
formalization of classification hierarchy and aggregation hierarchy, the forms and contents of 
geo-spatial model transformation, object transformation and relation transformation, operations 
of transformation and the framework of database generalization. 

Chapter 4 formulates the aspects of constraints in database generalization and systematically 
proposes the framework of constraints and operations in database generalization. Data mode 
constraints, object constraints and relation constraints are constructed for the system of 
constraints in database generalization, and the transformation unit concept is also introduced in 
this chapter. 

Chapter 5 analyzes formal data structure and Delaunay triangulations network, an important and 
powerful data structure in computational geometry, to support developing algorithms for 
handling the following important geometric problems. In this chapter, an object-oriented and 
topological data model, the IEFDS, is introduced and later enhanced for handling spatial 
adjacent relationships and inclusion relationships among objects disconnected from each other. 
Examples of some of the most common spatial query operation in automated generalization are 
also put forward. 

Chapter 6 introduces such algorithms as creation of transformation units based on thematic and 
geometric aspects of objects as well as spatial relation among objects, object aggregation based 
on different types of transformation units, automated organization of hierarchical catchments of 
river systems etc. The concept of multi-neighborhood based on constrained Delaunay 
triangulation is proposed. The computing model of semantic similarity among object types is 
also presented in this chapter. 

Chapter 7 demonstrates how the supporting data model, operations and algorithms etc can be 
applied in the context of categorical database generalization such as land use generalization. 

Chapter 8 summarizes the research work and concludes the major findings of the research and 
makes recommendations for future research. 

10 
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Chapter 2 
Basics for Categorical Database Generalization 
2.1 Introduction 

There are two types of generalizations that have different purposes. One is database 
generalization which is used as a tool to produce a derived database for spatial analysis and 
decision-making; and the other is cartographic generalization which is traditionally used as a 
tool to produce maps at smaller scales. Categorical database generalization is in the context of 
databases generalization. This chapter reviews concepts fundamental to database generalization 
and deals with basics for categorical database generalization by looking into relevant fields. The 
main aim is to lay the theoretical foundation for defining concepts, establishing framework, 
analysis and implementation of categorical database generalization. 

2.2 Abstraction of Reality 

The real world corresponds to a set of reality that is of interest. An abstraction is a simplified 
description of reality. A good abstraction is that information significant to the user is 
emphasized, and details that are immaterial or diversionary, at least for the time being, are 
suppressed. Modeling is one method of abstraction. It attempts to define the real phenomena 
through objects and their relationships and constraints. The real world can be described only in 
terms of models which delineate the concepts and procedures needed to translate real world 
observations into data that are meaningful in GIS. Modeling is the core of an information 
system. The most desirable way of dealing with real world (geographical) phenomena is to 
model them as they exist in reality. Therefore, the closer a data model represents real-world 
phenomena, the more comprehensive it is. In other words, all applications are looking for a data 
model that is able to provide a better and more authentic perception of the real-world. 
Traditionally, maps are produced as an underlying concept which is 'A two dimensional 
graphic image which shows the location of things in relation to the earth's surface at a given 
time '(Keates 1989). 

Peuquet (1984) defined four levels of abstraction. In figure 2.1 the last three views of the data 
correspond to the major steps involved in database design and implementation (Peuquet, 1984). 
Pilouk (1996) elaborated on the process of abstraction proposed by Peuquet by introducing the 
construction phase. Molenaar (1995) proposed the involvement of various disciplines while 
modeling reality. The core of these approaches, i.e., in a conceptual, logical and physical level 
design, is based on ANSI/SPAPC architecture for the abstraction of reality. 

• Conceptual data models provide easy to perceive high-level concepts. At this level, 
components of reality are defined as an object, attributes and relationships in a more 
abstract form. For example, a building would be represented by an area or a point feature. 

11 
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• Logical data models bridge the gap between conceptual data models and physical data 
models. At this level, the design of a data structure for representing objects and 
relationships are dealt with. The most important implementation data models are relational, 
network, hierarchical and object-oriented (OO) data models 

• Physical data models provide low-level concepts to describe how data is stored and 
accessed in the computer. At the physical level, data are stored on hardware. 

View 1 {External Schema) View 2 (External Schema) View 3 (External Schema) 

Figure 2.1 Data Model Figure 2.2 Three Schema architecture of a database 

The conceptual data models, logical data models, and physical data models are relevant at 
different stages in database design. Figure 2.2 exhibits the main steps in database design. 

There is no data modeling that can claim to be a 100% representation of reality, due to the fact 
there are several levels of modeling this reality. Information is lost because of abstracting from 
one level to another, or because of the concepts, definition and semantics used in different 
disciplines and in different societies for the same phenomenon or application. A database can be 
considered as a model of the reality and is the model in a digital form. It is assumed that one 
can build a database of a set of reality only if one knows how to describe it with words. 

Data models provide concepts to describe the structure and contents of a database. This goal is 
similar to that of data types in programming languages that describe data within programs. The 
description of the structure and contents of a database is referred to as the database schema. The 
database schema is different from the data itself that populates the database. The data in a 
database at a particular point in time is referred to as database instance (or database state). 

There are three levels used for describing the database contents of database schemas. They are 
the internal level, the conceptual level and the external level. 
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• At the conceptual level, the conceptual schema of a database system describes the logical 
structure of the entire set of data in a particular application environment. 

• At the external level, the view schema describes how users or a group of users view those 
parts of the database they need for their tasks. Views can be used to restrict access to a 
database; they determine, read, write, insert, delete and provide protection for a database. 
The distinction between the conceptual schema and the external schema provides logical 
data independence. 

• At the internal level, the physical schema (or Internal schema) describes how data are 
actually stored on disk. The physical level is invisible to application programs which access 
the database through the conceptual schema or external schema. It can be modified without 
changing the conceptual schema. 

2.3 Spatial Objects, Spatial Relations and Semantic Relations 

Spatial object, spatial relation and semantic relation are important concepts in GIS. 

2.3.1 Spatial Objects 

A spatial object is the representation of a real world object that contains both thematic and 
geometric information and is normally represented in a database by means of an "object 
identifier" with associated thematic and geometric data. Molenaar (1995) presents two principle 
structures for linking thematic and geometric data. The first structure is the field approach, 
which considers the earth's surface as a spatial (-temporal) continuum. Several terrain aspects 
are represented in the form of attributes and the values of these attributes are considered to be 
position dependent. The representation of such a field in a geo-database requires that the 
continuum is described in the form of points or finite cells often in a regular grid or raster 
format. The attribute values are then evaluated for each point or cell. This structure has been 
represented in Figure2.3. 

The second structure of object oriented approach assumes that terrain features or objects can be 
defined as ones which each have a location or position and a shape and several non-geometric 
characteristics. These objects are represented in a database by means of an identifier to which 
the thematic data and the geometric data are linked, as in Figure 2.3. 

The geometry of a spatial object can be described using a raster structure or vector structure 
(see Figure 2.4). The vector structure and the object-oriented structure approach are the ones 
adopted in this study. 

Based on the complexity of spatial objects, they can be divided into two types of objects. One is 
the elementary object and the other is the composite object. 
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•Thematic data 

Figure 2.3 Object structured data organization 
(after Molenaar 1998) 

Figure 2.4 Two geometric structures 
for spatial objects (after Molenaar 1998) 

2.3.1.1 Definition of Objects 

Elementary Object 

It is the most basic unit from the point of object-oriented view. The definition and the 
identification of elementary objects in a database depend mainly on four factors: 

• Application discipline; 

• User context; 

• Aggregation level or scale or resolution; 

• Classification level. 

On each level, different elementary objects are relevant. Elementary objects at one level may be 
aggregates of elementary objects at another level (Molenaar, 1996, 1998). 

Composite Object 

A composite object is built from elementary objects that belong to different elementary object 
types (see Figure 2.5) (Molenaar, 1998, Husing, J. 1993) . This means that the elementary 
objects are the constituents of composite objects. Similar to elementary objects, composite 
objects at one level may be aggregates of composite objects at another level. 
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Attribute value and 
composite attribute values 

attribute values 

Figure 2.5 Structure for composite objects 
(after Molenaar 1998) 

2.3.1.2 Definition of Object Types 

Object Type 

Object types are classes of spatial entities that have a common pattern of both state and 
behavior in a geo-spatial model within the framework of an application (see Figure 2.6). In 
reality, they may be a road, river, city, land use and so forth. For brevity, a definition for a 
particular entity class is called an entity type, also sometimes called a concept type (Sowa 
1984). Figure 2.7 shows the object type and super object type structure of objects. 

Object type l o ^ Attribute list I 

S u p e r ob j ec t t ype 
Ht 

Supe r ob j ec t t ype a t t r ibu te list 

Object • f Attribute \a lues J 
O b j e c t t y p e 

S u p e r o b j e c t t y p e a t t r i b u t e v a l u e s 
a n d a t t r i b u t e l i s t 

S u p e r o b j e c t t y p e a t t r i b u t e v a l u e s 
a n d a t t r i b u t e v a l u e s 

Figure 2.6 Object type structure of objects F i g u r e 2 . 7 object type and super-object type 
(after Molenaar 1998) structure of objects 

(after Molenaar 1998) 

Elementary Object Type 

It is an abstraction that represents a class of similar elementary objects. The elementary object 
type in turn may be organized into super object types and so on. An elementary object is an 
instance of some elementary object type. Elementary object types together with the 
classification and aggregation hierarchies are important aspects in semantic data modeling and 
play a critical role in defining the concept of database generalization (Molenaar 1996). 
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Composite Object Type 

It is also an abstraction that represents a group of similar composite objects. An instance of the 
composite-object-type is referred to as a composite-object. A composite-type can be the 
elementary-type of another (super) composite-type. For example, object type Farm is a 
combination of the types Yard and Field. In other words, Yard is part of Farm, and so is the 
Field. 

2.3.2 Spatial Relations 

The spatial relation refers to the relations between spatial objects (simple or complex). These 
relations can be described using a quantitative and qualitative approach. They can therefore, be 
measured through two major approaches based on geo-metric information and non-metric 
information. The variety of spatial relations can be grouped into three different categories: 

• topological relations which are invariant under topological transformation of the reference 
objects (Egenhofer 1989, Egenhofer and Herring 1990,Egenhofer and Farnzosa.D.R, 1991, 
Egenhofer and and SharmaJ. 1993, Egenhofer and Clementini, E. and Felice,P 1994); 

• metric relations in terms of distance and directions; 

• relations concerning the partial and total order of spatial objects (Kainz 1990). 

2.3.2.1 Topological Relation 

Topological relations are spatial relations that are preserved under such transformations as 
rotation, scaling and rubber sheeting. The model for binary topological relations is based on the 
usual concepts of point-set topology with open and closed sets (Alexandroff 1961). The 
definition of binary topological relations between two point sets, A and B, by the set 

intersections of A's interior (A°), boundary (d A), and exterior (A~) with the interior, 
boundary, and exterior of B, called the 9-intersection. The 9-intersection model is a 
comprehensive model for binary topological spatial relations and applies to objects of type, 
area, line, and point (Egenhofer and Herring 1990). 

rdAndB dAnB° dAnB'^ 

i(A,B)= A° ndB A° nB° A° n f i " 

A~ ndB A' n f i ° A" nB~ 

By considering the values empty (0) or non-empty (1), the model distinguishes 512 different 
topological relations between two point sets, some of which cannot be realized, depending on 
the dimensions of the objects and the dimensions of their embedding space. For a simple line 
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(1-dimensional, non-branching, without self-intersections) and region (2-dimensional, simply 

connected, no holes) embedded in R , nineteen relations are referred to by their line-region 
(LR) number, which is the conversion of the first two rows in the intersection matrix from a 
binary number into a decimal number. The bottom row is ignored in the LR number, because it 

2 

always produces three 1 's for line relations in R . 

Figure 2.8 shows 8 topological relations and their corresponding 9-intersection matrix. 

A ( 
B 

M 

A 

e e l 

B 

B rA 

B - 0 

Figure 2.8 Example of 8 topological relations between regions 

2.3.2.2 Spatial Metric Relation 

Spatial metric relations are defined in metric space. Metric space can be defined as: let M be a 
non-empty set and f: MxM-> R a function, the metric on M is called a metric space (M,f) 
subject to the following conditions: 

• d(x,y)=0 O x=y; distance from x to y is zero; 

• d(x,y) — 0; distance from x to y is greater or equal to zero; 

• d(x,y)<I>d(y,x); distance from x to y is equal to distance from y to x; 

• d(x,y)+d(y,z) — d(x,z) distance from x to y plus distance from y to z is greater than or equal 
to the distance from x to z. 

where R is the set of all real numbers. R" is a Cartesian metric. d(x,y) is called the distance 
function for M and M could be referred to as metric space (Moise, 1977). Basic relations 
regarding distance, direction and location could be addressed using metric space. 
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In Euclidean space, we can define the distance between two points x and y as: 

D( (x , ,x 2 , . . . x l l ) , (y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y ( I ) )= £ ( x , . -y,) 

2.3.2.3 Distance Relation 

Distance relation reflects the distance between two objects. The distances are quantitative 
values determined through measurements or calculated from known coordinates of two objects 
in some reference system. Humans, however, frequently use approximations and qualitative 
notions such as near or far when reasoning about distance. Objects range from having no 
distance between them, zero, to being very close, to close, and then far based on increasing 
buffer distances. The actual definitions of these distances have been investigated elsewhere 
(Hong 1994; Hernandez et al, 1995, Donna,J, Peuquet,Q.and Zhan X. 1987, Frank A.U. 1996)). 

Approximate distances are mapped onto quantitative distance using fuzzy sets (Dutta 1988, 
1990) or mutually exclusive distance intervals or increasing ratio (Hong 1994). Reasoning with 
approximate distances, however, only provides meaningful results in conjunction with direction 
reasoning. 

2.3.2.4 Direction Relation 

Directions describe, qualitatively, the orientation between spatial objects (Frank A.U.1991,1992 
and 1996). Most previous work defines directions using either object projections (Sharma 1996, 
Papadias D.and Egenhofen 1997) or centrods (Hernandez 1994). Each approach has its own 
advantages and shortcomings for a detailed discussion (Frank A.U. 1996). The set of cardinal 
direction relations can be expressed as following: 

A={NorthEast, North, North West, West, SouthWest, South, SouthEast, East}. 

2.3.2.5 Order Relation 

A relation on a set is an ordering relation if it is reflexive, anti-symmetric, and transitive. An 
example of a relation is set inclusion. A set S with a binary < is called a partially ordered set 
(or poset) (S, <), if for every A, B and C in S. 

• if A includes A, then A is contained in itself (A< A) (reflexivity); 

• if A includes B, and B includes A, then A is equal to B (A < B and B < A => A=B) 

(anti-symmetric); 

• if B includes A and C includes B, then C includes AS(A<B and B<C => A<C) 
(transitive) 
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2.3.3 Semantic Relations 

The hierarchy can be constructed by attribute structure, function, and order of objects etc in 
some applications. Semantic relations refer to the relations between object types (simple or 
complex). The variety of semantic relations can be grouped into three different categories: Is-a, 
Part-of and Member-of relation. 

2.3.3.1 Is-a Relation 

An IS-A relationship is used to establish super object type and sub object type relationships. 
That means one object type can be derived form another object type. The sub object type 
inherits the properties of the super object type. But the sub object type can define its own 
additional properties, which are not properties of the super object type. 

2.3.3.2 Part-of Relation 

A Part-of relationship is used to establish a higher order object type and lower order object type 
relationship. That means that a higher object type can be formed by lower object types that 
belong to a different classification hierarchy. The higher order object type may inherit the 
attribute from the lower object types. 

2.3.3.3 Member-of Relation 

A Member-of relationship is used to establish an object and associations of an object type 
relationship. That means that a given object can be part of several associations of the same 
object type. There are no need to be m:l relation between a given object and an associations of 
a object type. They may be of m: n relations between them. 

2.4 Hierarchy 

Hierarchy is one of the major conceptual mechanisms to model the world. The idea is to deduce 
knowledge at the highest (coarsest) level of detail in order to reduce the amount of facts taken 
into consideration. Too much detail may not be helpful for analyzing the spatial distribution 
pattern of natural phenomenon or decision-making or meeting the requirements of application. 

2.4.1 Two Important Types of Hierarchical Structure in Categorical Database 
Generalization 

We looked in detail at two functions producing two different types of hierarchies: classification 
hierarchy and aggregation hierarchy. They play the key role in categorical database 
generalization. The classification hierarchy defines how classes relate to more generic super 
classes. The aggregation hierarchy is built by the rules which are involved with the thematic, 
geometric and spatial relation aspects of spatial objects . 
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2.4.1.1 Classification Hierarchy 

Object types and super-types can be organized into a hierarchical structure called classification 
hierarchy (Smith and Smith, 1977; Thompson, 1989; Hughes, 1991; Molenaar, 1993). 
Classification hierarchy describes the relationship between object types and their generic super-
object types. This hierarchical structure reflects a certain aspect of data abstraction. The terms 
sub object type and super-object type characterize generalization and refer to object types which 
are related by an is-a relation. The converse relation of super object type, the sub object type, 
describes a specialization of super object type. Classification hierarchy may have an arbitrary 
number of levels in which a sub object type has the role of a super object type for another, more 
specific object type. 

It is important to note that super object type and sub object type are different abstraction levels 
for each object of their common extension. For instance, assuming Irrigated paddy field is a 
super-type of types Rice and Maize as shown in Figure 2.9. A model associated with a database 
that employs the type Irrigated paddy field as an elementary object type is usually less complex 
than another model that employs the types Rice and Maize as elementary object types. 
However, these two models have some inherent relationship due to the Is-a relationship 
between object types irrigated paddy field (Rice and Maize). 

L4 

L3 

L2 

LI 

Land use 

Pasture Cultivated land 

4 -*vv*. 
Transportation 

Irrigated paddy Irrigated land 

/ A V *5fVX 
Wood Slashes ... 

Rice Maize Cotton Sugar-cane Deciduous Coniferous 

Figure 2.9 Example of classification hierarchy 
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Characteristics of Classification Hierarchy: 

Classification hierarchy states explicitly which classes can be generalized to which generic 
classes. This can be visualized as a hierarchy of classes with the most generic classes at the top 
level. The classification hierarchy is not only very important in building a new database or 
eorganizing data in the existing database, but also in deriving aggregation hierarchy and 

constraints. It has the following characteristics which are helpful for defining the constraints, 
easoning and decision-making process in database generalization: 

Classification hierarchy has a top-down character in the sense that each step down through 
the hierarchy gives an extension of the attribute structures for terrain objects; 

Each object type has its own attribute structure; 

The intension of object type can be expressed by a condition which specifies a subset of the 
set containing all the possible combinations of the values of the attribute; 

The extension of object types are collections of objects with the same attribute structure; 

A classification hierarchy as an abstraction type organizes levels of both object instances 
and object-type definitions; 

The object types inherit the attribute structure and the inheritance lines of attribute structure 
lead downward in the hierarchy; 

Object types at different levels in a classification hierarchy correspond to data of different 
complexity; 

Specifying an (elementary) object type implying, to a certain extent, determining the 
abstraction/complexity level of a geo-spatial model; 

Lower levels in the hierarchy correspond to lower abstraction levels resulting in more 
complex data, including both thematic and spatial aspects; 

Higher levels corresponding to higher abstraction levels and lead to less complex data; 

One object only belongs to an object type and a super object type; 

Object type and super object type are related by an Is-a relationship; 

The abstraction mechanism of classification is a prerequisite for all other abstraction 
mechanisms; 

Defining elementary object types and elementary objects. 

Creation of Classification Hierarchy 
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A classification hierarchy may be a taxonomy system, such as soil classification, or land use 
classification, or may be derived from a sub taxonomy system according to application 
requirements, or may be defined according to some applications. 

2.4.1.2 Aggregation Hierarchy 

Another important structure is the aggregation hierarchy (Hughes, 1991; Molenaar, 1993). An 
aggregation model is composed of objects i.e., objects which consist of several other objects 
[Smith 1977]. This structure shows how composite (aggregated) objects can be built from 
elementary objects that belong to different classes and how these composite objects can be put 
together to build more complex objects and so on (Molenaar, 1998). In this article, a higher-
order object type in the hierarchy is called composite-type, whereas an object type that is part of 
the composite-type is called component-type. Accordingly, an instance of the composite-type is 
referred to as a composite-object, and an instance of the component-type is regarded as a 
component-object or elementary object. For example, object type Farm is a combination of the 
object types Yard and Field. In other words, Yard is part of Farm, and so is the Field as shown 
in Figure 2.10. Farm is a composite object type and object type Yard and Field are elementary 
object types. 

The fact that the simple objects can be aggregated into complex objects implies that also their 
attribute values may be aggregated. This means that complex objects inherit the attribute values 
from the objects which they are composed of. The structure also reflects some aspect of data 
abstraction. 

County 

Farm Vacant Building block 

Yard Building 

Figure 2.10 Example of aggregation hierarchy 

Characteristics of Aggregation Hierarchy: 

An aggregation hierarchy has a bottom-up character in the sense that the elementary objects 
from the lowest level are combined to compose increasingly complex objects as one ascends in 
the hierarchy. It has the following characteristics: 
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Specifying the rules for building an aggregation hierarchy for a certain application; 

Expressing the relationship between a specific composite object and its constituent parts at 
different levels; 

Replacing the elementary object types in a model with their composite-type will result in 
transforming the model from a lower abstraction level to a higher abstraction level; 

Composite-types in the hierarchy correspond to higher abstraction levels and thus will 
result in less complex data; 

Component-types correspond to lower abstraction levels and hence will result in more 
complex data; 

The upward relationship of an aggregation hierarchy called "Part-of' links. The links relate 
a particular set of objects to a specific composite object and on to a specific, more complex 
object and so on; 

A composite-type can be the component-type of another (super) composite-type; 

In aggregation hierarchy, the inheritance lines lead upward. The compound objects inherit 
the attribute values from their constituent objects; 

The aggregation hierarchy has a bottom-up character: starting from the elementary objects, 
composite objects of increasing complexity are constructed in an upward direction. 

The composite objects inherit the attributes from their constituent parts ( Molenaar and 
Richardson 1994). 

An aggregation hierarchy has therefore a bottom-up character, in the sense that the elementary 
objects from the lowest level are combined to compose increasingly composite objects as one 
ascends in the hierarchy. 

Creation of Aggregation Hierarchy 

The definition of aggregation hierarchy is application-dependant and it must be established 
before the aggregation process. The different applications have different aggregation 
hierarchies, even though building these aggregation hierarchies are based on the same data set 
or thematic classification system. Classification hierarchies in combination with the topologic 
object relationship of the FDS (Molenaar, 1989) (see Chapter 5) support the definition of 
aggregation hierarchies of objects. An aggregation hierarchy is defined by the construction rules 
that describe how the objects on a given level are composed of objects at a lower level 
(Molenaar 1996). 

• Rules specifying the classes of the elementary objects building an aggregated object of this 
type; 
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• Rules specifying the geometric and topologic relations among these objects. 

For each level of the aggregation hierarchy, there should be rules for selecting the terrain 
objects that are aggregated to a particular composite object. In GIS these rules will be based 
partly on the topological relations between terrain objects (e.g., connective or adjacent) and 
partly on the thematic relation (e.g., the common class values). 

In fact, for every type of composite object, a separate classification structure can be defined (see 
Figure 2.11). 

C l a s s i f i c a t i o n 

^ o b j e c t 

A g g r e g a t i o n 

C l a s s i f i c a t i o n 

' S u p e r o b j e c t t y p e 

A g g r e g a t i o n 

C l a s s i f i c a t i o n 

S u p e r o b j e c t t y p e 

S u p e r o b j e c t t y p e 

O b j e c t 

S u b o b j e c t 

E l e n t e n t a r y 

Figure 2.11 Relation between classification and aggregation 
(after Husing 1993) 

2.4.1.3 Object Associations 

Besides classification hierarchies and aggregation hierarchies, which are well defined, there is a 
third, less well defined type of relation between terrain objects: object associations. The 
association between objects is determined by Member-of relation. Unlike the hierarchies, which 
are characterized by many-to-one relationships (m:l), object associations represent many-to-
many relationships (m : n). Associations are significant for composing geographic 
neighborhoods, i.e. a collection of objects. 

2.5 Categorical Data 

Chrisman (1982) defines a categorical coverage as " an exhaustive partitioning of a two-
dimensional space into arbitrarily shaped zones which are defined by membership in a 
particular category of a classification scheme". Categories and zones should not be confused. 
The categories are conceptual entities conceived by the human mind on examination of the 
landscape. The zones become the physical, spatial manifestations of the concept" (Beard 1988, 
Shea et al, 1989, GrayS.V. and Egenhofor, M.J. 1993, Robin et al 1996, Frank,A.U. and 
Volta,G.S, 1997, Jaakkola 1998. Peter and Weibel 1999, Smith and Mark,2001). 
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Not only is a categorical database a collection of categorical data, it also contains relationships 
between categorical data elements, such as spatial and semantic relations. A typical example of 
a categorical data is land use database. Characteristics of Categorical Data can be summarized 
as following: 

• Categorical data consists of two connected components: 

(1) a spatial component and 

(2) a thematic component. Categorical databases hold time fixed, control for theme, and 
measure the location, by searching for the largest areas with uniform properties; 

• A categorical database is a set of spatial zones (geographic unit) constructed by a set of 
categories. The zones in a categorical database are an exhaustive subset of space and that 
not overlap (Beard 1988). Every zone (geographic unit) is evaluated according to 
predetermined classes resulting in regions comprised of homogenous value. 

Let zones z . cover the whole space Q.; 

U, z,. = Q ; 

z. n z . = O . 

• A categorical database has a theme that is based on the purpose of the examination. The 
theme of the categorical database is a domain of attribute values that describe the salient 
properties of a given space. Attribute values are often ordered hierarchically, typical for 
taxonomies. 

• More than one new categorical hierarchy can be built from the same kind of initial 
categorical hierarchy in order to address different database purposes. 

Different levels of categorical database in details can be deduced from a single, more 
detailed categorical database. These databases will preserve data with a different amount of 
the original categorical detail. 

Similarities can be seen between categories and similar categories might be grouped into 
more general ones to reduce the categorical or spatial complexity to a level appropriate for 
a particular use. In an analysis, a user selects the most appropriate level of aggregation for 
the task at hand. 

Categorical database is a general case of multi-scale descriptions, where data at different 
levels of resolution are represented (Bertolotto et al 1995). 

• 

• 
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• Changing the spatial partition by aggregation of adjoining area does, in general, not lead to 
a changing categorical hierarchy. Changes to the partition of the attribute domain, i.e, 
changes in the categorical hierarchy, can be automatically propagated to the spatial 
partition, the reverse is not true: changes in the spatial domain do not propagate to the 
thematic domain. 

• Each partition of the attribute domain results in a different set of zones. Therefore, the set 
of categories induces the zones. This reflects the basic concept of categorical data that one 
selects first the set of categories and then constructs the zones. In particular, any partition of 
the attribute leads to an induced partition of space. 

For certain problems, the user can select a hierarchical level of detail and automatically get the 
corresponding categories and the categorical coverage. 

2. 6 Database Generalization 

Database as models of (some portion of) a reality should have also the properties to express the 
real world at different levels in detail. Database Generalization can be defined as the 
transformation of the contents of a spatial database from higher resolution to a lower resolution 
terrain representation based on Molenaar (1996). The essential objectives of database 
generalization are: 

• preserves the characteristics and integrity of geographic data while reducing the level of 
detail in its representation.; 

• is application-dependant and driven; 

• can help with both extracting appropriate information from source data and deriving new 
databases or data sets with less detail from the source database for analysis or applications 
at reduced scales. 

2.6.1 Differences between Database Generalization and Map Generalization 

A categorical database contains representations of categorical phenomena defined in terms of 
entities, whereas a cartographic database is a symbolized geographic database described in 
terms of graphic symbols. Database generalization and map generalization may take place in a 
GIS environment. For example, if we need to derive a reduced database to represent a given 
level of information, we can execute a selection and transformation to obtain a subset of data 
from the source database. But if we need to put the subset data onto a map, we have to satisfy 
certain map specifications, that is, the minimum spacing and minimum sizes of symbols, the 
balance of feature density, and so on, which directly affect the readability of the map. Some 
mapped features may have to be displaced, excluded, or simplified. 
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Although both database generalization and map generalization reduce data complexity, the 
database generalization focuses more on the content, completeness, and accuracy of the 
derived data, while the latter deals with map space and resolution, symbol conflicts, visual 
quality, readability and aesthetics. 

Database generalization specifies what must be expressed to fulfill the purpose defined by 
the user. 

Map generalization specifies what can be expressed, taking graphic limitations into 
account. 

Map generalization is scale-dependent, while geographic information abstraction is not. 

Selections in database generalization are usually based on feature classifications and 
attributes, while map generalization is based on graphic constraints which are tied to scale. 

Database generalization transformation mainly concerns managing geographic meaning in 
a database, and map generalization mainly concerns structuring map presentations (Nyerges 
1991) 

Geographic database generalization can be seen as a pre-stage for map generalization and 
to create datasets better suited to the requirements of spatial analyses (see Figure 2.12 ). 

Figure 2.12 Process of database generalization and map generalization 

2.6.2 Database Generalization as A Database Transformation 

Simplifying information in the database is the main purpose of database generalization. This 
can be achieved by database transformation. Transformations can be performed with two 
components: one to handle attributes and thematic transformation; and the other to handle space 
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and spatial transformation (including geometric transformation and spatial relation 
transformation). Temporal transformations are not taken into account in this study. 

2.6.2.1 Thematic Transformation 

Changes in the thematic contents of an object are concerned with changes in one or more 
attribute value and changes in the attribute structure. Both kinds of change might cause the 
object to migrate to another object class. 

• Hierarchical Structure Transformation 

Two types of hierarchical changes could take place in database transformation. One is 
simplifying the original hierarchical structure through reducing the number of layers or number 
of object types (classification hierarchy) and the other is defining a new thematic hierarchical 
description of the objects ( aggregation hierarchy). 

Suppose that a database contains the information shown in Figure 2.13 (a). This is a detailed 
description of a terrain situation with agricultural fields, forest areas and natural grasslands. 
This description might be too detailed for structure analysis which should give information 
about the area covered by the different major types of land use and their spatial distribution 
(Molenaar 1996, Richidson 1993 and Rigaux and Scholl 1995). A less detailed spatial 
description can be obtained, if the original objects are aggregated to form larger spatial regions 
per major land use class. Figure 2.13 (b) shows that this less detailed description can be 
obtained in two steps. 

It is certainly not always the case that object aggregation can be achieved within the framework 
of one class hierarchy. In many cases object aggregation will imply a completely different 
thematic description of the objects, so that other classes should be defined. Changes in the 
aggregation structure are illustrated in Figure 2.14 where farm yards and fields have been 
aggregated into farms and these in their turn into farm districts. The aggregation hierarchy has a 
bottom-up character in the sense that starting from the elementary objects composite objects of 
increasing complexity are constructed in an upward direction. 

Rekl4 Hdd5 

Figure 2.13 Example of class transformation 
Figure 2.14 Example of aggregation 
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• Attribute Structure and Value Transformation 

The changing hierarchical structure associated with a database can cause changes in the 
database. Changing the value range of an attribute or changing the value interval of an attribute 
can result in changes of the objects. 

2.6.2.2 Geometric Transformation 

A change in the geometric structure of an object can mean a change in its position, its shape, or 
its size, including simplifying, merging, collapsing etc such as collapsing area to line or point 
etc. A change in position implies a corresponding change in the topology, distance and 
direction, which then has to be update in the database. 

2.6.2.3 Spatial Relation Transformation 

When a database is transformed from one state to another state, the location and shape of 
objects in the database may be changed. These changes will cause changes in spatial relation 
(such as direction distance etc). Spatial relationships between geographic objects are time-
dependent and can be changed due to space change in a database. When a database space is 
changed such as reduction, the two disjoint spatial objects may be viewed more closely in new 
database space than when they are in the original database space. This means that the spatial 
relationships of the objects are changed with respect to other spatial objects, while the change 
may not necessarily modify the topological relationship between these two overlapping or 
disjoint objects. 

In order to describe changes between spatial relations and measure the similarity between 
spatial relation pairs, Egenhofer and Al-Taha (1992) introduced several concepts such as 
gradual change, topological distance and conceptual neighborhoods. 

• Gradual change may be deformation to one of the two objects involved, such as changing 
the size of an object by expanding or reducing or corresponding to a scaling deformation of 
the object, that does not change the topology of the object. 

• The topological distance is used as a measure to determine conceptual neighbor. It is the 
sum of the absolute values of the differences between corresponding entities of all 9-
intersections. The topology distance between a relation and itself is 0, and it is betweenl 
and 9 for any other pair of topological relations. The shorter the topology distance between 
two relations, the smaller is their conceptual difference. This measure is used to identify its 
closest topological relationships for each of the eight region relationships. 

• Two topological relations are conceptual neighborhoods if the transition from one relation 
to another is "smooth", so that no other relation is between the two relations when applying 
a gradual change. Conceptual neighborhood is used to identify those relations that are close 
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to each other and yield information about cognitive aspects of the relations. For each 

relation r ; , the relations r . ... rn with the shortest, non-zero topological distance are 

considered as ri's conceptual neighborhoods. Each relation is a conceptual neighbor of at 
least two, and at most four other relations. 

Brun H.P and Egenhofer (1996) use the concept of conceptual neighborhood on the basis of 
gradual change to describe the similarity of two spatial relations. 

• Topological Relation Changes 

The model for binary topological relationships can be used as a framework to describe formally 
how to get its "closest" relationship from one topological relationship when deforming one of 
the two objects. The kinds of deformations considered are scaling (expansion and reduction), 
translation, and rotation. We are interested in gradual changes. Another assumption made is that 
only one kind of deformation occurs with the objects involved. 

Initially two relations are slightly changed, or just one, only a bit more dramatically. The new 
scene is still similar, only less so, as the number and extent of the changes increases, the new 
scene becomes less and less similar. The change is gradual, from equivalent, to highly similar, 
to less and less similar. 

The concept of gradual change has been used to model conceptual neighborhoods of topological 
relations (Egenhofer and AL-Taha 1992; Egenhofer and Mark 1995). Conceptual 
neighborhoods facilitate an ordering of topological relations, and support the determination of 
similar relations. Figure 2.15 shows the eight topological relations for simple area objects 
(Egenhofer and Franzosa 1991,1995). 

A f" I I 77, I I • r^~ 

Figure 2.15 Example of conceptual neighborhood of topological relation 

The figure illustrates these relations in the form of a conceptual neighborhood graph (Egenhofer 
and Al-Taha 1992, Hernandez 1994). Nodes in the graph denote relations that are linked 
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through an edge if they can be directly transformed to each other by continuous deformations 
(enlargement, reduction, movement). For instance, starting from relation disjoint and extending 
(or moving) one of the objects, we derive relation meet. With a similar extension we can get the 
transition from meet to overlap and so on. Disjoint and overlap are called 1st degree neighbors 
of meet. Depending on the allowed deformation and the relations of interest, several graphs 
may be obtained (e.g. Brun and Egenhofer 1996). 

Topological similarity may have little meaning beyond simple, two-object scenes. Its real utility 
comes with a combination of equivalent concepts for distance and direction relations, and 
scenes with more than two objects. The measure of different topological relations can be used 
topological distance. Table 2.1 shows the topological distance between different relations. The 
results in the table are calculated based on the definition of topological distance. 

Table 2.1 Topological distances between relations 

Topological 
Distance 
Disjoint 
Meet 
Contains 
Inside 
Covers 
Coveredby 
Equal 

Disjoint 

0 

Meet 

1 
0 

Contains 

4 
5 
0 

Inside 

4 
5 
5 
0 

Covers 

5 
4 
1 
7 
0 

Coveredby 

5 
4 
7 
1 
6 
0 

Equal 

6 
5 
4 
4 
3 
3 
0 

• Distance Relation Changes 

For such distances, conceptual neighborhoods are derived by imposing an order relation < (less 
than) over the distance symbols, which corresponds to two objects gradually moving away from 
each other. Adjacent symbols are more similar than non adjacent symbols. For example, very 
close is more similar to close than to far, because zero <very close <close < far. Transitivity can 
be applied to this order of relations, supporting such statements as far is greater than very close. 
This type of reasoning supports the determination of the difference in spatial relations between 
two scenes, which can guide the process of determining the number and type of gradual 
changes required to transform one scene into another, which forms the basis of the similarity 
assessment presented here. 

The measure of distance can be described by quality distance such as mentioned above or 
quantity distance, such as fuzzy distance (Papadias D et al 1999) 

• Direction Relation Changes 
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It is assumed that each object can move in a continuous, smooth manner in any direction, but 
may not suddenly jump to a new location, (note, however, that all relations can be represented 
by fixing one object, and moving the other ). Figure 2.16 illustrates how to produce, by gradual 
change, any direction relation given by any other direction relation. The lines in the figure show 
the links between conceptual neighbors of direction relations. The directions on the outside 
edge of the diagram are labeled with acronyms such as N for "north", SSW for "South-
Southwest", etc. If two relations are not conceptual neighbors, then one cannot be derived from 
the other via gradual change without first producing one or more intermediate relation which is 
proportional to the similarity of relations. 

NWW | |i 

W Q 

Figure 2.16 Conceptual neighborhood of directions for an object 
(after Bruns and Egenhofer 1996) 

The structure of the figure shows the interplay between direction and topological relations. 
There are four rings, each representing a topological relation. The center ring represents the 
topological equal. The next ring shows all direction relations for the topological relation 
overlap. Further out are rings for meet and disjoint, in that order. Additional rings would 
represent associations between direction and distance relations, while preserving topology 
(disjoint) and the corresponding direction relations. 

Cardinal directions could be quantitative values, such as azimuth or bearing, or qualitative 
symbols, such as north or north-east. The choice of measure depends on the application. Both 
azimuth and cardinal directions are used based on the specified query constraints. 

These changes are often considered particularly interesting information, because they influence 
transformation decision-making and trigger transformation actions to be taken. When two 
relations have high similarity, then the objects which are involved may be merged in a database. 
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When the distance between two objects is too close and they have the same attribute after 
transformation, then two objects will merge to form a new object. 

2.6.3 Process of Database Generalization 

The process of database generalization can be considered as the process of abstraction from the 
source database to the target database with the intention of reducing detail in the contents of the 
database. This abstraction may include three aspects. They are data model abstraction, object 
abstraction and relation abstraction. 

• Data model abstraction: simplifying a geo-spatial model, emphasizing significant object 
types and suppressing immaterial object types in the data model. Similar object types might 
be grouped into more general object types to reduce the complexity of the data model. For 
example, replacing elementary object types with composite object types or higher object 
types in a data model. The four types of abstraction are important and they are 
classification, association, generalization, and aggregation. 

• Object abstraction: reducing object resolution (including thematic and geometric 
resolution) through aggregating objects violated by the constraints based on defined a geo-
spatial model, characteristics of objects and relations among objects. For example, if two 
adjacent objects have high similarity in attribute, they can be merged or aggregated to form 
a new object in the sense that this is a kind of reducing spatial complexity to a level 
appropriate for particular use. 

• Relation abstraction: similarity exists between spatial relation pairs. Eghenfer and Mark 
(1995) use conceptual neighborhoods to facilitate an ordering of topological relations and 
support the determination of similar relations such as meet is more similar to overlap than 
to contain. When the data model associated with a database is simplified and object 
resolution is reduced, the discernable degree of spatial relation in the database should also 
be reduced. The relation between two objects in a database can be recognized before 
transformation and the relation between the two objects may disappear after transformation 
in a sense that the relations between the objects are coarse or abstraction. For example two 
very close objects having a disjoint relation may be changed into a adjacent relation (meet) 
when the database is transformed. 

Geo-spatial model abstraction is application-dependent. It decides the contents of a database 
and level in detail. In this sense, it is active abstraction. Object abstraction and relation 
abstraction are passive abstraction since they are controlled by Geo-spatial model abstraction. 
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Chapter 3 
Categorical Database 
Generalization Transformation 
3.1 Introduction 

This chapter will mainly discuss the framework of database generalization transformation with 
emphasis on the role of the geo-spatial model, objects and relations among the objects. First, the 
aspects of database transformation are defined based on the concepts discussed in the previous 
chapter, such as data model, object, object types, constraints and operations, followed by the 
background of database transformation and formalization of hierarchy. Then the contents of 
geo-spatial model transformation, object transformation and relations transformation are 
elaborated in detail. Finally, transformation operations involved in the database transformation 
are introduced. 

The database generalization can be considered as the transformation of the contents of a spatial 
database from a high resolution to a lower resolution terrain representation (Molenaar 1996). 
The main objective of database transformation is to derive a new database with different 
(coarser) spatial/thematic/temporal resolutions from existing more detailed database(s), for a 
particular application. To realize the objective, several aspects in the transformation must be 
taken into account. Based on the discussion in section 1.2, database transformation should 
include geo-spatial model transformations, object transformations and relationship 
transformations. These transformations are controlled or governed by a set of constraints (to be 
discussed in the next chapter) and implemented by a set of operations. 

3.2 Background of Database Transformation 

Before discussing database transformation problems, we have to be aware of some concepts and 
relations. 

3.2.1 Relations among Geo-spatial Model, Taxonomic Hierarchy, Classification 
Hierarchy and Aggregation Hierarchy. 

The contents of a categorical database are always closely related to a taxonomic system, i.e., 
soil database to a soil taxonomy system and land use database to a land use taxonomic system 
etc. The relations among them are described as following: 

Taxonomic System and Classification Hierarchy 

The taxonomic system is used in the real world to establish hierarchies of classes that permit us 
to understand, as fully as possible, the relationships among entities and between entities and 
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properties which are responsible for their character in the real world. A classification hierarchy 
is used in the context of a database. A classification hierarchy is expressed as an object type 
hierarchy that represents levels of object specificity. Furthermore, a classification hierarchy as 
an abstraction type organizes levels of both objects and object type definition and reflects the 
abstract level of objects in the database. For a categorical database which is always related to a 
taxonomic system in a certain application field, a classification hierarchy is derived from the 
taxonomic system. In this sense, we can say that the object types in the classification hierarchy 
correspond to the classes in the taxonomic system. The super object types and sub object types 
in the classification hierarchy correspond to the super classes and sub classes respectively. The 
objects of one object type correspond to the entities of that class. The relations between two 
hierarchies are shown in Figure 3.1. Figure 3.2 shows a taxonomic system for land use. This 
system can be easily transformed into a classification hierarchy in the database. 

Super-class Super-object type 

Class Object type 

Sub-class 

Entities < • 

Sub-object type 

Object 

Taxonomic System Classification Hierarchy 

Figure 3.1 Relations between a taxonomic system and a classification hierarchy 

Classification Hierarchy and Aggregation Hierarchy 

An aggregation hierarchy is expressed as how a higher-order object is organized by lower-order 
object types that belong to a different classification hierarchy and how these higher order 
objects can be put together to build more complex objects and so on. A classification hierarchy 
in combination with the topologic object relations of formal data schema (to be discussed in 
chapter 5) supports the definition of aggregation hierarchies of objects. Classification hierarchy 
and aggregation hierarchy play an important role in linking the definition of the spatial objects 
at several detailed levels (Molenaar 1996, Peng 1997, Richardson 1993). 
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L4 

L3 

L2 

Land use 

Cultivated land Forest Transportation 

Irrigated paddy Irrigated land 

S4l> <iVX 
Wood Slashes ... 

• A X V, 

Ll rice maize 

Figure 3.2 Land use classification hierarchy 

Even though we can specify the relations between higher-order object types and lower order 
object types to build an aggregation hierarchy, the specifying relations are normally based on 
the classification hierarchies. In the function, the classification hierarchy will help us to find the 
objects we need, because it has sorted and categorized them in the categorical database. Once 
we have found them, the aggregation hierarchy tells us what to do to put them together 
meaningfully, for example, an aggregation of river and road object types into a transportation 
network develops a significantly different definition from the individual definitions of river 
classification and road classification (see Figure 3.3) 

County 

Vacant Building block 

Building 

Figure 3.3 Example of aggregation hierarchy 
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Geo-spatial Model and Classification and Aggregation Hierarchy 

Classification and aggregation hierarchy play a key role in defining geo-spatial models of 
categorical database since the object types in the geo-spatial model are meaningful within a 
certain classification and aggregation hierarchy. Before a categorical database can be built, the 
classification structure must be chosen (Molenaar 1998) and aggregation structure must be 
specified. 

For the categorical database, object types, attribute structure of each object type and 
relationships among object types in the geo-spatial model are normally decided by the object 
types at the lowest level in the classification hierarchy or aggregation hierarchy. As shown in 
Figure3.2, the object type rice, maize and so on at level 1 in the classification hierarchy are the 
object types of the geo-spatial model in the land use database. 

It is important to realize that not only can an object type in a geo-spatial model be associated to 
a classification hierarchy, the attributes of an object type may be associated to a classification 
hierarchy. For example, a cadastral parcel may contain an attribute land use, which itself is 
associated to a land use classification hierarchy. 

3.2.2 Class, Object Type and Object 

In this thesis, the class and object type have the same meaning. A class or object type 

determines a set of attributes to form its attribute structure. Each class c . or object type c . has 

its own attribute structure List (c .) as follows: 

to(c;)=|A,„..A,.,...AJ 

A ; denotes one of the attributes of class c . Each attribute will have a name, a domain which 

will be specified by defining the range of the attribute values and scale type of the domain 
which indicates whether these values are from a nominal, an ordinal, an interval or ratio scale. 

An attribute A (. can be specified by a three tuple (Molenaar 1998): 

A, ={NAME(A,.), SCALETYPE(A,.), DOMAIN(A,.)} 

For each object which belong to class c , the attribute structure defined by a class specifies the 

description structure of the object. A value is assigned to every attribute in the attribute 
structure of an object. For any object, its direct class is unique and lowest in a classification 
hierarchy since different classes have different attribute structures. These values must fall 
within the range of the attribute domain, which must be defined prior to the actual assignment 
of attribute values. The relationship between objects, object type and attributes can be seen in 
Figure3.4. 
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Class 

Object . 

Es Figure 3.4 Diagram representing the relations between objects, classes and attributes 
„. ( after Molenaar 1998 ) 

attributes ot tne object) together with trie list ot attribute values. 

3.2.3 Intension and Extension of A Class 

The intension of a class c . can be expressed as a condition for the value of a combination of 

attributes. The condition specifies a subset of the set containing all the possible combinations of 

the values of the attributes, denoted as Int(c ), while the set of all the objects that belong to 

c with the same attribute structure is commonly identified as the extension of the class c , 

denoted as Ext(c .). 

3.2.4 Formalizing Classification Hierarchy and Aggregation Hierarchy 

As discussed before, the object types in a geo-spatial model are normally determined by 
classification hierarchy and aggregation hierarchy. Changing classification hierarchy and 
aggregation hierarchy will result in changing the geo-spatial model associated with the 
database, and in turn changing the contents of the database. Changing the attribute structure and 
extension of classes at different levels in the classification hierarchy and aggregation hierarchy 
associated with a database will induce a new classification hierarchy and aggregation hierarchy 
and define a new data model of the database and rebuild the corresponding contents of the 
database. 

Class hierarchy has been studied for many years in databases and knowledge bases, especially 
in relation to data abstraction and generalization (Smith and Smith 1977, 
Yee,Leung,Kwong,S.L. nad He J.Z 1999, Molenaar 1996). However there is still a lack of 
formalization of classification hierarchy and aggregation hierarchy based on Set theory and 
properties of class. In the following part, the formalizations of classification hierarchy and 
aggregation hierarchy are discussed. 
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Let S be the set of objects {o, ,o2 , o3,...,o(-Jin space, U be the set of classes 

{c | ,c 2 ,c 3,...,c • } for the database space. Before formalizing classification and aggregation 

hierarchy, the relations between classes must be identified. Seven types of relations among 
classes can be identified: 

Relations of equivalence among classes symbolized by = ; 
Relations of inclusion among classes symbolized by CI ; 
Relations of complete inclusion among classes symbolized by C ; 
Relations of composition among classes symbolized by G ; 
Relations of disjunction among classes symbolized by ^ ; 
Relations of consistency among classes symbolized by l// ; 
Relations of partial binary relation on U symbolized by < c. 

Classification Hierarchy 

Let c ; , c • € U be two arbitrary spatial classes, there should be no objects that belong to the 

extensions of the two different classes of U. Based on the definition of classification hierarchy 
in the last chapter and relations among classes, we can formalize classification hierarchy with 
intension and extension of the classes. 

• c,l// c ., only if Ext(c;) O Ext(c .) ̂  0; 

(c ; is consistent with c ,) 

• c J. = c ., only if Ext(c; )=Ext(c •), denoted as c ( = c ; 

(Ext(c,) of c ; is equal to Ext(c ) of c and c ; is identical to c . ). 

• c ; C c -, only if Ext(c (.) C Ext(c •), denoted as c (. < c c •. 

(Ext(c .:) of c . include Ext(c .) of c . and c ; belongs to c ) or 

• c ; cz c •, if Ext(c;) <Z Ext(c ), denoted as c ( <c c . We also call c ; a sub-class of 

c and c a super-class of c ( . (Ext(c,) of c (. completely include Ext(c ) of c and 

c (. completely belongs to c ). 

• c (. ^ c •, only if Ext(c (.) n Ext(c . )= (f). 
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(there is no common object between c ; and c , and c • is different from c ). 

A class c ; is included by a class c if and only if the extension of c (is subsumed by the 

extension of c . We call c ; 'IS-A' c .. 

Obviously, < c is a partial binary relation on U, called the "Belong to' relation, and (U, < c) is a 
partially ordered set that we call a classification hierarchy. 

The process of formalization of classification hierarchy depicts how the object types (classes) 
and super object types can be formed into a hierarchical structure. For creation of a new super 
object type in the classification hierarchy there will be: 

• If any A, B G H and no De H satisfying Ext(D) =Ext(A) U Ext(B), 
then generate such a class D, and let 
Ext(D) =Ext(A) U Ext(B), LIST(D) =LIST(A) O LIST(B) and De H, 
noted as IS-A links; 

The upward connections from objects to classes and classes to super classes are is-a links, 
which express that an object is an instantiation of a class and that a class is a special case of a 
more general super-class. At each level, the classes inherit the attribute structure of their super
classes at the next higher level and propagate it normally with an extension to the next lower 
level. At the lowest level in the hierarchy are elementary objects (Molenaar 1998). 

Aggregation Hierarchy 

Aggregation hierarchy expresses the relationship between a specific aggregated object and its 
constituent parts at different levels. This is different from classification hierarchies where 
classes at several generalization levels can be defined with their attribute structure and their 
intension and the objects can be assigned to these classes in a later stage of a mapping process. 

Let S be the set of objects { o p o 2 , o3 , . . . ,o |) in space, U be the set of classes {c , ,c 2 ,c 3 , 

c t.... .,c . ,c ; ,c m , c n ,c t...} for the database space. List(c) expresses attribute structure of class 

c and Vlist(o) expresses attribute values of object o. Vlist (o) expresses that object o has a list 
containing one value for every attribute of its class c. Geom (o) expresses the geometric range 
of object o. We can define the formalization of aggregation hierarchy with intension and 
extension of the classes: 

• c . ^ c ., only if Ext(c (.) Pi Ext(c . )= 0 ; 

(there is no common object between c ; and c , and c (. is different from c ); 
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• Cj < dk and c - < dk , if c ; and c . are lower order class (object type) and dk is 

higher order class (object type); 

• List(c ;) C List(d k), if the attribute structure of class c . is part of the attribute structure 

of class dk ; 

• Vlist(o ; G c •) (Z Vlist(o kE d k ), if the attribute value of object o (. is part of the 

attribute value of object o k ; 

• geom(o ; G C j JC geom(o k G d k ), if the range of object o ; is part of the range of 

object o k ; 

. geom.(o, .)={T(o, .) ,E(o,) ,N(o,)}; 

• Similar for o 

Object oA is composed by object o ( and o if and only if the above conditions are met and 

denoted as : 

o k =Agge[o ; , o j ] 

We call object o ( or o is ' PART-OF' object o k . 

The process of formalization of aggregation shows how a composite object (object type) can be 
built from elementary objects (object types) which are belong to different classification 
hierarchies and how these composite objects (object types) can be put together to build up more 
complex composite objects (object types) (Molenaar 1998) through defining the rules for 
selecting the objects that are to be aggregated to a particular composite object for each level of 
the aggregation hierarchy. These rules will be based partly on the topological relations between 
objects (e.g. connectivity or adjacent) and partly on the thematic relations (e.g. common class 
values or same attribute structure). For creation of a new composite object type in aggregation 
hierarchy, there will be: 

• If o 1,, o . G c (. ,o k G c and o, G c , and adjacent ( o t , o ( ) and adjacent (o t , o .) 

Then o, ={ o , , o j, o k } and LIST(c,) 3 C (LIST(c,.) U LIST(c k ) or LIST(c j) 

U LIST(c, ) ) a n d o , G c , 
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All classes can always be organized in a hierarchy in an order invariant form with appropriate 
addition or deletion of attributes and change of their attribute structure. For substantiation, we 
show a small land use classification hierarchy in the following example. 

Figure 3.5 depicts a view of the subset of a landuse database with nine objects, and Figure 3.6 is 
the classification hierarchy for that subset. There, by our definition, Cultivated 
land=Ext(Cultivated land) = {Rl, R2, R3, Ml, M2, CI, C2, SI, S2}, Ext(Irrigated paddy)= { 
Rl, R2, R3, Ml, M2), Ext(Irrigated land)= { CI, C2, SI, S2}, Ext(Rice)= { Rl, R2, R3}, 
Ext(Maize)= { Ml, M2}, Ext(Cotton)= { CI, C2), Ext(Sugar cane)= { SI, S2). It should be 
noted that on the class level the space in figure 3.5 is organized as a class hierarchy shown in 
figure 3.6. Corresponding to each class, there is a set of objects that constitutes the extension of 
the class. 

Rl 

C2 

Ml 

CI 

R3 

SI 

R2 

M2 

S2 

Where: 

R1,R2, R3: Rice Objects; 
Ml, M2 : Maize objects; 
C1,C2 : Cotton Objects; 
S1, S2 : Sugar cane objects 

Figure 3.5 View of a subset of landuse database 

Cultivated Land 

Irrigated Paddy Irrigated Land 

/ \ / \ 
Rice Maize Cotton Sugar cane 

m M f\ f\ 
Rl R2 R3 Ml M2 CI C2 SI S2 

Figure 3.6 Example of a hierarchy structure 
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3.2.5 Attribute Structure of A Class (Object Type) in Classification Hierarchy 

A class determines a set of attribute types which form the attribute structure of a class as 
discussed before. More and more attribute types are needed with the specialization of the 
classes in a classification hierarchy. The attribute list of a class must include all attribute types 
of its super class in the classification hierarchy, i.e. if A, Be U and A <cB, then 
LIST(A)=LIST(A) U LIST(B) or LIST(B)=LIST(A) n LIST(B). This is apparent from the 
fact that for each class a more detailed specification of attributes is added compared to the less 
specific class. It was mentioned before that at each level the classes inherit the attribute 
structure of their super-class at the next higher level and propagate it normally with an 
extension to the next lower level. 

Figure 3.7 shows the process of the attribute inherence of attribute structure of the class at 
different levels. The inheritance line is top-down. "Transportation' is a class having attributes 

P, (volume of goods transported) and P 2 (volume of passengers transported) and may have 

two sub-classes "Road' and "Railroad'. Except for P, and P-,, its sub-classes may have other 

attributes, e.g. "Road' may have attribute A, (width of a road)and A 2 ( rank of road), and 

"Railroad' may have attribute W, (speed of trains) and W 2 (rail type). 

Figure 3.7 Example of attribute structure of class transformation 

As discussed above, the classification hierarchy (U, <c) has double semantic meanings. One is 
the extension enclosure, i.e. if A, B€ U and A<c B, then Ext(A) (ZExt(B), which expresses 
from bottom up the IS-A relationship between any two classes in the hierarchy. The other is 
attribute inheritance. The inherence line is top down. i.e. if A, Be U and A<c B, then 
LIST(A)2LIST(B). 

3.2.6 Attribute Structure of A Class (Composite or Component Object Type) in 
Aggregation Hierarchy 
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A composite object type is itself an individual an object type, it has attribute structure of its 
own. For the attribute structure of classes in aggregation hierarchy, there are different ways to 
build it. Which way should be taken is application-dependent. The attribute structure of a 
composite object type may include all attribute structures of its component object types or part 
of its component object types or may create a new attribute structure, i.e. if A, B and C€ U, and 
A G B and C e B, then LIST(B) 3 LIST(A) U LIST(C). The elementary object types from 
the lowest level in aggregation hierarchy are combined to compose increasingly a complex 
composite object type as one ascends. If elementary objects are combined to form a composite 
object, their attribute values are often aggregated as well. Similar to the object in the 
classification hierarchy, the description structure of the object is determined by the attribute 
structure of a class. Values are assigned to the attributes per object. The value of the composite 
object is the function of corresponding values in its constituents. This is different from 
classification hierarchies where classes at several generalization levels can be assigned with 
their attribute structures and their intension, but where the objects can be assigned to these 
classes in a later stage of a mapping process (Molenaar 1998). 

The attribute structure of a composite object type is simply the collection of attributes of all its 
component object types or maybe partly inherited from the attribute structure of its component 
object types, or partly from its components and some more new attributes may be added or 
specified which are completely different from the attributes of its constituents. 

Figure 3.8 depicts one case of the inheritance process of the attribute value of a composite 
object type from its constituents in which the composite object type inherits all the attribute 
structure of its components. The inheritance line is upward. 

i L 

id a , a ^ a ^ a 4 

ID A, A , A , A 4 Pasture land ID W ,W W 3 

id w | w \v 

Figure 3.8 Example of attribute structure of class farmland 

It is possible to define composite object types by means of their construction rules. These rules 
relate a particular set of object types to specific composite object types and on to a specific and 
more complex composite object type. 
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Similarly to classification, the aggregation hierarchy has double semantic meanings. One is the 
geometrical range of a composite object which should contain the geometrical ranges of its 
constituents the component objects, and the other is attribute value inheritance. The inheritance 
leads upward, which expresses from bottom up the PART-OF relationship between any two 
classes in the hierarchy. This is unlike classification hierarchies, in which the inheritance lines 
of attribute structures lead downward, such that the thematic description of terrain objects are 
more detailed the farther we go down the hierarchy. 

3.2.7 Cardinal Attribute of A Class in Hierarchies 

The cardinality of a set S is the number of elements that belong to that set. This number is 
denoted by |s|. Similarly the cardinality of a class is the number of objects that are members of 
that class, i.e., the number of objects that belong to the extension of the class. The cardinality of 

a class c (. is then |EXT(c ()|. For the hierarchical relationship where C ; is a sub-class of C , 

the cardinality of C is equal to the sum of the cardinality of its subclasses. 

3.2.8 Sum Attributes of A Class in Hierarchies 

Some of the attributes in the attribute structure of a class may have values per object for which 
a sum can be computed for the class. Examples are the total of all arable farm lots, the total 

length of all rivers in an area. For the hierarchical relationship where C ; is a subclass of C , 

the sum of C is equal to the sum of its subclasses. 

3.3 Process of Database Transformation 

In fact, database generalization is a transformation from one existing state of a database at a 
certain detail level to a new state of less detail on the basis of the application and user's 
requirements. The state of database (SDB) can be specified by a four Tuple: 

Where: 
SDB={ M, O, R , C } 

SDB is the state of database at a certain detail level 

M is the set of geo-spatial model, M={m. }; 

O is the set of objects, 0={o, , o 2 , o3,...,o • }; 

R is the set of relationships among the objects, R={r | r e OXO); 

C is a set of conditions or constraints for transformation. 
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According to this idea, the transformation manipulates mainly the spatial data model associated 
with a database, the geometric and thematic descriptions of spatial objects and their 
relationships with a new set of constraints which are related to a certain application. The result 
of transformation is a database at less detail level than the existing one. Figure 3.9 depicts this 
process of the database transformation. 

Data model Object set Relation set Constraint set Object set Relation set Constraint set 

Figure 3.9 The procedure of transforming the state of a database 

3.4 Aspects of Database Transformation 

Based on the process of database transformation in section 3.3, database transformation is 
involved with three aspect transformations including: 

• Geo-spatial model transformations; 

• Object transformations and 

• Relationship transformations. 

The following part will give more detailed description for each transformation. 

3.4.1 Geo-spatial Model Transformation 

The geo-spatial model determines what object types and which instances of these object types 
should be contained in the generalized database. Changes in the thematic components of the 
model have a direct effect on the spatial partition. The reverse is not true: changes in the spatial 
domain do not propagate to the thematic domain. Main characteristics of change are given: 

• Changing the geo-spatial model associated with a database will result in changing the 
structure and the content of the database. In the context of database generalization, 
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Classification hierarchy and aggregation are directly related to the content of the database. 

• Changing classification hierarchy and aggregation hierarchy mean the changes in the level 
of definition of object types and objects when the database resolution (mapping scale) 
changes. 

• The geo-spatial model determines the detailed level of the target database. 

According to the relations between classification hierarchy and aggregation hierarchy, 
transformation can be divided into two types. One is geo-spatial model transformation based on 
classification hierarchy and the other is on aggregation hierarchy. In each transformation, five 
aspects of changes which will result in a database transformation are identified: 

Change of attribute structure of object types from the original hierarchy to the 
new hierarchy associated with a database; 

Change of domain of attribute of an object type; 

Change of type of attribute of an object type; 

Change of cardinality of an object type; 

Change of sum of an object type. 

3.4.1.1 Geo-spatial Model Transformation Based on A Classification Hierarchy 

Problems concerning geo-spatial model transformation based on classification hierarchy are 
related to the classification hierarchical structure as well as the properties of object types that a 
categorical database contains. 

As discussed before, the geo-spatial model of an existing database is associated with a semantic 
classification hierarchy from which we can know how many classes exist, what relationship 
among classes are and what the elementary objects are in the existing database. Before 
implementing transformation, the object types which will be contained in the new data model 
associated with a new database must be built. This could be done by changing the attribute 
structure of object types in the classification hierarchy. 

The characteristics of this hierarchy structure are summarized as following: 

• All classes in a hierarchy are distinct because they all have their own unique attribute 
structure. An object not only inherits the attribute structure of its own class but also from 
the super class, i.e., attribute value list of the object contains the values of the attributes 
specified at a class level and a super class level; 
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• IS-A relation shows that when two or more classes have attributes in common, then a super 
class can be defined with an attribute structure LIST containing these common attributes as 
"superclass-attributes' (Molenaar 1991 and 1993); 

• Specifying an (elementary) object type implys, to a certain extent, determining the 
abstraction/complexity level of a database. 

The classification hierarchy states explicitly which classes are generalized to which generic 
classes. This can be visualized as a hierarchy of classes with the most generic classes at the top 
level. Classification hierarchy transformation can be done based on IS-A relationships between 
object classes and IS-A relationships referring to class generalization result in the combination 
of several classes into a more general super class. It makes it possible to transform the more 
complex model to the less complex one. 

The following section provides a detailed description of the changes related to the data model in 
the context of classification hierarchy associated with a database. These changes are considered 
to be a set, within the framework of database generalization defined in this thesis, and according 
to the given definitions of object types or class. 

3.4.1.1.1 Changing the Attribute Structure of Object Types from Detail to General 

It means that changing the attribute structure of an object type from detail to general in the 
classification hierarchy will result in a database transformation. It also induces the reduction of 
the number of object types in the existing data model. Changing the attribute structure of object 
types of an existing geo-spatial model to the ones at the next higher level in the same hierarchy 
would mean replacing the attribute structure of object types with the corresponding ones of 
super object types at the next higher level and also imply transforming the geo-spatial model of 
the database from a lower abstraction level to a higher abstraction level. Such a transformation 
will lead to a generalization process taking place, in order to convert instances of the sub-types 
to instances of the super-types. There are two types of changing attribute structure of object 
types in categorical database generalization: 

Method 1: Thematic Generalization for All Classes Changing the Attribute Structure 
of All Object Types in the Existing Geo-spatial Model: 

This will result in replacing all object types at the lowest level of the existing geo-spatial 
model with their corresponding super object types in the same existing data model and 
form a new data model associated with a categorical database. If all object types in the 
existing geo-spatial model have the same detail level before change, then all new object 
types in the new categorical database will have the same detail level after change. The new 
categorical database has a higher abstract level than the original categorical database. 
Establishing a new geo-spatial model needs two steps: 
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1) Selecting All Object Types Next Higher to the Object Type in A Classification 
Hierarchy 

Let No to a set of object types in existing geo-spatial model which correspond to object 

types classification hierarchy (Tree 0 ) associated with the categorical database and E be a 

set of relations among object types N o , and let N n be all object types which correspond to 

the object types in a new classification hierarchy (Tree n ) associated with the target 

database and let E n be a set of relations among object types N n : 

Tree o ={N o ,E o }. 

Tree„={N„,En }; 

If N„ C N 0 , a n d E „ C E„ 

then 

Treen C Tree0 

If N n <N o , and if V t oj G all object types at the lowest level in Tree 0 

and V t hi• E. all object types at the lowest level in Tree n then there does 

not exist an object type t ; in U, such that t oj < t . and 11 < t hi•. 

This means that all object types next higher to the lowest object type in the 
classification hierarchy associated with an existing database will be 
selected as a new geo-spatial model . Figure 3.10 shows this process. The 
part in the left of Figure 3.10 which is included by dash line will be deleted 
in a new geo-spatial model. 

The different applications normally need different geo-spatial models in order to meet their 
requirements and purpose. For the land management case, the different levels of 
management such as local, regional and national need corresponding levels of database in 
detail for its efficient management. 
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Existing Classification hierarchy (Tree ) 

Figure 3.10 Example 1 of classification transformation 

New Classification hierarchy (Tree ) 

O object type, — • relation 

Figure 3.2 shows a land use classification hierarchy associated with a land use database and 
Figure 3.11 is its subset. Comparing these two figures, we found that the levels in figure 3.2 has 
one more layer than those in Figure 3.11. This means that the database with land use 
classification hierarchy in figure 3.11 is less detailed than the database with the land use 
classification hierarchy in Figure 3.2. 

L3 

LI 

Pasture 

4 V 
Cultivated land 

/ A y 

"Irrigated paddy Irrigated land 

Forest Transportation 

Wood Slashes 

Figure 3.11 Example of Classification hierarchy 

For example, assuming irrigated paddy field is a super-type of object types Rice and 
Maize as shown in Figure 3.2, a new data model that employs the object type Irrigated 
paddy field is usually less complex than another model that employs the object types Rice 
and Maize. However, these two models have some inherent relationship due to the IS-A 
relationship between object types Irrigated paddy field and Rice (and Maize). 

2) Constructing Attribute Structure per Object Type in A New Geo-spatial Model: 

Let A and B be object types of the existing model associated with a classification hierarchy. 
They have the different attribute structure LIST(A) and LIST(B) respectively and C to be 
the super-object type in the same hierarchy which will be the object type in new data model 
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with attribute structure LIST(C). The attribute structure LIST(C) of the super-object type 
C can get through the intersection of the attribute structure LIST(A) of the object type A 
and LIST(B) of the object type B. It can be expressed as: 

LIST(A)={A,,A2 , . . . ,A„} 

LIST(B)={B,,B2 , . . . ,B„} 

LIST(C)={C1 ,C2 , . . . ,C I I} 

If A, B, C e U a n d A C C a n d B C C , 

LIST(C)=LIST(A) n LIST(B)={ A,. |A,. e LIST(A) n e LIST(B) } 

and 

Ext(C) =Ext(A) U Ext(B). 

This means that the super-object type carries the common attributes of its sub object types, 
and also means that an object not only inherits the attributes of its sub object type, but also 
those from the super object types. 

Method 2: Thematic Generalization of Selected Classes—Changing the Part of 
Attribute Structure of Object Types in the Existing Geo-spatial Model: 

In some applications, some object types (classes) in a classification hierarchy associated 
with a categorical database will be emphasized, while the other object types will be 
suppressed. This will result in replacing part of the object types of an existing data model 
with their corresponding super object types and keeping the rest invariant in the same 
existing geo-spatial model and both parts will form a new geo-spatial model of the 
database. This means that converting part of object types of the existing geo-spatial model 
to their super object types which are application-relevant, while keeping the rest of object 
types invariant. So the new database may have different detail levels for different object 
types. This reflects that the objects and object types related to the application in the 
generalized database will be enhanced, while the objects and object types unrelated or less 
related to the application will be attenuated. The steps are similar to method 1. 

1) Selecting Part of Super Object Types and Object Types from A Classification 
Hierarchy as a New Geo-spatial Model 

Let N 0 be a set of object types in an existing geo-spatial model which correspond to object 

types of a classification hierarchy (Treen) associated with the categorical database and 

E0 to be a set of relations among object types N 0 , and let N n be all object types which 

correspond to object types of a new classification hierarchy (Tree n) associated with the 
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target database and E n to be a set of relations among object types N /( : 

Tree,, ={N 0 ,E 0 }; 

Tree„={N„,E„ }; 

N n = l t / i l ' t A 2 ' • • • ' */,„ ) ' 

If N„ CN ( „andE„ c E„ 

then 

Tree n C Tree 0 

If N n < N n , and if 3 t oi € all object types at the lowest level in Tree 0 

and 31 hl• £ all object types at the lowest level in Tree , then there does 

not exist an object types t ; in U, such that t oj < t (. and t. < t hi.. 

This means that part of the lowest object types and object types at 
next higher to lowest object type in the classification hierarchy associated 
with the existing geo-spatial model will be selected as the ones in a new 
classification hierarchy . Figure 3.12 shows this process. 

3 O O lO O O 

Existing Classification hierarchy (Tree ) New Classification hierarchy (Tree n ) 

O object type, relation 

Figure 3.12 Example 2 of classification transformation 

For a land evaluation case, the types of land use which need to be evaluated will be the 
most important elements in the database. Its instances will be the most important 
elementary objects. These objects do not need to be generalized in semantic except 
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geometric conflict of objects such as too small, too narrow etc. The other types of land use 
in the database will need more to be generalized in semantic and geometric properties of 
objects. Figure 3.13 which is derived from Figure 3.2 illustrates that the evaluation object 
type rice is not abstracted in semantic aspect, whereas the other classes are more or less 
generalized compared with Figure 3.2. 

L4 

L3 

L2 

LI 

Land use 

Pasture Cultivated land 

Irrigated paddy Irrigated land 

*4\> 44 VV 

Forest Transportation 

Wood Slashes 

Rice Maize ... Cotton Sugar-cane ••• 

Figure 3.13 Example of classification hierarchy change 

2) Constructing Attribute Structure Per Object Type in A New Geo-spatial Model: 

The attribute structure of the lowest object types in the new model will be the same as ones in 
the existing model if they remain 
as the lowest object types in the new model, and if not, the method for constructing attribute 
structure of object types is the same as method 1. 

3.4.1.1.2 Changing the Domain of Attribute 

Each attribute has a name, a range of domain and the scale type of the domain as defined 
before. In addition to object types resulting in database transformation, changing the range, and 
scale type of domain of an attribute will also induce the transformation of a database and reduce 
the contents of the database. 

• Changing the Range of Attribute Domain 

Changes in the range of the domain of an attribute will propagate to the spatial domain and 
induce spatial repartition and result in a database transformation. 

Supposing that we have a land evaluation database in which each evaluation unit has an 
evaluated value and an evaluated grade. Each grade has a range of the value within 100 as 
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following: 

High suitability 

Suitability 

Marginal suitability 

No suitability 

(100-80) 

(79 ~ 60 ) 

(59 ~ 30) 

( 29 ~ 0 ) 

If we change the above values of the domain of each attribute as following: 

High suitability 

Suitability 

Marginal suitability 

No suitability 

( 100 ~ 65) 

( 64 ~ 45 ) 

(44 ~ 20) 

( 1 9 - 0 ) 

then the contents of the database will be changed as well. This change of the domain of attribute 
will cause changes to the extension of each grade and the corresponding spatial distribution in 
the sense that the database transformation has taken place (see Figure 3.14 ). 

H(90) 

S(75) 

M(40) 

N(25) 

Figure 3.14 An example of changing the range of attribute domain 

• Changing the Scale Types of Attribute Domain 

Similar to changing the range of the domain of an attribute, changing scale type of the domain 
of an attribute will also result in database transformation. This transformation may or may not 
reduce the detail level of the original database. 

Figure 3.15 shows the case of scale type of the domain from nominal to an interval. Changing 
the scale type of the domain results in changes in geometric and thematic properties of the 
objects in the database. 
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10 

50 

30 

60 

10, 30, 50, 60: value of each 
unit of an existing database. A : (0~49) B: (51-100) 

Figure 3.15 Example 1 of changing the scale type of attribute domain 

Figure 3.16 shows an example of changing the scale type from nominal to ordinal. Changing 
the scale type of the domain of an attribute also induces changes in geometric and thematic 
properties of objects in the database. 

10-25 

35-40 

26-30 

42-48 

1 

2 

1 : (0-50) 2: (51-100) 

Figure 3.16 Example 2 of changing the scale type of attribute domain 

3.4.1.1.3 Changing the Cardinality of An Object "Type 

The cardinality of an object type represents the number of objects which belong to an object 
type. Changing the cardinality of an object type will result in changing the number of the object 
type in the existing database. Reducing the number of objects of one object type in the database 
will induce database transformation to take place. In a sense, this is a statistic generalization. 
Before generalization, we should decide the number of objects for each object type to be kept in 
the new database. 
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How many objects which should appear in the generalized database are dependent on the given 
particular application. Richardson (1993) proposes a method to decide how many objects for 
each object type should be kept for a generalized database based on the Necessity Factor and 
the Reduction Factor. 

3.4.1.1.4 Changing the sum of object types 

When the objects of one object type are transformed into objects of its super object type at the 
next higher level in the database transformation process, the values of some attributes of each 
object of the object type should be summed and the sum assigned to the attribute of the 
corresponding super object type. For example, according to the hierarchical structure shown in 
Figure3.2, super object type irrigated paddy has two object types rice and maize and there are 4 
parcels (objects) which belong to object type maize and also there are another 3 parcels 
(objects) which belong to object type rice. The area of each object belonging to rice is 5 ha, 40 
ha, 30 ha and 50 ha respectively. The area of each object belonging to maize is 40 ha, 70 ha and 
45 ha respectively. There are two ways to get the area of super object irrigated paddy. One is 
summing each area of objects which belong to object type irrigated paddy before 
transformation. It will be 280 ha. The other is computing the area of super object irrigated 
paddy after database transformation. The two results may not be identical since the spatial 
distribution of objects and the operations on the objects must be taken into account. These will 
cause the area of the object to increase or reduce. 

For example, there is a small object of object type A whose size is in conflict with the geometric 
constraint of the object and object type A has IS_A relationship with super object type B. 
Supposing that the small object is adjacent to the objects of object type which has super object 
type C. After merging the small object with its neighboring object, the area of the small object 
will be added to the area of super type C and not to super object type B. Then object type B will 
lose some area. 

3.4.1.2 Transformation Based on An Aggregation Hierarchy 

Similar to geo-spatial transformation based on a classification hierarchy, problems concerning 
transformation based on an aggregation hierarchy are related to the aggregation hierarchical 
structure as well as the properties of object types that a categorical database contains. 

This structure also reflects some aspects of data abstraction and has the following 
characteristics: 

Composite object types at different levels in an aggregation hierarchy correspond to objects 
of different complexities. 

Specifying component object types implies, to a certain extent, the determination of the 
complexity level of a database. 
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• Specifying a composite object type leads to a spatial abstraction and to more complex 
thematic object description. 

• A composite object type can be built up from elementary object types and some composite 
object types can be put together to build up more complex composite object types. 

• The links PART-OF relate a particular set of objects to a specific composite object and on 
to a specific more complex composite object (composite object type) and so on. 

• A composite-type can be the component object type of another (super) composite object 
type. 

• The attribute structure of a composite object type inherits completely or partly the attribute 
structure of its component object type at the next lower level or maybe there are some new 
attributes which do not belong to the component object types to form attribute structure of 
the composite object type. 

The new data model will consist of these composite object types. Therefore, the relationships 
PART_OF play a key role in establishing an aggregation hierarchy and constructing a new data 
model and transforming the contents of the existing database. 

It is necessary to define composite types by means of their construction rules. For each level of 
an aggregation hierarchy, there should be some rules for selecting the objects that should be 
aggregated to a particular composite object or selecting elementary object types to form 
composite object type. These rules will be based partly on the topological relations between 
objects (e.g. connectivity or adjacency) and partly on the thematic relations among object types 
(e.g. attribute structure of object types). 

The detailed processes of transformation based on an aggregation hierarchy is conducted 
through specifying rules which are involved in thematic, geometric and topologic aspects given 
below: 

• Specifying PART-OF Relation Between A Composite Object Type and Component 
Object Types (Between Classification Hierarchies) 

Thematic rules specify the object types that build certain aggregated object types; 
geometric-topologic rules specify which component objects form an aggregated object. In a 
sense, specifying or changing PART-OF relations between the composite object type 
(object) and component object types (objects) means reconstructing aggregation hierarchy 
and leads to building a new geo-spatial model at an aggregation level. This will result in a 
database transformation. 

Figure 3.17 shows that component object type Yard and fields are aggregated into 
composite object type Farm and this composite object type with an other composite object 
type Vacant land to form a composite object type village and so on turn into county. A 
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component object filed can only be PART-OF one farm, which can only be PART-OF 
village, which is only PART-OF one county. 

County 

Farm Vacant Building block 

Field Yard Building Garden 

Figure 3.17 Example of aggregation relations of types 

Note that when changing these specifying relationships between composite object type and 
component object types, the aggregation hierarchy will be changed as well. This will result in 
constructing a new geo-spatial model and the transformation of the database. 

• Establishing the Attribute Structure of Composite Object Type: 

After specifying the relations between a composite object type and component object types, 
the attribute structure of each composite object type in the aggregation hierarchy must be 
established. There are several methods to establish the intension of a composite object 
type, which depends on the application requirements. In other words, the establishment of 
the attribute structure of each composite object type is application-driven. There are 
several possible approaches to build attribute structure of a composite object type. These 
approaches are: 

• Establishing the attribute structure of a composite object type through a union of the 
attribute structures of its component object types. 

Note that a composite object type consists of all the attributes of its component object 
types. The attribute structure of the composite object type is a union of its component 
object types. 

• Establishing the attribute structure of a composite object type through a union of part 
of the attribute structures of its component object types 

Note that a composite object type consists of part of the attributes of its component 
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object types. The attribute structure of the composite object type is a union of part of 
its component object types. 

• Establishing the attribute structure of a composite object type through a union of part 
of the attribute structures of its component object types and adding some new 
attributes 

Note that a composite object type consists of part of the attributes of its component 
object types and some additional attribute to form the attribute structure of the 
composite object type. 

• Establishing the attribute structure of a composite object type based on a new attribute 
structure 

Based on PART-OF relation between composite object type and component object 
types, the attribute structure of a composite object type can be established without 
taking the attribute structures of its component object types into account. This depends 
on the application case. The procedure of establishing intension of a composite object 
is the same as previously discussed. 

In fact, a database transformation process is conducted based on an aggregation hierarchy 
through the rules which form the aggregation hierarchy and control the spatial operations on 
objects in the database. 

3.4.2 Object Transformation 

In the previous part, the aspects of changing the geo-spatial model have been discussed in 
detail. The changes in a geo-spatial model associated with the database will cause changes in 
geometric characteristics and attribute values of objects. In the following, it will be described 
how the geometric characteristics and attribute values of the objects can be changed in the 
database transformation. Due to the changes in the geo-spatial model, the original spatial 
relations among objects in the database will be changed accordingly. 

In contrast with changing a geo-spatial model, reorganization of the spatial partition by 
aggregation of adjoining objects does, in general, not lead to a change in the map legend. The 
geometric properties of objects which conflict with the constraints will result in object changes. 
This will be discussed in the next chapter. 

3.4.2.1 Aspects of Object Transformation 

Object transformation consists of creating new objects of new object types, object aggregation 
and assigning the attribute value for objects. 
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• Creating A New Object of A New Object Type 

In section 3.4.1, establishing attribute structure of an object type (or composite object type) in a 
new geo-spatial model is discussed. The lowest object types in the new geo-spatial model are 
instanced based on thematic relations. This will result in creation of new objects. 

Let Sc be super class 

if o (. G Sc and o E Sc and adjacent [o,-, o . ]=1 then 

create o u with 

part [o,., o „ ]=1 and part[ o ; . , o n ]=1 

part [o ; , o n ] and part[ o ., o n ] express object o ( and o are a part of object o n 

respectively. 

• Object Aggregation 

After creating new objects based on a new geo-spatial model, these new objects need to be 
processed according to their thematic and geometric properties. For example, two new adjacent 
objects may have the same attribute structure. Some rules of object aggregation are identified 
as follows: 

• Aggregating a set of objects to form a new object based on geometric characteristics of 
objects; 

• Aggregating a subset of adjacent (connected) objects of the same type or similar object 
types, or a subset of adjacent (connected) objects of the same type that have the same 
value(s) of a certain attribute to form a new object; 

• Aggregating a subset of adjacent (unconnected) objects of the same type or similar 
object types, or a subset of adjacent (unconnected) objects of the same type that have 
the same value(s) of a certain attribute to form a new object; 

• Aggregating a set of objects to form a new object based on the object function in 
which the related objects may not be within the framework of one classification 
hierarchy. For instance, aggregating farm yards and fields into farms, in which only the 
farm yards and fields that are adjoining and belong to the same farmer should be 
aggregated , and another example concerning the second case is to create an object 
university by aggregating those element-objects that are adjacent and belong to the 
same object university. 

• The boundary of the composite object can be defined only through the geometric and 
thematic description of the component objects and spatial relationship among them, 
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which means that the boundary of the composite object can be delineated by simply 
aggregating the existing element-objects. For example, a building-block is defined as 
an aggregation of all the adjoining buildings and gardens. 

• Assigning the Attribute Values for the Objects. 

New objects need to be assigned some attribute values. The approaches for assigned attribute 
values are identified as following: 

• Assigning attribute values of each object of composite object type in the new database, 
based on the corresponding attribute value of each object of the object type in the 
original database. 

• Assigning attribute values for each composite object of a composite object type in a 
new database based on the sum or average of corresponding values of its constituents 
in the original database. For one application, object type Road may have attributes of 
number-of-lanes and traffic-volume, whereas for another application these may not 
appear. The value of the composite object may be the sum or average value of lanes of 
its constituents. 

3.4.2.2 Forms of Object Transformation 

Forms of object transformation could be: 

• An elementary object of an elementary object type is transformed into an elementary 
object of an elementary object type. 

• Elementary objects of an elementary object type are transformed into an object of a 
super object type. 

• Component objects of a component object type are transformed into a composite 
object of a composite object type. 

• Composite objects of a composite object type are transformed into a composite object 
of higher composite object type. 

3.4.2.3 Types of Object Transformation 

There are three types of object transformation, identified as follows: 

• 1-1: An object in a source database is transformed into an object in a target database. 
The dimension of the object in the target database may be changed, such as area to line 
or line to point. This transformation mainly is controlled by semantic and geometric 
constraints. There is a special case, in which an object in a source database is deleted 
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and this object will not exist in a target database as shown in Figure 3.18. 

£ 
Figure 3.18 Example of 1:1 mapping 

M-l: Grouping a particular set of objects in a source database into a specific composite 
object in a target database based on semantic relations (PART-OF, IS-A), and adjacent 
(connected or unconnected) relations among the objects as shown in Figure 3.19. 

:K 

Figure 3.19 Example of M:l mapping 

M-N: A set of objects which reflect (represent) some spatial pattern such as 
transportation network and drainage network in a source database are transformed into 
a higher level set of objects keeping the original spatial pattern structure intact in a 
target database as shown in Figure 3.20. 

Figure 3.20 Example of M:N mapping 
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3.4.3 Relation Transformation Among Objects 
Depending on the application domain, some spatial relations may be more important than 
others. As for database generalization in which the data are organized by Formal Data Structure 
(FDS) for a single valued vector map, we only use connectivity, adjacent, inclusion and 
proximity relations for database generalization. The object transformation from a source 
database to a target database will result in changing connectivity, inclusion and proximity 
relations among objects in a target database. The proximity relations or inclusion relations 
among objects at one detail level cannot be distinguished at a less detailed level. Several aspects 
which cause changes in relations have been identified as following: 

3.4.3.1 Causes of Relation Changes 

• Changing the geo-spatial model of a database resulting in spatial and relationship 
changes among objects and object types, such as two spatial adjacent objects with 
different attribute structures. When the geo-spatial model is changed and the two 
object types which belong to two different object types respectively become one 
general object type, the two objects will have the same attribute structure after 
transformation. This will result in changing the original spatial and semantic relations. 

• Changing geometric characteristics of a spatial object results in spatial relationship 
transformation, for example, changing the geometric shape of objects, and merging or 
simplifying or deleting objects will result in inclusion and adjacent changes. 

• Changing the spatial relation of any two objects will result in spatial relationship 
transformation among objects, for example, changing distance relation among objects 
will lead to a spatial relation change from visual adjacent to adjacent. 

• Changing the thematic characteristics of spatial objects will result in spatial 
relationship transformation, for example, changing two adjacent objects with different 
attributes into two objects with the same attribute will result in losing the adjacent 
relation between two objects which will disappear. 

3.4.3.2 Forms of Changing Spatial Relations 

The forms of the spatial relation changes can be identified as follows: 

• Proximity relation disappears when the distance between the neighboring objects is 
less than the distance threshold among the objects as shown in Figure 3.21; 
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Figure 3.21 Example of a proximity relation change 

Inclusion relation between two objects disappears when the object which is included in 
another object violates the geometric constraints or when they share identical or 
similar attributes after transformation as shown in Figure 3.22; 

%* 
\ 

Figure 3. 22 Example of an inclusion relation change 

Connectivity relation between two objects disappears when they share identical or 
similar attributes after transformation or when one of them violates geometric 
constraints as shown in Figure 3.23; 

"1 

Figure 3.23 Example of a connectivity relation change 
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Visual connectivity relation is changed into connectivity relation when the distance 
between two objects is too narrow and these two objects belong to different object 
types as shown in Figure 3.24. 

Figure 3.24 Example of a visual connectivity relation change 

3.5 Transformation Operations 

The basic operations related to database transformation can be categorized into two types. One 
is the operations on the geo-spatial model or object type associated with a database which will 
lead to changes in the abstraction levels; the other is the operations on objects in the database. 

• Operations on Geo-spatial Model 

Based on the concepts of geo-spatial model transformation discussed previously , operations on 
the geo-spatial model can be identified as follows: 

• Select: Selecting a set of object types from an existing data model to form a new geo-
spatial data model associated with a database or selecting attribute items from the 
attribute structure of an object type to form the attribute structure of a new object type. 

• Add: Adding some attributes to the attribute structure of an object type in an existing 
data model to form an attribute structure of a new object type in a new geo-spatial 
model . 

• Operations on Objects 

Reducing the number of objects in a database is the main task in the database generalization 
(transformation) ( Molenaar 1998, Weibel 1995). The operations on objects should reflect the 
characteristics of reducing the number of objects in the database. Three operations on objects 
will be involved in this thesis. 

• Select: a selection operation that selects objects of object types associated with a new 
geo-spatial model from the existing database to form a target database based on the 
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requirements of application and constraints. 

Aggregate: an aggregation operation that reduces the number of objects by merging 
objects which are adjacent in spatial and have the same object type or similar in 
semantics to build a single new object. This operation includes the dissolution of 
boundaries of these objects to build a new object and assignment of a new value to the 
new object (at a higher aggregation level). For example, a cluster of small objects may 
be combined to form a larger object with some assigned attribute values. 

Delete: a deletion operation that deletes the objects which are unrequired within an 
object type in the new database. 

3.6 A Framework of Transformation 

To implement the database generalization, four stages can be taken into account. They are 
definition of a new geo-spatial model which is associated with a new database, data model 
transformation, object transformation and relation transformation. In a sense, data model 
transformation controls the object transformation and relation transformation. Relation 
transformation is also governed by object transformation. Figure 3.25 illustrates these stages. 

3.7 Conclusions 

This chapter presents the contents and the framework of database generalization. The database 
generalization as a transformation should include defining a new geo-spatial model, geo-spatial 
model transformation, object transformation and relation transformation based on related 
concepts of geo-data and GIS discussed in Chapter 2. The formalization of classification 
hierarchy and aggregation hierarchy should be defined first according to the intension and the 
extension of a class or object type. 

The classification and aggregation hierarchies play an important role in linking the definitions 
of spatial objects at several scale levels and constructing a geo-spatial model. They are 
application-dependant. An adequately supporting geo-spatial model provides a description of 
object types and the relationships among them. IS-A relationship in the classification hierarchy 
and PART-OF relationships in the aggregation hierarchy relate a group of objects of lower 
object types to the objects of corresponding object types at the next higher level. Changing 
these two types of relations will change the data model and result in a database transformation. 
In an information abstraction process it is frequently necessary to build instances of the 
composite-type using the existing objects of the component-types. 

Object and relation transformation deal mainly with the preservation of typical shapes (on the 
object level) or with the preservation of spatial patterns and alignments of objects, whereas geo-
spatial model transformations deal with the preservation of the logical context of objects and 
degree of detail (on the object type level). Geo-spatial model transformations control object 
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transformations and relation transformations. 

Before transforming an existing database to a new database, the geo-spatial model of the new 
database must be defined and the constraints which will influence the transformation must be 
identified and classified. They are application-dependant. Transforming the objects and 
relations among the objects from the existing database to a new database is the objective of 
database transformation. The transformations of objects are involved with the geometric and 
thematic properties of the objects. The transformations of relations include ones of spatial and 
semantic relations. 

The operations in the database transformation are divided into two types: (1) on the object 
types and (2) on the objects. 

Defining new geo-spaliai model 

model transformation 

Objects transformation 

Relationships transformation 

Classification hierarchy 

I 
Aggregation hierarchy 

Replacing the existing model 
with new model 

Changing the thematic 
attributes of the objects 

Changing the geometric 
attributes of the objects 

Changing spatial relationships 
among the objects 

Changing semantic relationships 
among the objects 

Figure 3.25 A framework of database transformation 
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Chapter 4 
Constraints in 
Categorical Database Generalization 
4.1 Introduction 

As pointed out earlier, database transformation is based on some conditions and application-
dependant rules. In this chapter, the classification of constraints is developed and the scope of 
these constraints is examined. The concept of transformation unit is given on the basis of the 
constraints and transformation requirements. The transformation unit (to be discussed in section 
4.4 of this chapter) defines the processing unit which will consist of a set of objects based on 
their geometric, thematic and spatial relation characteristics in the process of database 
generalization transformation. Finally, the relationships between constraints and operations are 
discussed. 

4.2 Constraints for Database Transformation 

Some authors have discussed constraints in map generalization, such as Robinson et al. 1985, 
Brassel and Weibel 1988, Kemppainen 1992, Weibel and Dutton 1998, Beat and Weibel 1999, 
Beard 1991, Ruas 1998, 1999 etc. In the context of map generalization, a constraint can be 
defined as a design specification to which the solutions of a generalization problem should 
adhere (Weibel and Dutton 1998). 

4.2.1 Constraints 

In the context of database generalization, constraints can be defined as a set of specifications or 
conditions of a geo-spatial model, geometric and thematic characteristics of objects, and 
relationships among objects in a target (or generalized) database. This set of specifications 
governs or guides the process of database generalization transformation. They specify the 
nature of a database to be produced or to be generalized. Two types of constraints can be 
identified. One is the generalization constraints which incite generalization (e.g. size is too 
small) and the other is the maintenance constraints which incite the preservation of a 
characteristic. These constraints are essential to preserve the geographical meaning, to identify 
connections between constraints and methods and to build a new database or to generalize an 
existing database. 

4.2.2 Functions of Constraints 

During the process of generalization, constraints may be used: 
• To provide steering parameters for how many object types and objects should appear in a 

database given a particular context and resolution, e.g., some threshold values such as 
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density, proximity, maximum and minimum etc, moreover, a priority of constraints derived 
from the examination of attribute values and the proposed generic generalization 
specifications. 

To detect and identify areas and objects which violate the constraints, for example, by 
matching objects with the object constraints to evaluate the quantity and severity of 
constraint violations; 

To create transformation units; 

To guide the choice of operators and generalization process according to constraint 
priorities; 

• To control the process of generalization and the effect of an algorithm by detecting 
constraint violations on objects after each transformation. 

When the process of generalization begins, we should be able to recognize and qualify 
constraint violations and characteristics associated with the information we have to generalize. 
Such characterization relies on the computation through appropriate methods of analysis. 

For the categorical database transformation, we should specify: which object type (classes), 
what minimum size for the object of each object type (class) and which classes of component 
objects are to be used to build a composite object of this type etc in the new database before 
transformation. These are the examples of constraints. 

4.3 Classification of Constraints 

From a map generalization point of view, some authors (Beard 1991, Ruas 1998,and Beat,P and 
Weibel R. 1999) have proposed some classification of constraints such as classifying 
constraints into four classes: graphic, structural, application and procedural. The discussion on 
the classification of constraints concentrates more on categorical database transformation in this 
study. The classification of constraints should take the aspects of a geo-spatial model, spatial 
and semantic properties of objects and relations among objects into account. Constraints may 
further be distinguished by their scope. 

4.3.1 Classes of Constraints 

The main objective of constraints is specifying the necessary conditions that define a particular 
problem and organizing them consistently. Constraints can be characterized in various ways. In 
order to correspond with the types of database transformation discussed in the last chapter, we 
adopt the following categories: 

• Geo-spatial model constraints 

• Object constraints 
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• Relation constraints 

• Constraints on Geo-spatial Model: 

Constraints on a geo-spatial model define the new classification hierarchy and aggregation 
hierarchy associated with a target categorical database, decide how many object types 
should appear in a target database given a particular context and detail level, and determine 
the domain of each attribute, scale type of the domain of attribute and cardinal of object 
types. At the same time, the semantic relations among the object types should be clearly 
defined. Geo-spatial model constraints deal with the preservation of the logical context of 
objects and degree of detail. 

• Constraints on Objects: 

Constraints on objects specify the requirements of the geometric and thematic properties of 
the objects in the (generalized) target database. They provide some steering parameters and 
determine which objects can be retained after generalization in the database, such as 
minimum size properties which are mainly dictated by application requirements, not by 
graphic limits, and in which reasonable representation is emphasized, not legible 
representation. 

• Constraints on Relationships: 

Constraints on relationships ensure existing relationships of connectivity, adjacency and 
containment between objects and between object types are maintained. Maintaining 
relationships in the attribute domain is equally important. To generalize a set of objects, it 
is necessary to have a great deal of information on spatial and semantic relations of objects. 

The object and relation constraints deal mainly with the preservation of typical shapes (on 
the object level) or with the preservation of patterns and alignments (relationships among 
objects) if multiple objects are involved. 

4.3.2 Scope of Constraint Classes 

Constraints may further be distinguished by their scope. The three types of constraints are 
discussed more in detail in the rest of this section. The objective is to understand the ontology 
of these constraints and how they can be used in the generalization process. 

4.3.2.1 Constraints on A Geo-Spatial Model 

In the categorical database, the geo-spatial model is a kind of multi-level structure (hierarchy). 
Both classification hierarchy and aggregation hierarchy reflect a certain aspect of data 
abstraction. They play an important role in linking the definition of spatial objects at several 
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scale levels ( Molenaar 1996, Peng 1997, Peng and Tempfli 1997, Peng, 2000, Richardson 1993 
and Smaalen 1996). 

Based on the discussion about the relationships between a geo-spatial model, and a 
classification hierarchy and an aggregation hierarchy in Chapter 2, constraints on a geo-spatial 
model can be divided into constraints on a classification hierarchy and constraints on an 
aggregation hierarchy. 

• Classification Hierarchy Constraints 

Object types at different levels in a classification hierarchy correspond to data of different 
complexity. In this sense, specifying an (elementary) object type, to a certain extent, 
determine the abstraction/complexity level of a geo-spatial model. Changing the object 
types of an existing data model to the ones at a higher level in the same hierarchy would 
mean transforming the data model from a lower abstraction level to a higher abstraction 
level (Peng 1997) .The constraints on the classification hierarchy which control the 
processes and abstraction levels of generalization may include: 

Theme of a generalized database; 

Hierarchical structure associated with an existing database; 

Attribute structure of each object type; 

Intension of each object type; 

Domain of attribute; 

Cardinal of each object type; 

Lower levels in the hierarchy corresponding to lower abstraction levels result in more 
complex data, including both thematic and spatial aspects; 

Higher levels corresponds to higher abstraction levels lead to less complex data; 

Level in which an object type is located in its associated classification hierarchy 
corresponding to the degree of abstraction; 

Number of elementary object types; 

Number of attributes contained in an object type; 

One object only belonging to a class and a super class. 

Aggregation Hierarchy Constraints 

A composite-type can be the component-type of another (super) composite-type. This 
implies that replacing the component-types in a model by their composite-type will result 
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in transforming the model from a lower abstraction level to a higher abstraction level (Peng 
1997). Constraints for aggregation hierarchy may include: 

Theme of a generalized database; 

Hierarchical structure associated with an existing database; 

Composite-types in the hierarchy corresponding to higher abstraction levels will result 
in less complex data; 

Component-types corresponding to lower abstraction levels will result in more 
complex data; 

Level in which an object type is located in its associated aggregation hierarchy 
corresponds to the degree of abstraction; 

Level in which the associated domain of an attribute of an object type is located in its 
associated aggregation hierarchy corresponds to the degree of abstraction; 

Attribute structure of composite object types; 

Number of attributes contained in an object type; 

Number of composite-type; 

Specifications (rules) specifying the component types of the component objects for 
building a composite object of this type; 

Specifications (rules) specifying the geometric and topologic relationships among 
these objects; 

Part of relationship specifying a specific composite object and its constituent parts at 
different levels. 

Specifications specifying a specific object type and its constituent parts at different 
levels. 

4.3.2.2 Constraints on Objects 

The spatial object is an instance of an object type. Object types are classes of spatial entities in a 
geo-spatial model. In realty, they may be a road, city, river, land use unit and so on. Three types 
of constraints can be identified based on the characteristics of spatial objects. They are thematic 
constraints, geometric (spatial) constraints and temporal constraints. Temporal constraints and 
their related aspects are not discussed in this study. 

• Thematic Constraints 

Thematic constraints are specifications that indicate the thematic abstraction level of the 
objects in a database generalization. They will include: 
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• The same geo-phenomena should be described by the same thematic resolution 
throughout the entire database; 

• No object has common boundaries with other objects having the same object type. If 
the case occurs, the separating boundary is dropped; 

• Adjacent (connected) objects which belong to different object types may be aggregated 
if they belong to the same super object type; 

• The area of a small eliminated object should be added to the area of the object which 
has highest similarity with the eliminated object among its neighboring objects, or be 
averaged to the area of each neighboring object if its neighboring objects have almost 
the same similarity with it; 

These aspects, and the number of object types that a database contains, determine the thematic 
constraints of the database. Thematic constraints may be ranked by nominal, order, interval and 
ratio, but cannot be measured. 

• Geometric Constraints and Spatial Pattern 

The geometric (spatial) constraints of objects in a database mainly deal with aspects of the 
size, width and distribution structure of objects. It mainly meets the requirements of 
application. In other words, they are application-dependent. It comprises: 
• Minimum object size (minimum size for area objects, or minimum length for line 

objects); 

• Minimum detail of the objects that a database can contain 

• Minimum space between objects, i.e., objects of a different object type may be 
aggregated if the distance between them is less than the minimum space or objects of 
the same object type may be amalgamated if the distance between them is less than the 
minimum space; 

• Preserve the global distribution of objects; 

• Preserve typical shapes and angularity of objects of each object type; 

• Preserve the given size distribution of objects for each object type; 

• The boundaries of the object of a super object type or composite object type must 
coincide with the boundaries of the geometric union of the boundaries of the 
constituent objects. 

These two aspects of constraints of spatial objects apply partly to objects of an object type, 
partly to the entire database, and may take different values for different object types in the same 
database. 
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4.3.2.3 Constraints on Relations among Objects 

Two types of relation constraints can be identified for spatial objects. They are spatial relation 
constraints and semantic relation constraints on objects. Spatial relation constraints are 
classified into topological relation constraints, direction relation constraints and distance 
relation constraints. Depending on the application domain, some spatial relations may be more 
important than others. We apply topological relationships (connectivity, adjacent, inclusion), 
distance relation and directional relation to a database generalization. 

• Topological Relations Constraints 
Topological relationships determine the neighbors of one object. They constrain the 
behaviors of objects in spatial aspects. Topological relations should be preserved after 
generalization in the database. Topological relations constraints may include: 

Topological constraints deal with basic topological relationships like connectivity, 
adjacency and containment, which should be maintained when data are generalized. 

An object must not move across the boundary of another object; 

Avoid introduction of illogical neighborhood relations (e.g., houses in a lake); 

Avoid separation of an object when deleting parts of it, i.e., maintaining connectivity; 

Avoid introduction of self-intersection of object outlines; 

• Directional Relation Constraints 

Cardinal directions describe, qualitatively, the orientation between objects (Frank 1991). 
The directional relationship between two objects is an important spatial property and can 
also be used as selection criterion for retrieving objects from a database. A set of spatial 
objects having certain alignments and patterns along a certain direction in a database reflect 
spatial distribution property of geographical entities. These alignments and patterns of the 
objects should be preserved after generalization. The direction relation constraints may 
include: 

• Preserve typical alignments and patterns of objects within a group of objects in space; 

• Preserve the relative location of one object in relation to other ones after 
generalization; 

• Objects of the same object type may be amalgamated if they are distributed in a certain 
direction and the distance between them is less than the minimum space; 

• Objects of different object types may be aggregated if they are distributed in a certain 
direction and the distance between them is less than the minimum space. 
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• Distance Relation Constraints 
Distance relation can be described as the approximation among objects in the database. 
The distance constraint specifies the distance between two objects that can be merged in 
database generalization. Distance relation constraints may contain: 

• Avoid merging two adjacent objects of the same type when the distance between them 
is larger than the minimum space; 

• Semantic Relation Constraints 
Semantic relations are also of essential importance to reduce the number of objects in an 
object type. Semantic relation between two objects limits object behavior in the semantic 
aspect in the database. 
These constraints depend on the database specification. Semantic constraints should be 
used as indicators. They may contain: 

• Objects of a sub object type having IS-A relationship may be amalgamated to form an 
object of the higher object type; 

• Objects of a component object type having PART-OF relationship may be aggregated 
to a composite object of the composite object type; 

• Objects of a composite object type having PART-OF relationship may be aggregated 
to a composite object of the higher composite object type; 

• A set of small objects having the same similarity in semantic aspects may be merged to 
a larger object; 

• An object having a specific function should be maintained. 

4.4 Transformation Unit Based on Constraints 

The existing database must be transformed if the contents of the existing database do not meet 
the user's requirement. We call the object and object type which violate the constraints as 
conflicted object and conflicted object type respectively. For example an object whose area is 
too small violates a size constraint, two objects too close violate a distance relation constraint. 
We can say that the process of database transformation is the one of solving conflicted objects 
and object types. 

The transformation of the conflicted object does not necessarily show a 1:1 relation between 
objects from both the existing database and the target database. In fact, the process of solving 
conflicted objects is one of analyzing and making a decision about the conflicted objects. Not 
only have the shape, size and thematic information of conflicted objects to be analyzed, but also 
adjacency (connected or unconnected) between objects. Alignment and global distribution also 
need to be checked. In order to analyze, describe and transform (generalize) conflicted objects, 
a notion of transformation unit is introduced which is used to identify, formulate and represent 
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the properties of a conflicted object and its neighboring objects as well as the relations between 
these objects. 

4.4.1 Transformation Unit 

A transformation unit is a group of objects or object types, in which there are adjacent relations 
among these objects or semantic relations among these object types and there is at least one 
object or object type violating the constraints. In building transformation units, the conflicted 
object is the seed around which a set of objects which have an adjacent relationship with it can 
be found to form a transformation unit. The conflicted object and the adjacent relation are 
essential to creating a transformation unit. The transformation unit plays an important role in 
the aggregation process in this thesis. For example, a transformation unit object can be a group 
of close land use objects or a district, a town or a street network within a town. 

A spatial transformation unit can be expressed as a set of objects. Given a set of objects 

0={o,, o2 , . . . , on }, and a set of conflicted objects O j={o s , , o j 2 , . . . ,o jm} CO. 

Transformation unit can be formalized as follows: 

Let TU be a set of transformation units; 

tu,. G TU; 

tu,={ o- l o „ S 0 A o,.| o . G O A adjacent (o ., o . )} ( l<s i<m, 
' SI si S J J •>' J 

l< j<n ) . 

Where: 
tu i : i transformation unit. 

When the process of generalization begins, we should be able to recognize and qualify 
conflicted objects and construct transformation units based on them since they are the trigger of 
the transformation. 

4.4.2 Characteristics of Transformation Unit 

The characteristics of a transformation unit are given below: 

• A transformation unit is a basic unit, which gives specific information on data organization 
in order to get a better understanding of geographic meaning; The characterization of a 
transformation unit is always driven by generalization purposes. 

• A transformation unit is a trigger of the generalization transformation. It indicates where 
needs to be generalized; 
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A transformation unit limits the area and the number of objects to be processed at one time; 

• 

• 

A transformation unit is a controller. According to the new database specifications, the 
constraints are utilized to limit the problem space. These constraints can be used to control 
and guide the process of database generalization transformation. As long as some 
constraints are violated, the process of generalization will be carried on; 

A transformation unit may be described by means of specific rules such as Constraint 
Delaunay Triangulation (CDT) used dynamically. 

• A transformation unit may limit the range when analyzing certain relationships between 
geographical objects. 

• A transformation unit simplifies the spatial analysis process. Generalization requires a deep 
spatial analysis as we have to remove a large set of information but we do not know a priori 
which information should be removed since a random shift and deletion of objects is 
intuitively not a good generalization method. 

• A transformation unit allows us to greatly simplify reasoning in the generalization process 
and is helpful for choosing an aggregation operation. 

4.4.3 Types of Transformation Unit 

Peng (1997) groups all objects in the database into three types according to the their geometric 
structure and spatial distribution such as linear-generalization-units, complex-generalization 
units and simplex-generalization-units. Ruas (1998) classifies the objects into Macro, meso and 
micro classes from the geographic analysis point of view. We categorize the objects in a 
database into semantic transformation unit, complex transformation unit and simple 
transformation unit based on the concepts of constraints for aggregation operation purposes in 
this study. 

The object type transformation unit, simple transformation unit and complex transformation 
unit perform different roles during the generalization process. 

• Semantic Transformation Unit 

A semantic transformation unit consists of at least one conflicted object type and a set of object 
types which have the same super object type at the next higher level or the most similarity to 
the conflicted object type in the hierarchy associated with the database. 

An object type transformation unit is necessary to control the quantity evolution and 
transformation of semantic and thematic aspects of a class. A set of sub object types which 
belong to an object type or are specified to a composite object type is a typical object type 
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transformation unit. An object type transformation unit gives information to its component 
objects to control quantity evolution. 

• Simple Transformation Unit 

A simple transformation unit consists of a conflicted object and its 1st neighboring objects 
with a direct adjacent relation ( see Figure 4.1 (a)) or visual adjacent relation (see Figure 4.1 
(b)) with the conflicted object. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 4.1 Example of a simple transformation 

• Complex Transformation Unit 

A complex transformation unit comprises a conflicted object and a set of objects with 1st and 2nd 

neighboring relations to the conflicted object. There are many types of complex transformation 
units. Figure 4.2 shows one example. 

Figure 4.2 Example of a complex transformation unit 
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These three kinds of transformation units are basic concepts for constructing other types of 
transformation units and the other transformation units can be composed of them. The 
construction of transformation units in categorical database generalization will be discussed in 
Section 6.2. 

4.4.4 Examples of Transformation Units 

Basically, generalization is the process of a change of state as pointed out in the last chapter. At 
a specific time an object is active. If it is a conflicted object, it is the seed to construct various 
transformation units. 

In the process of database generalization transformation, the constraints are analyzed and 
identified. All objects and object types selected for a generalized representation are tested 
against these constraints and any objects violating constraints are tagged as requiring seeds. 
Transformation units are constructed according to these conflicted objects and object types. 
Generalization operations or other actions are then used to correct these violations. 

In order to illustrate these principles several transformation unit examples which are based on 
the conflicted object type and conflicted object are given below: 

Case 1: An object that is too small and the adjacent objects around it form a transformation 
unit. Figure 4.3 (a) depicts a transformation unit with a too small conflicted object c. 
Figure 4.3 (b), (c) and (d) show the possible results of transformation (this will be 
discussed in more detail in Chapter 6). 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 4.3 Case 1 of a transformation unit and its transformation 
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Case 2: A set of small objects to form a transformation unit. Figure 4.4 (a) depicts a 
transformation unit with a set of small conflicted objects . Figure 4.4 (b), (c) and (d) show 
the possible results of transformation (this will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 6). 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 4.4 Case 2 of a transformation unit and its transformation 

Case 3 : If the distance between two objects is too short and less than the threshold, then 
they form a transformation unit. Figure 4.5 (a) depicts a transformation unit with a short 
distance between two objects, conflicted object A,B. Figure 4.5 (b), (c) and (d) show the 
possible results of transformation (this will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 6). 

(a) (b) 
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(c) (d) 

Figure 4.5 Case 3 of a transformation unit and its transformation 

Case 4 : A small object which is included in a larger object with its 1st and 2nd 
neighboring objects to form a transformation unit. Figure 4.6 (a) depicts a transformation 
unit with a small conflicted object A. which is included by another object. Figure 4.5 (b) 
and (c) show the possible results of transformation (this will be discussed in more detail in 
Chapter 6). 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 4.6 Case 4 of a transformation unit and its transformation 

It is noted that all above examples of transformation are semantic-driven. 

4.5 Representation of Constraints and Operations 

The constraints and the operations play an important role in database generalization. Unlike 
each rule corresponding to an operation, the constraints correspond directly to the operations in 
database generalization. Constraints allow us to indicate where an action should be performed 
and how to construct transformation units. The operations perform the actions of generalization 
in support of data reduction in the database. If we want to use constraints as triggers to build 
transformation units, we need to represent them in the database. Some constraints apply partly 
to objects of an object type, partly to the entire database (object type), and they may take 
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different values for different object types in the same database. The constraints such as the 
attributes of the objects and the operations such as the methods of the objects can be 
encapsulated in classes according to Object-Oriented programming. They have the inheritance 
and polymorphism properties. The relationship of the constraints and the operations can be 
established and represented by the object-oriented method. 

• Constraints related to an object can be represented by means of attributes at the object 
level (e.g. area too small, line too detailed) with either a flag or a quantitative value which 
describes the severity of the violation; 

• Constraints related to a class of objects can be represented at the class level or by means of 
a specific attribute which is a constraint table that should be consulted during the process 
(Ruas 1998); 

• Operations such as the methods of the object can be encapsulated in classes. 

A constraint violation occurs when an object or a set of objects do not respect a constraint. For 
example an object whose area is too small violates a size constraint, two objects too close 
violate a distance constraint. An object violating the constraint will form a transformation unit 
as discussed in section 4.4.4. Some operations will need to operate on this transformation unit 
and solve the violation. Operations are chosen depending on application purpose and types of 
transformation units (to be discussed in chapter 6). Operations are applied to a database to 
correct, or preserve conditions specified by transformation units. In the context of this 
approach, the function of an operation must be clearly defined to anticipate or predict how it 
will interact with transformation units which are caused by the constraints. 

4.6 Summary 

Constraints describe explicitly either a set of the transformation specifications which must be 
respected in database transformation or some information in the existing database which must 
be maintained in the target database after transformation. 

Constraints such as transformation conditions play a key role in the process of database 
generalization. Constraints can be used to identify conflict area, guide the choice of operations 
and trigger operations. They guide and govern database generalization. The processes of 
generalization should be performed by a series of operations under the control of constraints. 

Constraints can also be classified into triggering constraints which will trigger some 
generalization operations and outcome constraints which will can stop generalization 
operations. 

Three such types of constraints as geo-spatial model, object and relations based on an object-
oriented database have been proposed in categorical database generalization. Constraints can be 
specified interactively by users and varied to reflect different objectives or purposes. All three 
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types of constraints are application-dependent. This will make the database generalization 
process very flexible/adaptive. And it ensures that decision-making is based on geographic 
meaning and not simply on the geometry of objects. 
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Chapter 5 
Supporting Data Structure 

5.1 Introduction 

Database generalization is a complicated process of spatial analysis, decision-making and 
transformation of datasets. Whether or not a spatial object is changed not only depends on its 
geometric and thematic properties, but also the spatial relations and the semantic relations with 
its neighboring objects, and one can affect the other as long as they are neighbors direct. 

Before a database transformation process is created, the new data model associated with a new 
(generalized) database needs to be specified. In a transformation process, the state of objects, 
spatial relations and thematic relations between objects and between objects and object types 
and between object types need to be examined, detected, identified and analyzed. Such a 
process will change the geometric and thematic properties of spatial objects whereas the spatial 
relations need to be maintained dynamically in order to meet transformation requirements. 
Dynamic maintenance of adjacent relations is a critical issue in the database transformation 
process. Database transformation requires a data structure which strongly supports data 
organization, spatial analysis and decision-making in a database. If there is no such data 
structure, a process involving a probably heavy computation and complicated algorithm is 
necessary in order to detect two adjacent objects and the dynamic maintenance of spatial and 
semantic relations is very difficult in order to complete the transformation process. The design 
of a data structure should take two functions into account. One provides the basis for describing 
and organizing spatial objects and the relationship among them and the other is for analyzing 
and supporting operations on spatial objects. 

This chapter gives an outline of Formal Data Schema (FDS) and Constrained Delaunay 
Triangulation (CDT) first and then presents an Integrated and Extended Formal Data 
Schema(IEFDS). The FDS will be extended in formalization of spatial objects based on 
geometric properties of CDT and in extending adjacency and inclusion relations between 
different types of objects based on the roles of CDT, and in enhancing analysis function based 
on integration of FDS and CDT. The spatial query based on this data structure is also discussed. 

5.2 Formal Data Schema and Constrained Delaunay Triangulation 

This section will introduce briefly the concept of Formal Data Schema for single valued vector 
maps developed by Molenaar (1989, 1991) and constrained Delaunay triangulation (Delaunay 
1934; G. Macedonio and M.T. Pareschi, 1991; Victor J.D. Tsai 1993). 

5.2.1 Formal Data Schema 
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Formal Data Schema for single valued vector maps (SVVM) is an object-oriented topological 
(conceptual) data model, which combines aspects of object-oriented and topologic data model, 
point, line and area objects are represented with their geometric and thematic aspects. Their 
geometric representation contains information about topologic object relationships, whereas 
their thematic description is structured in object classes that may form generalization 
hierarchies. Such classification hierarchies in combination with the topologic object 
relationships of FDS support the definition of aggregation hierarchies of objects. These 
classification hierarchies and aggregation hierarchies play an important role in linking the 
definition of spatial objects at several scale levels ( Molenaar 1996. Peng 1997, Peng and 
Tempfli 1996, Richardson 1993 and Smaalen 1996). The data structure consists of: 

• Three object types, namely point object, line object, area object, classified according to the 
geometric description of the spatial object; 

• Five geometric data types (geometric primitives), including coordinates, node, edge, 
triangle and face, the definition of which is based on planar-graph theory at node-edge 
level; 

• A set of links between geometric data types (g-g links), and a set of links between 
geometric data types and object types (g-f links). It supports a number of elementary 
topological relationships, including area-area, line-line, point-point, area-line, area-point, 
and line-point relationships. 

• The whole structure is shown in Figure 5.1 , in which, the term 'feature' is equivalent to 
'spatial object', and the boundary of an 'area feature' is implicitly described by a list of 
arcs. 

M: I relations 

Figure 5.1 A single-theme data model (after Molenaar 1989) 
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Based on the characteristics of the categorical data and the database discussed in Section 2.5 
and the properties of FDS, FDS will be a good conceptual data model to organize the 
categorical data for the purpose of database generalization. 

The structure was extended to handle elevation by Pilouk and Temfli (Pilouk and Tempfli, 
1993) and further developed to handle 'multi-themes' by Kufoniyi and Pilouk (Kufoniyi and 
Pilouk, 1994). A tetrahedron-based data model was also used to handle 3D Modelling by Pilouk 
(Pilouk, 1996). A geometrically enhanced FDS was introduced by Peng (1997). 

5.2.2 Constrained Delaunay Triangulation 

A Delaunay triangulation is generally defined as a triangulation W(N, E, T) of a set of points 
N with the empty circle property, that is, the circumcircle of any of its triangles te T does not 
contain any point nG N (Preparata and Shamos, 1985). Here E is the set of all the triangle edges 
in the Delaunay triangulation. The Delaunay triangulation is unique and locally equiangular 
(Sibson, 1977, Solan, 1987), hence, it maximizes the minimum angle of its triangles compared 
to all other triangulations. 

A constrained Delaunay triangulation W(N, E, T, E c) is an extension of the standard Delaunay 

triangulation which allows pre-described, non-intersection line segments (except at their 

endpoints ) E (<Z E) to be forced in as part of the triangulation. Note that triangles containing 

any of such pre-described edges may not neceessarily be Delaunay triangles. Figure 5.2 shows 
examples of constrained and unconstrained Delaunay triangulation. 

-+'—-

Figure 5.2 Example of DT and CDT (thick line =constraint) 

An important property of the CDT is the adjacent relationship between two points connected by 
a Delaunay edge. Each Delaunay edge in a Delaunay triangle represents topology between two 
points. The triangulation aims at equilateral triangles or tries to approximate them as much as 
possible, so that the unexpected effect of long elongated edges can be minimized. Therefore the 
Delaunay triangulation is a very good candidate for spatial analysis amongst discrete data 
objects. Constrained Delaunay triangulation can be used for defining adjacency relation among 
connected or disconnected objects, conflict detection and displacements of spatial objects, and 
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finding the nearest neighboring object to a given object in generalization (Ware et al 1996, 
Chris B. Jones et al 1998, Wanning Peng 1997 etc). The constrained Delaunay triangulation can 
also be used to measure spatial relations such as measuring disjoint relation, distance relation 
and direction relation. Delaunay triangulation can be seen as the geometric primitives of the 
simplicial data structure (Christopher B. Jones, Byndy G.L and Ware M. 1995). The two areas 
sharing a common boundary are neighbors in a traditional data model. Similarly, two line 
segments are adjacent if they have a common node, but do not intersect. The spatial analysis of 
discrete non-connected objects has been approached using distance concepts in the traditional 
vector and raster models. As a result of this, the conventional data models are not able to hold a 
spatial adjacency properly for discrete objects (Gold, 1989). Distance concepts are often 
suggested to overcome this problem. Non-connected objects lying within a certain distance are 
regarded as neighbors. This distance could be measured through the support of constrained 
Delaunay triangulation. 

For categorical database generalization, constrained Delaunay triangulation is very useful to 
analyze and measure local spatial relationship but not to organize the whole data set since a 
simple area object will consist of a lot of triangles that will lead to redundant date too much and 
also difficulty with semantic analysis among objects. 

5.3 Integrated and Extended Formal Data Schema 

Although FDS supports a number of elementary topological relationships, it does not support 
the spatial adjacency relationship among objects that are disconnected from each other and 
inclusion relationships (inclusion can be found if an object has only one neighbor). Topological 
relationships among "disconnected objects" are important to support spatial analysis (Peng 
1997) and geometric operations that involve these kinds of objects and relationships among the 
objects. In the real world, the concept of "adjacent" may also include the adjacency relationship 
between those area objects that are geometrically disconnected from each other, as well as the 
adjacency relationship between line objects, between point objects, and moreover, the 
adjacency relationship between objects of different geometric description types. 

Apparently, the FDS needs to be extended in the sense of adjacency (Peng 1997) and inclusion 
relationships, which are particularly important in automated database generalization and also 
needs more ability to support spatial measurement and operations. These can be achieved by 
dynamically integrating FDS and CDT. This integration of FDS and CDT will result in 
extending the adjacency relationships and inclusion between geometric data types. CDT may be 
generated dynamically and locally at a certain step of a generalization process. 

The Delaunay point adjacency relationship is the basis on which adjacency relationships 
concerning other geometric data types and feature types are defined. This is because points are 
the most primitive geometric components of any spatial object. 

5.3.1 Integrated FDS and CDT 
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We combine the advantages of FDS and CDT into a data model which is a dynamic integration 
of FDS and CDT in the database generalization transformation process. The data model is 
shown in Figure 5.3. Figure 5.4 shows the logical structure of a geo-database organized in a 
database based on a data model. 

G e o - D a t a b y 

O b j e c t l y p e O b j e c t ty 

Figure 5.3 Data model for database 
generalization (modified Molenaar 1989) 

Figure 5.4 Logical structure 
of a geo-database 

The key observation that both a constrained Delaunay triangulation network and object data can 
be represented as a planar graph forms the basis for the integration. The objects can be modeled 
as a triangulated irregular network, a planar graph with triangular faces, and the network can be 
modeled as a planar graph. Each network type will have its specific constraints that need to be 
described. We assume that the network shall be a valid planar graph, i.e. the edges are 
connected by nodes and have no self-intersecting curves. An important issue, which must be 
considered when integrating two structures, is the difference in resolution. A simple geometric 
measure is the average length of the FDS edges compared to the average length of the 
triangulation edges. If the average length of a FDS edge is shorter than one of the CDT edges, 
we say that the two structures are compatible. If the average length of FDS edge is longer than 
one of the CDT edges, FDS data will coarsen the CDT. A solution to the latter problem could 
be to interpolate points along the FDS edges to increase the resolution of the FDS data. Unlike 
the Delaunay triangulation of a set of points, the edges of a constrained Delauay triangulation, 
in which constrained edges correspond to object boundary edges, do not always connect 
neighboring objects as shown in Figure 5.5. The figure shows that there is no direct edge 
connectivity between object ol and its neighbor o2. In the real world, we consider object ol and 
o2 to be neighbors. For a constrained Delaunay triangulation in which straight line constraining 
segments are similar in length to the separation distance between objects, the triangulation is 
such that the vertices of neighboring objects are usually connected by edges of the triangulation. 
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Figure 5.5 Part of a constrained Delaunay 
triangulation of a set of objects (solid lines as 
constrained edges, dashed lines as other edges) 

Figure 5.6 Part of a constrained Delaunay 
triangulation of a set of objects after interpolation 
(solid lines as constrained edges, dashed lines as 
other edges) 

In order to reflect the neighboring relation between object ol and o2, the constrained edges are 
interpolated and intermediate nodes are created along the edge as shown in Figure 5.6. The 
figure shows that there is direct edge connectivity between the two objects. 

FDS data can be modeled as a planar graph with explicit topological and geometrical 
representation. The planar graph consists of the topological objects: node, segment and face. 
The edge is part of a segment. The edgei is also part of a segment which meets triangulation 
requirements. It replaces edge when the FDS data is integrated with the CDT (see below). 

The objects are modeled as a triangulation which consists of one or more triangles, where each 
triangle is composed of three t-edges and three t-nodes shared by other triangles. The 
integration method comprises two major steps: 

The first step is to loop through all edges and convert them to edgeis. For each edge the 
corresponding (line) segments of the curve are found. Each (line) segment is added to the TIN 
by inserting the start and end points as new nodes and then creating a constrained t-edge from 
the start to end node. The second step is to make sure the integrated model is consistent 
according to the network constraints. After integration, constraint checks and corrections, we 
have a FDS and CDT model that is the basis for creating a database generalization data 
structure. The process of integration of FDS and CDT is as follows: 

Let FdSedgeList be FDS edge list with the data. 
Let TRIedgeList be empty list. 
Let LthsholdLength be length threshold. 

For each FDS edge edgefds G FdSedgeList, do the following: 

{ 
• check if length of edgefds is less than LthsholdLength, if yes, add edgefds to the list 

TRIedgeList and move to the next edge in the FdSedgeList, otherwise do the following: 
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> compute the coordinates of interpolating points; 
> form TRIedges based on interpolating result; 
' add TRIedges to the list TRIedgeList. 

until all edges in FdSedgeList have been checked. 

From the object point of view, based on this integration, we can divide the objects into three 
types. They are geometric objects, geographic objects and transformation units. 

Geographic objects represent the initial geographic information with descriptive attributes. 

Geometric objects (polygon, segments and nodes) describe the geometry of the terrain objects 
in order to allow shared geometry. They have topological relationships (e.g., description of 
inclusion and connectivity relationships (and not only connectivity)). 

A Transformation unit is composed of a set of terrain objects. They are created in order to 
model specific analyzing, processing and reasoning necessary for generalization purposes. 

5.3.2 Extended FDS 

The FDS will be extended in three ways. One is extension based on geometric CDT, the second 
is extending adjacency and inclusion relations between different types of objects in FDS based 
on semantic CDT, the third is enhancing analysis function of FDS based on integration of FDS 
and CDT. 

5.3.2.1 Extending FDS Based on Geometric CDT 

The following gives a list of notations to be used to define and describe the extended and 
integrated formal data structure. This section expresses relations defined by Molenaar (1990) 
for the case that all faces are triangles. 

• Let N ={ n • }be a set of nodes, E ={ e ; } be a set of edges within the framework of 

the FDS, Ec C E b e a subset of constrained edge, Enc be a subset of no-constrained 

edge CE,T=( t (.} be a set of triangles; 

• Edge e • (i,j=1,2,3) of a triangle t ; has node n. as the begin node -> Begin [e. , 

n,y]=l,otherwise=0, (i=l,2,...,n)(j=1.2,3). 

• Edge e ( of a triangle t(has node njk as the end node -> End [e. , n;<:]=l, 
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otherwise=0, (i=l,2,...,n) (k= 1,2,3) Q* k). 
We will consider edges as edges of triangles. Each edge of a triangle has one triangle at its left 
side and one at its right side. 

The following relationships can be defined between geometric elements of a planar graph based 
on the previous concepts of FDS and CDT: 

A graph can be linked to a triangulation of the generic structure of Figure 5. 7 (a). Edge {n • , 

n ik } (j,k=l,2,3, j ̂  k ) is one of three edges of a triangle. In fact we have the three edges of a 

triangle: 

Lefedge {n„,n,2 },t;]=l Le[e ; i, t,.]=l 

Ri[edge{n/1,n.2 },t;1]=l Rife,-,, t(., ]=1 and 

Lefedge {n.2,n /3 },t,]=l ^ Le[e;2 , t(. ]=1 

Rifedge { n / 2 ,n i 3 },t(2]=l Ri[e ;2, t i 2]=l and 

Lefedge { n-3 ,n ;, },t,. ]=1 Lefei3, t. ]=1 

Rifedge { n i3 ,n ., },t/3 ]=1 Ri[e,3, t /3 ]=1 

If an edge e .. is part of the border of geometric object o ; , then t ; and t n or tt and t ;2 or 

t ; and t (3 must belong to different geometric objects respectively. 

For any triangle t ; and its three adjacent triangles t.. (j=1,2,3), If t( andt. (j=1,2,3) belong 

to the same geometric object, then Belong [t ;, t.. ] =0, otherwise Belongft,, t. ] =1. 

Total number of edges of triangle t • belonging to the geometric object is: 
3 

Nedgesft,., o,. ]= ̂  (Belong ft,., t.. ] ) 

If Nedges=l, there is one edge of the triangle t ; belonging to geometric object (see Figure 5.7 

(c)). 
If Nedges=2, there are two edges of the triangle t( belonging to geometric object (see Figure 

5.7 (b)). 

If Nedges=3, there are three edges of the triangle t. belonging to geometric object. 
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If Nedges=0, there is no edge of the triangle t, belonging to geometric object (see Figure 5.7 

(d)). 
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(b) (c) (d) 

Figure 5.7 Relations among triangles and objects 

Point Objects 

Any point object O is geometrically represented by a single node n ( € N. it is expressed as: 

If O is represented by n ; then Repr[n i,, O ]=\ otherwise Repr[n ,,0 7=0. 

• Line Objects 

The geometry of a simple line object is represented by a set of edges of triangles. Each line 

object o, is directed so that the relationship between edges of a triangle and the line object can 

be expressed as follows: 

If an edge e .. (j=l,2,3) of a triangle has the same direction as the line object, there is a forward 

relationship 

Forw[en ,0,1=1, otherwise Forw[e;1, o, ]=0; 

Forw[e i2 , o ; ]=1, otherwise Forwfe ; 2 , o ; ]=0; 

Forw[e ,-3,0,1=1, otherwise Forw[e ,3 , o, ]=0; 

If an edge e, (j=l,2,3) of a triangle has the opposite direction compared to the line object, 

there is a backward relationship 

Back[e(|, o,]=l, otherwise Back[e(|, o,]=0; 
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Back[e ;2 , o ; ] = l , otherwise Back[e l2 , o ; ]=0; 

Back[e / 3 , o ; ] = l , otherwise Back[e ; 3 , o , ]=0; 

The fact that an edge e .. is part of the object can be established by the function: 

P a r t 1 1 [ t , . , o / ] = ^ MaxCForwte^.o,], Back[e (>, o , ] ) 

If Part,, [ 11., o , ]=0, there is no edge of the triangle t ; belonging to object o l . 

If Part |, [ 11,, o / ]=1, there is one edge of the triangle t ( belonging to object o l . 

If Part ,, [ t . , o ; ]=2, there are two edges of the triangle t . belonging to object o l . 

If Part j , [ t . , o ; ]=3, there are three edges of the triangle t . belonging to object o ; . 

A line object will have a begin node n b =BEG(o t) and an end node n e =END(o ;) . These can 

be found through the edges of o l , and the direction of the object can then be specified by 

Dir[o,]={ nb,ne). 

The total number of edges belonging to the line object is: 

N l e d g e s [ 0 / ] = ^ ( Part,, [ t,., o ; ] ) 

• Area Objects 

The geometry of a simple area object is represented by one or more adjacent triangles, if a 

triangle t ( is a part of an area object o ; this will be represented by: 

P a r t 2 2 [ t 1 . , o , ] = l 

Now it is possible to check whether edge e .. (j=l ,2,3) of triangle t • is related through triangles 

t.. (j=l,2,3) to an area object o ; . Therefore the following function should be evaluated: 
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Le[e n , o, |t, ]=MIN (Le[e,,, t. ], Part 22 [ t . , o . ] ) 

Le[e .2, o,. |t,- ]= MIN(Le[e n , t,. ], Part 22 [ t,., o,. ] ) 

Le[e .3, o,. 11. ]=MIN (Le[e ,3 , t. ], Part 22 [ t , , o . ] ) 

Each of three functions takes the value 1 if both functions at its right side have a value of l,i.e., 
the edge should have the triangle at its left side, and the triangle should be part of the area 
object. In all other cases, the function at the right side of the equation takes the value of 0. 
Whether or not the edge is related to the object can then be found through 

Le[e,.1,o,.]=MAX(Le[e1.1,oI.|tI.]) 

Le[eI.2,o1.]=MAX(Le[e,.2,o.|t1.]) 

Le[e1.3,o,]=MAX(Le[e1.3,o1.|tI.]) 

There is, at most, one triangle for which both 

Le[ea , t ; ]=1 and Part22[ t,-, o ; ] =1 

Le[e (2 , t (. ]=1 and Part 22 [ t ; , o 1. ] =1 

Le[e / 3 ,t-]=l and Part22 [ t , , o ; ] =1 

If such a triangle exists, the function relating the edge to the object will have the value 1; in all 

other cases it will be 0; Hence, if edge e .. ,has area object o, at its left side, then Le[e; , o, ]=1. 

similarly, we can write 

Ri[e .,, o,. 11 „ ]= MIN( Ri[e .,, t., ] , Part 22 [ t., ,0 . ] ) 
Ri[e a • °,-It ,2 ]= MIN( Ri[e n, t a ] , Part 22 [ t i2,0 . ] ) 

Ri[e ,3, o,. |t .3 ]= MIN( Ri[e ,3, t .3 ], Part 22 [ t (3,0 . ] ) 

And 

Rite.^o,. ]=MAX(Ri[e, , ,o , . | tn]) 

Ri[e,.2,o,.]=MAX( Ri[e,.2,o,.| t f 2 ] ) 

Ri[e i3,o1]=MAX( Ri[e -3, o . |t ,3 ] ) 
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If edge e .. ,has area object o l at its right side, then Rife ..,0,1=1. otherwise the 

expression=0. 

The transitions from indirect relationships between edges and area objects to direct 
relationships have been represented by many— to - one relationships and many-to-many 
relations. The relationships between triangles and area object are many - to - one, therefore, the 
derived relations between edges and triangles will be many-to-many. The combination of these 

two sets of functions gives, for edge e .. (j=l,2,3) 

B[e n , o,. ]= Le[e,.,, o, ]+ Rife n , o,. ] 

Bfe /2 , o (. ]= Lefe ,2 , o,. ] +Ri[e i2 , o,. ] 

Bfel3 ,o,.]= Lefe,-3, o,. ] + Rifei3, o . ] 

If an edge e • is part of the boundary of o ( , then only one of the functions Ri and Le is equal to 

1, but not both; there fore, for such an edge we find B [e .., o ; ] = 1. If e;. has o ; at both its left 

and right sides, then Bfe .., o (. ]=2. In that case it runs through o .. if Bfe .., o ; ]=0, there is no 

direct relationship between e .. and o z. 

The boundary of o . is: 

d t,.={N(.,E,.},withE,={eI..|B[e&.,oI.]=l}. 

• Adjacent Area Object 

Based on the definition of adjacency relations using FDS (Molenaar, 1990), adjacent area object 

can be obtained according to CDT. When an edge e • (j=1,2,3) of a triangle has an object o( at 

its left side and not at its right side, and object o at its right side and not at its left side, these 

objects are adjacent at that edge e .. (j=l ,2,3), i.e., 

If Le[e / ; /,o.]=landRi[e i : /(j=l,2,3), o,]=0 (j=l,2,3) 

And Le[e,y,o i]=0andRi[e^(j=l,2,3),o ;.]=l (j=l,2,3) 

Then ADJACENTfo,, o y. | e (>. ]=1 

This function is considered to be symmetrical, so that 
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ADJACENT[o ,•, o,. | e tj ]= ADJACENT[o} , o ,. | e . ] 

If the objects do not overlap at all, i.e., if they have no common triangles and they are adjacent 
to at least one edge, then they are adjacent 

ADJACENT[o,.,oy]=l 

This function is also symmetrical, so that 

ADJACENT[o,., o ;. ]= ADJACENTfo y ,o,. ]. 

• Line And Area Objects 

Several important relationships between a line object o ; and an area object o a can be found by 

checking for each edge e .. of a triangle that is part of the line object, and the way in which it is 

related to the area object. That will be expressed by the functions: 

Le[o ,,oa | e {j ]=MIN( Le[e i}, o J , Part,, [ e ij ,o, ] ) 

Ri[o,,o f l |e ,y]=MIN(Ri[e i 7 ,o f l],Part1 |[e,> ,o,]) 

For the relationship between a line object o ; and an area object o a , we can write 

B[o , ,o a \eij]=Le[o,,oa | e . . ]+Ri[o ; ,o o |e,y] 

This function can also be expressed by 

B [ ° / ' ° a |e1>.]=B[e i /.,oJxPart11[e,7,o /] 

If this function has the value 2, then the line object runs through the area object at edge e^ ; if 

the value =1, then it is at the border, and if it is 0, then the relationship between the two objects 
might be different at different edges. 

5.3.2.2 Extending Adjacent and Inclusion Relations in FDS Based on Semantic CDT 

• Different roles of Triangles 

Assume that there are three objects 01,02 and 03 as shown in Figure 5.8, In a constrained 
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Delaunay triangulation T, every boundary vertex of each object o, corresponds to a triangle 

vertex and every boundary edge of each object o . serves as a constraining edge. Each object o( 

is defined by a unique object identifier and references to the triangles of T which lie within its 

boundary; each triangle t. of T is described by a unique triangle identifier, references to each of 

its three constituent edges, plus a reference to the object within which it lies; each edge e ; is 

described by a unique edge identifier and references its start and end vertices; and each vertex 

v ; stores a unique vertex identifier plus x and y co-ordinate values. The supplementary 

topological information in the form of reference is added to the two triangles to which the edge 

(of triangle) belongs. If a triangle t ; lies within an object o ; then t,- is said to belong to o ; ( 

Part22[ t-, o-] =1). Such information has been modeled in the following way as shown in 

Figure 5.8: 

Ol 

a \ ' b \ 

X 
/ a 

^^' 

' \ \ \ \ 
' v 4 / \ ^ 

\ g / i \ 

\ / h N 

\ 0 2 

Constrained edge 

Non constrained edge 

Figure 5.8 Structure of Constrained Delaunay Triangulation 

Each triangle has the following properties for area objects: 

• Its nodes must be on the boundary of objects. 

• The three edges of a triangle of CDT are divided into two groups: 

• edges which are the part of the boundary of an object (named constrained edges); 

• edges which are not the part of the boundary of an object. 

The triangles in CDT can be classified as four types through observation: 
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• Triangle having no constrained edge in its three edges, seen in triangle d in Figure 5.8, 
denoted as T l ; 

• Triangle having only one constrained edge in its three edges, seen in triangle b, g, i, h 
in Figure 5.8, denoted as T2; 

• Triangle having two constrained edges in its three edges, seen in triangle a, f, k in 
Figure 5.8, denoted as T3; 

• Triangle having three constrained edges in its three edges. 

These types of triangles can be further subdivided as following: 

• T l can be subdivided into five groups. They are the three points of a triangle belonging to 
three different point objects, to three different line objects, to three different area objects, to 
one line object and two area objects, and to one area object and two line objects, (see 
Figure 5.9 (a), (b), (c), (d), (e)). 

P 

P •-
(a) 

/ \ / \ / \ / \ / \ 

/ i 

/ \ / \ / \ 

/ \ / \ / \ 

(b) 
i . I 

"(d)""*N^ 

< & 
/ \ 

(e) 

Figure 5.9 Examples of Tl (p=point, l=line, a=area) 

• T2 can be subdivided into six groups according to the constituents of point , line, area 
objects in a triangle, (see Figure 5.10 (a), (b), (c), (d), (e) and (f)) 
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Figure 5.10 Examples of T2 (p= point, l=line and a=area) 

T3 can be subdivided into three groups. One is the triangles with two line constrained 
edges, and another is the triangles with two area object constrained edges and the third with 
one line object constrained edge and one area object constrained edge (see Figure 5.11 (a), 
(b), (c), (d) and (e)). 

Figure 5.11 Examples of T3 (l=line and a=area) 
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• Adjacent Relations Between Point, Line and Area Objects 

The adjacency relations among discrete objects play an important role in aggregation of objects 
in database transformation. The adjacent relationship can be grouped into four types in a 
triangle net: 

• If two objects o • and o are constrained edges (part of) of two triangles respectively and 

the two triangles share a common node, the two objects are adjacent, (see Figure 5.14 (b) 
and (d) ( point adjacent)); 

• If two objects, o ; and o share a connecting constrained edge of triangle, they are 

adjacent, seen in triangle f and c in Figure 5.8 (line adjacent); 

• If two objects, o ; and o share a connecting triangle between them, they are adjacent, seen 

in object o3 and 01 in Figure5.8 (line adjacent); or 

• If two objects o • and o are constrained edges (part of) of two triangles respectively and 

the two triangles share common non-constrained edge, the two objects are adjacent, seen in 
triangle g and i in Figure 5.8 (area adjacent); 

• If two objects o ; and o are constrained edges of a triangle, they are adjacent. 

The triangle is used as a basic unit to analyze the geometric characteristics of an object and the 
adjacent and inclusion relations among the objects in this research. 

The adjacent relationships among different types of discrete objects are described based on 
classes of triangles as following: 

• Adjacent Relationship between Points (Adjacent (p , , p )) 

Let T = T 1 U T 2 U T 3 

• Two node n ; G N and n . G N are adjacent if they belong to a triangle t ; e T (see 

Figure 5.12); 

I F ( t , .GTA n, .€ t , A n ^ G t, A Repr[n,, p . ] A Reprfn ;. , p ; ] ) , 

then e={ n(-, n • } A e€ T 

and then Adjacent (n ( , n )= Adjacent (n , n ( )=1 . 
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Adjacent Relationship between Line and Point (Adjacent (p , , 1,)) 

• A node n ; G N and edge e ci G E are adjacent if they belong to a triangle t ; G T2 

(see Figure 5.13 ); 

IF ( t ,G T 2 A n , G t,. A e d e t, A n , £ e c / A Reprfn,., p,. ] A Part u [ e d , 1,.] 

) 

and then Adjacent ( p , , 1, )= Adjacent (1,, p , )=1. 

- •s . n 

V. n, 

Figure 5.12 Adjacent relationship 
between nodes 

Figure 5.13 Adjacent relationship 
between node and line 

• Adjacent Relationship between Lines (Adjacent (1 ;, 1 )) 

Two objects 1 ; and 1 are adjacent if there exist two triangles t ; and t ( t ; G T2, 

t G T2) in which edge 1 t and 1 are used as the constrained edge of two 

triangles respectively, and If the two triangles share a common non constrained 

edge (see triangle t ; and t . in Figure 5.14 (a) and (c)) or if the two triangles share 

a common node (see triangle t ; and t . in Figure 5.14 (b) and (d)) contrary to what 

Peng states (1997). 

IF(( t , G T 2 A e ; e t(. A (Part,, [ t ; , 1,.]#0) A n(. e t ( . A n ( € e, A t ;. G T 2 A 

tj e tjA (Part,, [ t ; , l , ] ^ 0 ) A n ; G t ;. A n ; . g e j ) A ( e t G t. A e, 

t.- v 
nke t ,-A n t e t . ) ) 

Then Adjacent (1 (., 1 . )= Adjacent (1 •, 1, )=1. 
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Figure 5.14 Adjacent relation between lines 

Adjacent Relationship between Areas (Adjacent (f,-, f )) 

t V -" 

(d) 

• Two areas f {.6 F and f . e F are adjacent if there exists at least one triangle t ; 

(t( e T l ) between f • and f (see Figure 5.15 ). e r i and e c are constrained edge. 

I F ( ( ( t , . €T2A t , .€ (Part22 [t,., f,.]=0) A t , . e (Part22 [t,., f} ]=0) ) A ( e d e 

v t,. AB(e c . , f , . )A n , e t ; A n , .£ e . A n . E e ^ A B [ e d , f y . ] A e £ . i t,.)) 

( ( t , e T 2 A t , .e (Part22 [t,., f .]=0) A t . e (Part22 [t,., f j ]=0) ) A ( e d e 

tf A ( B ( e d , f , . )= l )A n , . e t , A n , g e C j A n , . £ ecf A (B[eC(, f . ]= l )A 

e r i £ t,.))) 

Adjacent (f., f j )= Adjacent (f . , f. )=1. 

Adjacent Relationship between Line and Area (Adjacent (1.,, f )) 

• A line Land an area f are adjacent if there exists at least one triangle t ( 

(t • e T2) between 1 (. and f (see Figure 5.16). 

I F ( ( t , . e T 2 A (Part22 [ t , . , f y ]=0 )A e d 6 t,. A (Part,, [t,., 1, ] * 0) A n , e 

t, A n,.«E e d A n , . e e r i A ecj€ t , A ( B [ e d , f,. ]=1))) V ( t , . €T2A (Part22 

[ t , , f 7 ] = 0 ) A e d e t,. A (B [ e d , f y . ] = l )A n ; e t , A n ; € e d A n , .e e„. A 
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e d g t, A (Par t n[ t , , l ,]*()))) 

Then Adjacent (1., f )= Adjacent (f t•, 1, )=1 

• Adjacent Relationship between Point and Area (Adjacent (p,-, f,)) 

• A node n ; and a face f.are adjacent if there exists at least one triangle t(. 

(t; G T2) between n ; and f; (see Figure 5.17 ). 

IF ( t ( . eT lAn , . e t(. Ae„.e t,. An , . « ec/ ARepr[n;, p ; ] A (B[ecj, f . ]=1)) 

Then Adjacent (p ., f.) = Adjacent (f,, p, )=1. 

f. 
1 

f, 
V"' t , » I1 

Figure 5.15 Adjacent Figure 5.16 Adjacent Figure 5.17 Adjacent relation 
relation between areas relation between area and line between area and node 

Inclusion Relationships among Point, Line and Area Object 

• Inclusion Relationship —Area containing node (Inclusion (f (., p,)) 

• an area f; contains a node n • if there exists at least one triangle t(- (t ; G T2) 

between n ; and f; and t (. is part of the area (see Figure 5.18). 

IF (t,. ST2An,. e t , A e r i e t,. A n,. g e d A Repr[n,., p,. ] A (Part22 [t,., 

f,-]=D) 

Then Inclusion (f;, p,-)=l. 

• Inclusion Relationship —Area Containing Line (Inclusion (f,, 1,)) 
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• a face f ( contains a line 1. if there exist at least one triangle t ( ( t ; e T2) between 

1 ; andf. and t ; is part of the area (see Figure 5.19 ). 

I F ( ( t , . eT2A e d 6 t . A(Part l l [ t 1 . , l ( . ]9tO)A n , . e t,. A n , g e d A 

n , .Ge c . A e d e t, A ( B [ e d , f ,]=1) A(Part22 [t,., f . ]=1)) V (t, G T2 A 

e d G t,. A (B[e c 7 , f , . ]=l)An, .G t . A n , £ e d A n ,G e„. A e d « t , A 

( P a r t u [ t , . , l , ] * 0 ) ) 

Then Inclusion ( f . , l . ) = l . 

Inclusion Relationship —Area Containing Area (Inclusion (f (., f •)) 

• An area f( contains another area f if there exists at least one triangle t ; 

(t ; G T2) between f (. and f and t ; is part of the area f; (see Figure 5.20). 

I F ( ( t , . eT2A e d e t , A (B(e„ . , f , . )= l )A(Par t 2 2 [ t ,.,f,.]=l) A n ; G t . A 

n,. £ e„. A n,. G ecj A e d £ t ; A ( B [ e d , f\ ] =1)) V (t . G T2 A e c ; G t 

( B ( e d , f y . ) = l )A (Pa r t 2 2 [ t y , fy ]=0) An,.G t ; A n , .£ e„. A n , . € e , 

ecj£ t . A (B[e c . , f , .]=!))) 

; A 

; A 

Then Inclusion ( f,, f ; )=1. 
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Figure 5.18 Inclusion 
relation between area 
and node 

Figure 5.19 Inclusion 
relation between area 
and line 

Figure 5.20 Inclusion 
relation between area 
and area 
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5.2.3.3 Extending Analysis Function In FDS 

• Nearness Degree 

According to the concept of topological distance and neighborhood discussed in Section 2.6.2.3 
of this thesis, the distance between two objects can be defined as the nearness degree. This 
distance can be measured by the triangles in constrained Delaunay triangulation. The shorter the 
distance between two objects is, the nearness degree between them will be stronger. Nearness 
degree between two objects is expressed by the minimum length of non-constrained edges of a 
set of triangles of Tl between two objects or average length of all non constrained edges of a 
set of triangles of Tl between two objects. 

Ad= minimum {/ ; } where: / ( is the length of non-constrained edges 

Or 

It 

Ad= —'• where: n is number of triangles which belong to T l . 
n 

• Skeleton Line 

The skeleton can be used for the 1-dimension analogue for an area object and is also useful 
during a merging operation in database transformation (Jones, C.B. 1995, Tinghua, Ai et al, 
2000,2001). 

Figure 5.21 shows the process of extracting the skeleton. P l5 P2 and P3 represent the midpoint of 
corresponding triangle edges respectively, and O is the barycenter of the triangle. There are 
three different types of linking methods. The process of skeleton generation is described by: 

If (t ( G T2 ) linking midpoints of two non-constrained edges of a triangle as 

shown in Figure 5.21(a). 

Elseif (t ; 6 T3 ) linking midpoint of non constrained edge of triangle with 

Opposition point of non constrained edge as shown in 

Figure 5. 21(b). 

Else ( t ( - € T l ) linking the midpoint of each edge of a triangle with the barycenter 

of the triangle as shown in Figure 5.21 (c). 
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A / \ / \ 

V- - \ p 2 

P\,^~^>s Pi 

P3 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 5.21 Example of skeleton line and linking methods in three different types of triangles 

A skeleton line can be extracted through connecting three different types of triangles described 
before as shown in Figure 5.22 (a), (b). 

T.—r 

/ \,' \ / X/ i / w I 

7̂  A / 

\ / \ / \ 

A/ v \/A 

(b) 
(a) 

Figure 5.22 Examples of skeleton line (dark line =Skeleton line) 

5.4 Query Based on IEFDS 

The main purpose of querying a point object, a line object and an area object is to find all the 
adjacent geometric objects of the point object, the line object and the area object respectively, 
including neighboring point objects, neighboring line objects and neighboring area objects 
based on analyzing the types of a set of triangles described before. 

Let pointobject, lineobject and areaobject be a point object, a line object and an area object 
respectively. Let pointobjectlist, lineobjectlist and areaobjectlist be a set of point objects, a set 
of line objects and a set of area objects respectively. Let tritanglelist be the list of triangles. 

• Point Object 

Find all the adjacent geometric objects of a point object including neighboring point objects, 
neighboring line objects and neighboring area objects based on analyzing the types of a set of 
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triangles and store them in pointneighborpointobjectlist, pointneighborlineobjectlist and 
pointneighborareaobjectlist for point objects, line objects and area objects respectively. 

Let pointneighborpointobjectlist, pointneighborlineobjectlist and pointneighborareaobjectlist be 
empty respectively 

Get a set of triangles through the pointobject and store them into trianglelist. 
For each triangle G trianglelist, do the following: 

{ 
tri=tritanglelist.Get IIget triangle from the list 

if tri==tri 1 A pointobject==one of three points of tri 11 relation between points 

{ 
triPlist.Add(tri) 
for each tri 6 triPlist, do the following 

{ 
pointneighborobject=get_object(tri) I I get a neighboring point object 
if pointneighborobject £ pointneighborpointobjectlist A pointobject 

pointneighbourpointobjectlist.Add (pointneighborobject) 
endif 

} 11 find all adjacent points 

elseif tri==tri2 A pointobject==one of three points of tri A pointobject g! constrained edge 
of tri A constrained edge of tri G lineobjectlist 

//relation between point and line 

{ 
triLlist.Add(tri) 
for each tri G triLlist, do the following 

{ 
lineneighbourobject=get-object (tri) l/get a neighboring line object 
if lineneighborobjectg pointneighborlineobjectlist 

pointneighborlineobjectlist. Add(lineneighborobject) 
endif 

elseif tri==tri2 A pointobject== the point of tri A pointobject g constrained edge 
of tri A constrained edge of tri G Areaobjectlist 

//relations between point and area 

triAlist.Add(tri) 
for each tri 6 triAlist 
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areaneighborobject=get_object(tri) IIget a neighboring area object 
if areaneighborobject e pointneighborareaobjectlist 

pointneighborareaobjectlist.Add (areaneighborobject) 
endif 

if all tri having same attribute 
pointobject is inside areaobject 

else 
pointobject is outside areaobject 

endif 
endif 

Line Object 

Find all the adjacent geometric objects of a line object through analyzing the types of a set of 
triangles including neighboring point objects, neighboring line objects and neighboring area 
objects and store them in pointneighborpointobjectlist, pointneighborlineobjectlist and 
pointneighborareaobjectlist for point objects, line objects and area objects respectively. 

Let pointneighborpointobjectlist, pointneighborlineobjectlist and pointneighborareaobjectlist be 
empty respectively 

Get a set of triangles through the lineobject and store them into trianglelist. 
For each triangle e trianglelist, do the following: 

{ 
tri=tritanglelist.Get llget triangle from the list 

if tri==tri2 A lineobject==constrained edge of tri A one point of tri £ constrained edge 
of tri A one point of t r ie pointobjectlist 

I/relation between line and point 

{ 
triPlist.Add(tri) 
for each tr ie triPlist, do the following 

{ 
pointneighborobject=get_object(tri) llget a neighboring point object 
if pointneighborobject £ lineneighborpointobjectlist 

lineneighborpointobjectlist.Add (pointneighborobject) 
endif 

} 11 find all adjacent points 
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elseif tri==tri2 A one of three points of tri e lineobject A the other two points of 
trie different line objects //relation between line and line 

{ 
triLlist.Add(tri) 
for each tri e triLlist, do the following 

{ 
lineneighbourobject=get-object (tri) IIget a neighboring line object 
if lineneighborobject£ lineneighborlineobjectlist A lineobject 

lineneighborlineobjectlist.Add(lineneighborobject) 
IIfind adjacent line objects 

endif 

} 
areaobject not intersecting with other line objects 

elseif tri==tri2A (lineobject== constrained edge of tri A one point of tri£ constrained 
edge of tri A one point of tri e lineobjectlist or one ponit of tri 6 lineobject A 
lineobject^ constrained edge of tri A constrained edge of tri £ lineobjectlist) 

//relation between line and line 

triLlist.Add(tri) 
for each tri e triLlist, do the following 

{ 
if lineobject== constrained edge of tri 

lineneighbourobject=get-object (tri) 
else 

lineneighbourobject=get-object (tri) 
endif 

// get a neighboring line object 

II get a neighboring line object 

if lineneighborobjectg lineneighborlineobjectlist 
lineneighborlineobjectlist.Add(lineneighborobject) 

endif 

lineobject not intersecting with other line objects 
//find adjacent line objects 

elseif tri==tri3 A lineobject== one of two constrained edge of tri A the other 
constrained edge of tri ^ lineobject A constrained edge of tri G lineobjectlist 

//relation between line and line 

triLlist.Add(tri) 
for each tri e triLlist, do the following 

{ 
lineneighbourobject=get-object (tri) // get a neighboring line object 
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if hneneighborobject£ (lineneighborlineobjectlist and lineobject) 
lineneighborlineobjectlist.Add(lineneighborobject) // get a neighboring line object 

endif 
//find adjacent line objects 

lineobject intersecting with other line objects 

elseif tri==tri2 A (lineobject== constrained edge of tri A one point of tri g constrained 
edge of tri A one point of tri G areaobjectlist or one point of tri G lineobject 
A lineobject^ constrained edge of tri A constrained edge of tri G areaobjectlist) 

I/relations between line and area 

{ 
triAlist.Add(tri) 
for each tri G triAlist 

{ 
if lineobject== constrained edge of tri2 

areaneighborobject=get_object(tri) // get a neighboring area object 
else 

areaneighborobject=get_object(tri) // get a neighboring area object 
endif 
if areaneighborobject g lineneighborareaobjectlist 

lineneighbourareaobjectlist.Add (areaneighborobject) 
//find adjacent area objects 

endif 
} 

lineobject not intersecting with area objects 

elseif tri==tri3 A lineobject== one of two constrained edge of tri A the other 
constraineded edge of tri 6 areaobjectlistset 

//relations between line and area 

{ 
triAlist.Add(tri) 
for each tri G triAlist 

{ 
areaneighborobject=get_object(tri) // get a neighboring area object 
if areaneighborobject g lineneighborareaobjectlist 

lineneighbourareaobjectlist.Add (areaneighborobject) 
endif II find adjacent area objects 

} 
lineobject intersecting with area objects 
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• Area Object 

Find all the adjacent geometric objects of an area object through analyzing the types of a set of 
triangles including neighboring point objects, neighboring line objects and neighboring area 
objects and store them in pointneighborpointobjectlist, pointneighborlineobjectlist and 
pointneighborareaobjectlist for point objects, line objects and area objects respectively. 

Let pointneighborpointobjectlist, pointneighborlineobjectlist and pointneighborareaobjectlist be 
empty respectively 

Get a set of triangles through the areaobject and store them into trianglelist. 
For each triangle € trianglelist, do the following: 

{ 
tri=tritanglelist.Get //get triangle from the list 

if tri==tri2 A (areaobject==constrained edge of tri A one point of tri g constrained edge of 
tri A one point of tri e pointobjectlist) 

I/relation between area and point 

{ 
triPlist.Add(tri) 
for each tr ie triPlist, do the following 

{ 
if areaobject==constrained edge of tri 

pointneighborobject=get_object(tri) // get a neighboring point object 
endif 
if pointneighborobject £ areaneighborpointobjectlist 

areaighborpointobjectlist.Add (pointneighborobject) 
//find adjacent points 

endif 

elseif tri==tri2 A areaobject== constrained edge of tri A one point of 
t r ie lineobjectlist //relation between area and line 

I 
triLlist.Add(tri) 
for each tri e triLlist, do the following 

{ 
lineneighbourobject=get-object (p) // get a neighboring line object 
if lineneighborobject£ areaneighborlineobjectlist 

areaneighborlineobjectlist.Add(lineneighborobject) 
endif IIfind adjacent line objects 
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areaobject not intersecting with other line objects 

elseif tri==tri3 A areaobject== one of two constrained edge of tri A the other 
constrained edge of triG lineobjectlist 

//relation between area and line 

{ 
triLlist.Add(tri) 
for each tri G triLlist, do the following 

{ 
lineneighbourobject=get-object (tri) // get a neighboring line object 
if lineneighborobject£ areaneighborlineobjectlist 

areaneighborlineobjectlist.Add(lineneighborobject) 
endif IIfind adjacent line objects 

} 
lineobject intersecting with other line objects 

elseif tri==tri 1 A one point of tri e areaobject A the other two points of tri £ areaobject the 
other two points of tri G different area objects //relation between area and area 

{ 
triLlist.Add(tri) 
for each tri G triLlist, do the following 

{ 
areaneighbourobject=get-object (tri) // get a neighboring area object 
if areaeighborobjectg (areaneighborlineobjectlist A areaobject) 

areaneighborlineobjectlist. Add(lineneighborobject 
endif I I find adjacent area objects 

} 
areaobject disconnecting with other area objects 

elseif tri==tri2 A (areaobject== constrained edge of tri A one point of tri G areaobjectlist 
or areaobject ^ constrained edge of tri A one point of t r ie areaobject A constrained edge of 

tri2 (a)G areaobjectlist) 11 relations between area and area 

{ 
triAlist.Add(tri) 
for each tri G triAlist 

if areaobject== constrained edge of tri2 
areaneighborobject=get_object(tri) 

else 
areaneighborobject=get_object(tri) 

endif 

// get a neighboring line object 

II get a neighboring line object 
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if areaneighborobject £ areaneighborareaobjectlist 
areaneighbourareaobjectlist.Add (areaneighborobject) 

endif II find adjacent area objects 

areaobject adjacent or disconnected with area objects 

elseif tri==tri3 A areaobject== one of two constrained edge of tri A the other constrained 
edge of tri £ areaobjectlist //relations between area and area 

{ 
triAlist.Add(tri) 
for each tri e triAlist 

{ 
areaneighborobject=get_object(tri) // get a neighboring area object 
if areaneighborobject £ areaneighborareaobjectlist 

areaneighbourareaobjectlist.Add (areaneighborobject) 
endif IIfind adjacent area objects 

} 
areaobject adjiacent with area objects 

5.5 Summary 

This chapter introduces the IEFDS, an integrated and extended version of FDS, as a data model 
to support automated database generalization transformation and discusses the process of 
integration between FDS and CDT in more detail. The classification of triangle is proposed 
based on constituent properties of triangles in the constrained Delaunay triangulation network 
which plays an important role in the extended adjacent and inclusion relations and extracting 
the skeleton line. The concept of adjacent degree is also given in this study. This chapter also 
provides some examples of spatial query operations that make use of the extended adjacent 
relation and semantic triangles. These adjacent relationships and semantic triangles are of 
particular interest in automated database generalization. 

Note that the CDT is introduced to define the adjacent relations and inclusion relations, but it is 
not necessarily part of the data model. It may be generated dynamically, and locally, at a certain 
step of a generalization process. 
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Chapter 6 
Auxiliary Analysis Methods 

6.1 Introduction 

Previous chapters focus on such issues as basic concepts, database transformation, 
transformation constraints and the supporting data structure of transformation. The descriptions 
of spatial objects, object types, hierarchical structure, categorical data and spatial and semantic 
relations are given in Chapter 2 and the aspects and contents of categorical database 
transformation are illustrated in Chapter 3. The constraints in categorical database 
transformation are proposed in Chapter 4. The data structure IEFD which supports database 
transformation is discussed in Chapter 5. Categorical database transformation not only needs 
supporting data structure and defined transformation constraints, but also the algorithms to 
implement transformation. After defining a new geo-spatial model associated with a target 
database based on classification hierarchy and aggregation, whether one object in a database is 
transformed into another object not only depends on its own geometric and thematic properties, 
but also the spatial and semantic relations to its neighbor objects. Aspects of analyzing 
algorithms needed to realize object transformation in a categorical database are detection of 
violated objects, their neighbor objects and creation of different types of transformation units. 
Evaluating the similarity among objects in the transformation unit is an analyzing and decision 
-making process of database transformation, and aggregation operations are an implementation 
process of database transformation. This chapter mainly discusses the algorithms which are 
designed according to the requirements of categorical database transformation as mentioned 
before. These auxiliary analysis methods include semantic similarity matrix based on 
classification hierarchy, computing model of similarity based on classification hierarchy, 
detection and creation of transformation unit based on constraints, spatial relations and IEFDS, 
area object aggregation analysis and process based on transformation unit, multi-neighborhood, 
object clustering and creation of catchment hierarchy. Among them, semantic similarity matrix 
is used to express the similarity among object types in a classification hierarchy. The creation of 
a transformation unit identies a spatial cluster of objects to be transformed in a database in the 
aggregation process. Computing model of similarity provides a method to calculate the 
similarity value among objects and object types within a hierarchy and helps to find out the 
reasonable aggregating objects for constrained object in a transformation unit. In a sense 
aggregation operations based on different types of transformation units will implement 
categorical database transformation. These auxiliary analysis methods have been developed to 
solve a number of important geometric and thematic problems in database transformation. 

6.2 Creating Transformation Units 

The transformation unit proposed in Chapter 4 in this study is an important process unit as 
many generalization problems need to be solved by considering a subset of related objects as a 
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whole, rather than treating them individually. Few generalization problems can be solved by 
just looking at an individual object. In a sense, the transformation unit is a basic analysis, 
processing and decision-making unit in the aggregation operation process and plays an 
important role in database transformation. As discussed in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, the 
transformations of classification hierarchy and aggregation hierarchy from an associated 
original database to a new database can be reached through simplifying the original hierarchical 
structure such as reducing the number of layers or number of object types or defining a new 
hierarchical structure (aggregation hierarchy) according to application requirements. The 
transformations will cause some conflicts in geometric and thematic aspects of objects and 
relations among objects. In order to solve these conflicts (violated constraints defined in 
Chapter 4) in a categorical database transformation, conflicted objects and its (their) related 
objects are organized into a transformation unit. A transformation unit that "brings together" a 
subset of objects can be created by conflicted object(s) and violated relations. The main purpose 
of creating transformation units is for the preparation of an aggregation operation. It restricts 
aggregation operations on a set of related objects at one time not on the whole database. This 
will make aggregation operation more efficient and effective. The different conflict types 
should have different types of transformation units. For categorical database transformation, 
four types of transformation units are identified based on constraints discussed in Chapter 4 and 
the characteristics of a categorical database in Chapter 2. Each type of transformation unit will 
store in a different list, each of which has a corresponding aggregation operation (see Section 
6.4 for more detailed discussion). 

The transformation units will trigger aggregation operations and can be created in different 
ways. On the one hand, a transformation unit can be built either bottom-up, i.e. by grouping 
objects (e.g. close buildings are grouped together to create a district), or top-down, i.e. by 
splitting a whole into parts (e.g. the districts are obtained by partitioning the town). On the other 
hand, the transformation unit can either be built a priori, in a stage of data enrichment prior to 
the generalization process (as in the case of the town and the districts), or be built dynamically 
during the generalization, when the need occurs (e.g. a transformation unit "group of area 
objects" can be created during the generalization of a small area object). 

6.2.1 Creating Transformation Unit Based on Thematic Constraints 

After classification hierarchy or aggregation hierarchy associated with an original database 
being changed into a new classification hierarchy or aggregation hierarchy with a target 
database, two or more objects of different object types in the original database may be changed 
into one object belonging to the same super object type or they have high similarity (see Section 
6.3 for more detailed discussion) in the new database based on a new classification hierarchy. 
This means that there is a boundary between objects of same object type. This will result in the 
thematic conflict between objects. Figure 6.1 shows the thematic conflict object cl after 
thematic transformation. Before an aggregation operation, thematic conflict of adjacent objects 
must be detected. Thematically conflicted objects with its neighbors will form a transformation 
unit of typeTUl. 
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The main steps for creating transformation units based on thematic constraints include detecting 
thematically conflicted objects, analyzing these objects and their neighbors and creating a 
transformation unit. 

Existing data set New data set 

Figure 6.1 Example of thematic conflict of objects 

The concrete procedure is as follows: 

• Let Thedatabase be a database having a classification and aggregation structure; 

• Let ConflictObjecList be an empty list; 

• Let TranformationUnitList be an empty list; 

• For each area object CurrentObjectS Thedatabase, do the following: 

{ 
• Check if Currentobject has been included in any ConflictObjectList previously; this 

can be done by assigning a flag for each object. If the result is yes, or if the thematic 
properties are different from its adjacent objects, then move to the next area object in 
the same data set; otherwise do the following: 

{ 
• Use the query procedure described in Chapter 5 to get all the neighbors of the 

area objects Currentobject and store them in a list neighborslist; 

• For each neighbor^ neighborslist, do the following: 

{ 
• If the thematic properties of the neighbor is different from the one of 

Currentobject, or if it has been included in the ConflictObjectList, then 
move to the next neighbor in the list; otherwise move to the next step; 

• Stack neighbor into a stack thestack; 
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Pop up an object theobject from thestack, store it in a list 
TempTransformationUnit within which objects have same thematic attributes or 
similarity but are adjacent to each other and the currentobjec=theobject, then 
repeat the above steps at this level until the stack is empty; 

Store TempTransformationUnit into a list TranformationUnitList; 

Move to the next area object in the database and repeat all the steps at this level to 
detect other thematic conflicted objects and build transformation units. 

6.2.2 Creating Transformation Unit Based on Geometric Constraints 

A small area object (or a set of small area objects) with an area less than the area threshold will 
be aggregated with one or some of its neighborhood to form a new bigger object. The objects 
that violate geometric constraints and their spatial adjacent (connected) neighbors will form 
transformation units of type TU2 (see the examples in Section 4.4.4). 

The main steps of creating a transformation unit based on geometric constraints includes 
detecting geometrically conflicted objects, analyzing the neighbor of each conflicted object and 
buildinga transformation unit based on analyzed results. The concrete procedure is given 
below: 

• 

• 

Let the ConflictObjectList and TransformationUnitList be an empty list; 

For each area object CurrentObject, do the following (detecting conflicted objects): 

• Check if CurrentObject has been included in any detected object previously; this can 
be done by assigning a flag to each object. If the result is yes, or if the area of 
CurrentObject is larger than the threshold, then move to the next area object in the 
data set; otherwise do the following: 

{ 
• Add CurrentObject to the list ConflictObjectList. Mark the object by setting its 

flag; 

• Use the query procedure described in Chapter 5 to get all the area object neighbors 
of the CurrentObject, and store them in a list NeighborsList where area objects 
are connected to each other; 

• For each neighbor^ NeighborList, do the following: 
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If the area of neighbor is larger than the threshold, or if it has been included 
in ConflictObjectList, then move to the next neighbor in the list; otherwise 
move to the next step; 

Push neighbor into a stack thestack; 

Pop up an object the object from thestack, and let CurrentObject = theobject, then 
repeat the above steps at this level until the stack is empty; 
The object contained in ConflictObjectList form conflicted objects within which 
objects are small but adjacent to each other; 

Move to the next area object in the data set and repeat all the steps at this level 
to detect other conflicted objects. 

For each conflicted object theConflictObjectE ConflictObjectList, do the following 
(building transformation unit): 

{ 
• Check if the ConflictObject has been included in TransformationUnitList, if the 

result is yes, then move to the next conflict object ConflictObjectList; otherwise do 
the following: 

{ 
• Use the procedure described in Section 5.4 to get all the area object neighbors 

of the theConflictOtyect, and store the neighbors in neighborlist, 

• Store the ConflictObject and its neighbors in TransformationUnitList where 
area objects are connected to each other ; 

Repeat above steps until all conflicted objects in ConflictObjectList are checked 

6.2.3 Creating Transformation Unit Based on Spatial Relation Constraints 

If the distance between nearest neighbor objects or among a set of objects is less than the 
threshold, this set of objects will form a transformation unit of type TU3 (see the examples in 
Section 6.4.4.4 of this thesis). The objects in this type of transformation unit may belong to the 
same object type or may not. 
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The creation of this type of transformation unit based on spatial relations involves two main 
steps: first checking and analyzing the distance between two objects based on constrained 
Delanuay triangulation, then creating a transformation unit for an aggregation operation. The 
concrete process is as follows: 

Let the ConflictObjectList and TransformationUnitList be an empty list; 

For each area object CurrentObject, do the following: 

Check if CurrentObject has been included in any ConflictObjectList and 
TransformationUnitList detected previously; If the result is yes, then move to the next 
area object in the data set; otherwise do the following: 

{ 
• Add CurrentObject to the list ConflictObjectList. Mark the object by setting its 

flag; 

• Use the query procedure described in Chapter 5 to get all the area object neighbors 
of the CurrentObject, and store them in a list neighborslist. Note that this problem 
is only applicable to the objects which are geometrically disconnected; 

• For each neighbors neighborslist, do the following: 

{ 
• If the neighbor and CurrentObject are not in conflict or the space between 

neighbor and CurrentObject is larger than the threshold, or if it has been 
included in ConflictObjectList and TransformationUnitList ,then move to the 
next neighbour in the list; otherwise move to the next step; 

• Push Neighbor into a stack thestack; 

» Pop up an object theobject from thestack, store it in a list 
TempTransformationUnitList and let CurrentObject = theobject, then repeat the 
above steps at this level until the stack is empty; 

• Store TempTransformationUnitList in TransformationUnitList within which objects 
are in spatial conflict with each other; 

Move to the next area object in the data set and repeat all the steps at this level 
to detect other conflicted objects. 
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6.2.4 Creating Transformation Unit Based on Geometric and Spatial Relation 
Constraints 

If a small area object has an area less than the area threshold (maybe it locates inside another 
area object or maybe not) and the distance between it and its nearest neighbor object(s) is less 
than the distance threshold, then this set of objects that violates geometric constraints or spatial 
relation constraints will form a transformation unit of type TU4 (see the examples in Section 
6.4.4.4). The objects in this type of transformation unit may be the same or may not. 

The creation of this type of transformation unit follows the following steps: first checking the 
geometrically conflicted object, then analyzing the distance relation between it and its multi-
neighborhood (see Section 6.5 of this chapter) based on the triangulation network, and finally 
creating a transformation unit based on geometric and spatial relations constraints. The concrete 
process is listed below: 

• Let the ConflictObjectList and TransformationUnitList be an empty list; 

• For each area object CurrentObject, do the following: 

{ 

• Check if CurrentObject has been included in any ConflictObjectList and 
TransformationUnitList detected previously; or area of CurrentObject is larger than the 
threshold, If the result is yes, then move to the next area object in the data set; 
otherwise do the following: 

{ 
• Add CurrentObject to the list ConflictObjectList. Mark the object by 

setting its flag; 

• Use the query procedure described in Chapter 5 to get all the area object 
neighbors of the CurrentObject, and store them in a list neighborslist; Note that 
the objects in the neighborslist consist of first order neighbors and second order 
neighbors of CurrentObject; 

For each neighbor^ neighborslist, do the following: 

{ 
• If the area of neighbor is larger than the threshold, or if the distance between 

CurrentObject and neighbor G neighborslist is not violated with the threshold 
or if it has been included in ConflictObjectList and TransformationUnitList 
,then move to the next neighbour in the list; otherwise move to the next step; 

• Push Neighbor into a stack thestack; 

} 

Pop up an object theobject from thestack, store theobject in a list 
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TempTransformationUnitList within which objects are small and conflict with each 
other and let CurrentObject = theobject, then repeat the above steps at this level 
until the stack is empty; 

• Store TempTransformationUnitList in TransformationUnitList; 
} 

• Move to the next area object in the data set and repeat all the steps at this level to detect 
other conflict objects and build transformation units. 

6.3 Hierarchic Semantic Similarity 

The similarity of objects and object types can be described by a similarity measure. The 
similarity is application-dependent. Classification hierarchy and aggregation hierarchy are 
ordered structures as discussed before. These hierarchies can reflect the similarity between 
object types both at the same level and at different levels. Whether two adjacent objects or a 
group of adjacent objects can be merged or aggregated depends on the attributes of the objects. 
If the attributes are the same or similar or the value of similarity is higher than the threshold, 
they can be merged or aggregated. Otherwise not. In a sense, the similarity will control and 
guide the database transformation operations. 

6.3.1 Hierarchic Semantic Similarity Matrix 

For a hierarchical structure as shown in Figure 6.2. a semantic similarity matrix as shown in 
Table 6.1 can be defined based on the properties of the hierarchical structure. A, B and C in 
Figure 6.2 represent the different branches in the hierarchical structure. For later use, they are 

called sub tree. T in the same Figure is called the top of the structure and c (. are object or object 

type. 

cfiO c5° clO° 

O 

c3 
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/ A 
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Figure 6.2 Example of a hierarchical structure 
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The semantic similarity matrix represents the similarity between object types. 

Table 6.1 Example of semantic similarity matrix 

SIMILARITY 

Sub-typel 

Sub-type2 

typel 

type2 

Sup-typel 

Sup-type2 

Sub-
typel 

s l l 

Sub-
type2 

s l2 

S 2 2 

typel 

S14 

S 2 4 

S 4 4 

type2 

S15 

S 25 

S 45 

S55 

Sup-
typel 

S17 

s27 

S47 

S57 

s77 

Sup-
type2 

s 18 

S 28 

S 48 

S 58 

S 78 

S88 

Where: 
sub-typel, sub-type2 etc denote different elementary object types; 
typel,type2 denote different object types; 
sup-typel, sup-type etc denote (super) composite object type; 

s .. denotes similarity value among object types. 

The larger the value of an element in the matrix, the greater is the similarity between two object 
types that the element links. The matrix is a symmetric and reflexive one, and has the property 

that s .. is equal to s 7 (s .. = s • ) and s;/ is equal to s .. (s u = s •• =1) in the matrix, s .. is a 

value between o and 1. 

This matrix shows the similarity among different levels of object types. It will provide potential 
possibility to chose objects of different types to be merged or aggregated. The similarity matrix 
will be used as a look-up table for guiding or governing the aggregation process of spatial 
objects in semantics to a certain application. 

The value of element s •• in the matrix can be given by expert knowledge or by calculation (to 

be discussed in Section 6.3.2) based on aggregation hierarchy and classification hierarchy. 

6.3.2 Computing Model of Similarity 

Using Set theory, Tversky (1977) defines a similarity measure in terms of a matching process. 
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This measure produces a similarity value that is not only the result of the common, but also the 
result of the different characteristics between objects, which is in agreement with an 
information theory definition of similarity (Lin,D 1998, Rodriquez and Egenhofer 1999, Bishr, 
1997, Chakroun et al,2000). 

A similarity measure based on the normalization of Tversky's model and Set-theory function of 

intersection (AOB) and difference (A-B) is given in the following Equation (1), where c(. and 

c are different attribute structures; A and B correspond respectively to description set of 

c (. and c such as features; || is the cardinality of a set; and CC is a function that defines the 

relation importance of the non-common characteristics. 

\AnB\ ^ ^ 
S(c,.,cI.)=-i : H H ; r ( 0 < a < i ) ( i ) 

1 \AnB\+a(ci,cJ)\A-B\+(\-a(ci,cj))\B-A\ 

A natural approach to comparing the degree of generalization between object types is to 
determine the distances from these object types to the immediate super object types that 
subsumes them in a classification hierarchy as shown in Figure 6.1, that is, their least upper 
bound in a partially ordered set (Birkhooff,G, 1967). In a sense, the difference in the distances 
from these object types to the immediate super object types that subsumes them in a 
classification hierarchy reflects the difference in attribute structure (see Chapter 3 and 
Molenaar, 1998) between two object types. 

A computational model that assesses similarity among objects and object types based on some 
definitions, concepts and hierarchical structure in Chapter 2 and 3 as well as Tversky's model is 
proposed. There are three distances. One is the distance (number of the link edges) from 
immediate super object type that subsumes c ; and c to the top of a hierarchy such as object 

type g to top of the tree T in Figure 6.1 which represents a common part of the attribute structure 

between two object types c ; and c . Another distance (number of the link edges) from 

immediate super object type that subsumes c . and c . to c ; such as object type g to c, in 

Figure 6.1 which represents the different parts of an attribute structure between object type c . 

and c (| c (. - c |). And the third is the distance (number of the link edges) from immediate 

super object type that subsumes c ; and c to c such as object type g to c5 in Figure 6.1 
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which represents the different parts of attribute structures between object type c (. and c (| c -

c ; | ) , The proposed model is shown in Equation 2. It applied to two cases. One is for two given 

objects or object types belonging to the same sub tree such as sub tree A in Figure 6.1 and the 
other is for two given object types belonging to two different sub trees such as A and B as 
shown in Figure 6.1. For the first case, the model uses two types of distances to define the 
common and different properties between the given object types. One is the distance between 
given objects or object types and immediate super object types that subsumes them which 
reflects difference properties between two given object types and the other is the distance 
between immediate super object types that subsumes two given object types and the top of the 
hierarchical structure which reflects the common properties of two given object types. For the 
second case, the distance between immediate super object types that subsumes two given object 
types and the top of the hierarchical structure will be zero since the two given object types 

belong to different sub trees such as c j and c 15 in Figure 6.1. So this distance will be replaced 

by the correlation value between two sub trees in the Equation 2 (b). 

sy(c,. , c ; >< 

/ 

/ + a(c, ,Cj)*dc.+(l- a{ct, c,)) * dc.
 (c / a n d c J e same sub"tree) (a) 

(2) 

P 
(c , and c £ different sub-tree) (b) 

j3 + a(ci,cJ)*dci+(l-a(ci,cJ))*dcj 

Where: 
/: the shortest distance (number of the link edge ) from immediate super object type 

that subsumes c . and c to the top of a hierarchy; 

dci: the shortest distance (number of the link edges) from immediate super object 

type that subsumes c ; and c to c ( ; 

d .: the shortest distance (number of the link edges) from immediate super object type 

that subsumes c (. and c to c ; 

Ot '. a function of the distance (number of the link edge ) between immediate super 

object type that subsumes c ( and c to the class c ; and c . 

f3 : correlation degree among different sub-trees, such as similarity 
among agricultural land use, forest land use and building up land use, and its 
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value can be given by experts based on application requirement. 

The Ct (c,., c •) can be expressed as a function of the distance d ci and d . In order to get final 

values of OC, the function (Equation (3 )) is defined as follows: 

a(c, . ,C;)= 

d. 
Cl 

~dZ7d~ ( d - ^ } 

(3) 

Cl Cj 

ZT7T <"•.*«> 

where: 

dci: the shortest distance (number of the link edges) from immediate super object 

type that subsumes c ( and c to c (. ; 

d •: the shortest distance (number of the link edges) from immediate super object type 

that subsumes c • and c to c .. 

This similarity function yields values between Oand 1. The extreme value 1 represents the case 
that the two entity classes are completely the same, whereas the value 0 occurs when the two 
entity classes are completely different. 

An example for computing an element of similarity matrix from a classification hierarchy is as 
follows: Taking Figure 6.1 as an example to calculate the similarity among object types and 
considering two cases (one is two object types at same sub tree (such as A in Figure 6.1) and the 
other is at different sub trees (such as A and B in Figure 6.1)), and supposing that the 
correlation value between A and B is 0.5, we have the following results based on the equations 
defined above: 

Two objects or object types belong to A 

S(c,,c2)=s12=3/(3+0.5*l+0.5*l)=0.75 ; ( a =0.5) 

S(c, ,c 3 )=s 13 = 2/(2+0.5*2+0.5*2)=0.5; ( a =0.5) 

S(c,,c5)=s15 2/(2+0.66*2+0.34* 1)=0.546; (a =0.66) 

Two objects or object types belong to A and B respectively: 
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S(c, ,c 14 )=s 14 =0.5/(0.5+0.2*4+0.8*l)=0.238; ( a =0.2) 

S(c1,c17)=s17=0.5/(0.5+0.43*4+0.57*l)=0.127; (#=0.43) 

S(c, ,c 18 )=s 18 =0.5/(0.5+0.5*4+0.5*4)=0. I l l ; ( « =0.5) 

6.3.3 Aggregation Rules Based on Similarity 

Based on the similarity computation method, the aggregation rules need to be defined in 
categorical database transformation in order to search a suitable object to be aggregated in the 
transformation unit. For a given object violated geometric constraints or others, we must find 
one object or more in its transformation unit (neighbors) to aggregate with through the 
aggregation rules. Five rules are defined based on characteristics of categorical data and 
applied to categorical database transformation. These aggregation rules are feasible and 
accessible in categorical database transformation. 

• Rule 1: for a given object, if some objects in their transformation unit belong to the same 
sub-tree as the given object does such as sub-tree A in Figure 6.land the other 
objects belong to another sub tree such as B in Figure 6.1, then the given object 
should be aggregated with the object belonging to the same sub tree as it in the 
transformation unit. 

• Rule 2: for a given object, if all objects in their transformation unit belong to the same sub 
tree and there is an object with a maximum value of similarity between the given 
object and the other objects, then the given object will be aggregated with this 
object. 

• Rule 3: for a given object, if all objects in their transformation unit belong to the same sub 
tree and there are two or more with an equivalent value of similarity between the 
given object and these objects, then the given object will be aggregated with the 
object which has the largest area or longest circumference among these objects in a 
transformation unit. 

• Rule 4: for a given object, if all objects in their transformation unit belong to the different 
sub tree respectively and there is only one object with a maximum value of 
similarity between the given object and the other objects, then the given object will 
be aggregated with this object. 

• Rule 5: for a given object, if all objects in their transformation unit belong to a different 
sub tree respectively and there are two or more objects with an equivalent value 
of similarity between the given object and the other objects, then the given object 
will be aggregated with the object which has the largest area or longest 
circumference among these objects in a transformation unit. 
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6.4 Area Object Aggregation Operations 

After creation of different types of transformation units, the main task of database 
transformation is solving the conflicted objects in geometric, thematic and relational aspects in 
transformation units. As mentioned before, the transformation unit is the basis for an 
aggregation operation. It will facilitate the aggregation process in categorical database 
generalization. This is because the different types of transformation units will provide the 
information on conflicted objects, limit a set of objects to be processed and fix the object types 
and the similarity between objects to be evaluated. In categorical database generalization, the 
different types of aggregation operation (see following Section 6.4.1, 6.4.2, 6.4.3 and 6.4.4) will 
be triggered through visiting the transformation unit list which stores all data about 
transformation units. 

The aggregation operation of spatial objects depends both on the geometric properties of spatial 
objects such as topological relations, and the semantic relations among the object types as 
discussed in the previous section. If a spatial object in a database will be merged with its 
neighboring objects, we have to decide which neighboring objects will be included in the 
transformation unit. 

Based on the characteristics of four types of transformation units, four types of aggregation 
operation algorithms are designed (to be described later). The system will trigger corresponding 
aggregation operation according to the types of transformation unit. 

6.4.1 Aggregation Operation Based on TU1 

Let S be a similarity sub-matrix extracted from the similarity matrix as shown in Figure 6.2. 
The object types which objects belong to in the considered transformation unit are only 
included in this similarity sub-matrix. S will be extracted dynamically from the similarity 
matrix and used as look-up-table in the aggregation operation. Some of the objects in the 
transformation unit have the same attribute structure or similarity value to each other higher 
than the threshold based on the condition created for this type of transformation unit. After the 
aggregation operation, the common edge(s) between these objects will be deleted. The 
procedure for this type aggregation is as follows: 

For each transformation unit CurrentTU, do the following: 

{ 
• For each object theCurrentObject G CurrentTU, do the follwing: 

{ 
• Check if there exist objects having the same attribute structure or similarity value 

to S which is larger than the threshold , if the result is no, then move to the next 
transformation unit of this type, otherwise do the following: 
{ 
• Find an object theobjectG CurrentTU, Get the edges of theCurrentObject and 
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theobject, and store them in a list edgelist; 

• Delete the common edge in edgelist to form a new object thenewobject and 
updata topology relation among the objects and store thenewobject in CurrentTU; 

} 
• Let theCurrentObject^ thenewobject, repeat above steps at this level until there are no 

objects having the same attribute in CurrentTU; 

} 
Move to the next transformation unit in the data set and repeat all the steps at this level. 

6.4.2 Aggregation Operation Based On TU2 

Let S be a semantic similarity sub-matrix that has the same definition as discussed in Section 
6.4.1. The objects in this type of transformation unit are connected spatially to each other and 
one or some of them are too small and its or have areas that are less than the area threshold (see 
Figure 6.3 (a)). These objects may belong to the same sub-tree in a hierarchy or may not. The 
conflicted object(s) will be aggregated with a suitable object in a transformation unit through 
two ways based on the rules in Section 6.3.3. One is that the conflicted object will be 
aggregated with an object having maximum similarity value in S in the transformation unit and 
the other is with an object having a largest area or longest common edge with the conflicted 
object in the transformation unit. After the aggregation operation, the common edges of the 
objects are deleted and a new object is formed. The procedure for this type of aggregation 
operation is listed below: 

For each transformation unit CurrentTU'£ TransformationUnitList, do the following: 

f 
• For each conflicted object theCurrentObject^ CurrentTU, do the following: 

{ 
• Check if objects exist that have higher similarity value from S than the 

threshold, if the result is no, then move to the next transformation unit; otherwise do 
the following: 
{ 
• Find all the objects having higher similarity value s • with theCurrentObject in 

CurrentTU and store them in a list theTempobjectList; 

• Check to find a maximum similarity value s .. between theCurrentObject and 

theobject 6 theTempobjectList; 

• If the result is Yes, do the following: 

{ 
• Get the edges of two objects theCurrentObject and theobject, and store them 
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in a list edgelist;. 

Delete common edges in the edgelist. reorganize edges in the edgelist to form 
a new area object thenewobject and delete two old objects from the data set 
and update topology relation (see Figure 6.3 (a), (b), here, the similarity 
value between object A and B is higher than the one between A and C ) ; 

Else 

set 

Find a theobject maximum area or longest common edge sharing with 
TheCurrentObject in theTempobjectList; 

Get the edges of two objects theCurrentObject and theobject, and store them 
in a list edgelist;. 

Delete common edges in the edgelist. reorganize edges in the edgelist to form 
a new area object thenewobject and delete the two old objects from the data 

and update thematic attribute and topology relation ( see Figure 6.3 (c) here, 
the similarity value from S between object A and B is the same as the one 
between A and C, but area of object C is larger than B ); 

Move to the next transformation unit and repeat all the steps at this level. 

(b) (c) 

Figure 6.3 Examples of aggregations based on TU2 

6.4.3 Aggregation Operation Based On TU3 

Let S be a semantic similarity sub-matrix that has the same definition as discussed in Section 
6.4.1. The objects in this type of transformation unit are near neighbors but not connected 
spatially to each other (see Figure 6.4 (a)) and the distance between two objects are too close 
and violate the distance threshold. These objects may belong to the same sub-tree in a hierarchy 
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or not. The objects with a distance between them less than the threshold will be aggregated to 
form a new object or aggregated to two other objects, in which the space between them will be 
parted based on the skeleton line (see Section 5.3.2.3 and Figure 6.4 (c)) and assigned to the 
two objects respectively. The decision on forming one object or two objects depends on the 
similarity value from S. The following part gives this type of aggregation operation procedure: 

For each transformation unit CurrentTUE TransformationUnitList, do the following: 

{ 
• Check if there exist a pair of objects where the space between them is less than the 

threshold in CurrentTU ; if the result is no, then move to the next transformation unit; 
otherwise do the following: 
{ 
• Triangulate the objects in the transformation unit 
• If they have the same thematic attribute structure or the thematic similarity value 

between them is larger than the threshold from S. Do the following: 

{ 
• Get the edges of two objects, and store them in a list TempEdgelist. 

• Store the most outer edges c and d of a set of triangles between A and B in a list 
TempEdgeList (see Figure 6.4 (a)); 

• Break down polygon A and B to form polygon A (a l , a 2 ) and B ( b , , b 2 ) (keep 
clockwise way) based on the intersection points of c and d with A and B 
respectively and store them in TempEdgeList (see Figure 6.4 (a)); 

• Delete edges a 2 and b 2 which are related to the triangles between A and B from 

TempEdgeList, and get edges A ( a , ) and B (b [,) of polygon A and B, and store 

them in TempEdgeList. 

• Link outer edge and edge of polygon in TempEdgeList based on line adjacent 
relation between outer edge and edge of polygon, and form a new object 

thenewobject ( a , , c, b t ,d, a , ) (see Figure 6.4 (a) and (b)); 

} 
• Elseif they have different thematic properties or the thematic similarity value from 

S between them is less than the threshold, do the following: 
{ 
• Get the edges of two objects and store them in a list TempEdgelist. 

• Store the most outer edges c and d of a set of triangles between A and B in a list 
TempEdgeList. 
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• Extract skeleton line (see Section 5.3.2.3) z and store it in TempEdgeList. 

• Break down polygon A and B to form polygon A (a l, a 2 ) and B (b l, b 2 ) (keep 
clockwise way) based on the intersection points of c and d with A and B 
respectively and store them in TempEdgeList. 

• Break down outer edges c and d into c (c,, c 2 ) and d(d j , d 2 ) based on the 

intersection points of z with c and d, store c, , c 2 ,d, and d 2 in TempEdgeList; 
and at the same time delete c and d from TempEdgeList. 

• Delete edges a 2 and b 2 which are related to the triangles between A and B from 

TempEdgeList, and get edges A (a ;) and B (b , , ) of polygon A and B, and store 
them in TempEdgeList; 

• Link edges according to the order of edge of polygon, outer edge and skeleton line 
in TempEdgeList based on line adjacent relation between outer edges, edge of 
polygon and skeleton line and form two new objects thenew object (see Figure 

6.4 (c ) 
and (d)); 

• Store thenewobject in CurrentTU and delete the two old objects from the data set 
and update thematic attribute and topology relation; 

Repeat all steps at this level. 

d 

( b ) 

d 

( d ) 

Figure 6.4 Examples of aggregation operations based on TU3 
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6.4.4 Aggregation Operation Based on TU4 

Let S be a semantic similarity sub-matrix which has the same definition as in previous Section 
6.4.1. The objects in the transformation unit are near neighbors (connected or disconnected 
spatially) with each other and there is at least a conflicted object violated geometric constraint 
(see Figure 6.5 (a)). These objects may belong to the same sub-tree in a hierarchy or may not. 
The conflicted object(s) may be aggregated with an object from its first order neighborhood or 
from its second order neighborhood (see Section 6.5). This depends on the similarity value 
among the objects, the distance between objects and the aggregation rules. The procedure for 
this type of aggregation operation is given below: 

Foe each transformation unit CurrentTU & TransformationUnitList, do the following: 
{ 
• Check if conflicted objects and conflicted relations exist in CurrentTU, if the result is 

no, the move to the next transformation unit; otherwise do the following: 

For each conflicted object theCurrentObject G CurrentTU, do the following: 

Triangulate the objects in the transformation unit; 

Find the objects first order and second order neighbor of theCurrentObject 
through constrained triangulation (see Section 6.5), store them in two lists 
theNeighborl and theNeighbor2 respectively. 

If theCurrentObject has the same thematic attribute structure as theobject G 

theNeighborl or the thematic similarity value s- from S between 

theCurrentObject and theobject G theNeighborl is larger than the value between 
theCurrentObject and theobject G theNeighborl; do the following: 

• 

• If object theCurrentObjectis an inland in theobject; 

• Delete object A and form thenewobject (see Figure 6.5 (a) and (b)); 

• Else 
{ 
• Get the edges of two objects theCurrentObject and theobject, and store 

them in a list edgelist;. 

• Delete common edges in the edgelist. Reorganize edges in the edgelist to 
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form a new area object thenewobject and delete the two old objects from 
the data set and update topology relation; 

Else if the thematic similarity value from S between theCurrentObject and 
theobject G theNeighbor2 is higher than the value between theCurrentObject 
and theobject 6 theNeighborl and the distance between the two objects is less 
than the threshold; do the following: 

Triangulate the objects in the transformation unit (see Figure 6,5 (c)); 

Get the edges of two objects theCurrentObject and theobject , and store 
them in a list TempEdgelist. 

• Store the most outer edges c and d of a set of triangles between 
theCurrentObject and theobject in a list TempEdgeList. 

Break down polygon A and B to form polygon A (a,, a 2 ) and B (b,, b 2 ) 
(clockwise) based on the intersection points of c and d with 
theCurrentObject and theobject respectively and store them in TempEdgeList. 

Delete edges a 2 and b 2 which are related to the triangles between 

theCurrentObject and theobject from TempEdgeList, and get edges A (a,) 

and B (b , , ) of polygon theCurrentObject and theobject , and store them in 
TempEdgeList. 

Link outer edge and edge of polygon in TempEdgeList based on line adjacent 
relation between outer edge and edge of polygon, and form a new object 

thenewobject (a,, c, b , ,d, a,) (see Figure 6.5 (d)); 

Store thenewobject in the CurrentTU, delete aggregated objects and update 
thematic attribute and topology relation; 

Repeat all above steps at this level. 
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Figure 6.5 Examples of aggregation operations based on TU4 

6.5 Object Clustering 

Clustering a set of area objects in a database using constrained Delaunay triangulation is very 
efficient. Peng (1997) discusses this type of problem for a set of area objects. In his research, 
detection of regular linear groups of objects within a larger group is implemented by two 
parameters orientation and "width" of a triangle. This study concentrates on clustering a group 
of objects based on the average length of the edges of the triangles between two objects. The 
average length of three edges of a triangle between two objects is the basis for clustering 
objects in a set of objects in a database. If the length is less than the given threshold, then two 
objects could be classified as a group. 

The particular example to be considered concerns clustering a set of area objects (see Figure 6.6 
(a)). In Figure 6.6, the objects are rather similar sizes; the distances between neighboring area 
objects in the group are similar and are normally less than the distance to the nearest area object 
outside the group. 

The algorithm which has been developed is based on this understanding and the Delaunay 
triangulation of area objects, and starts with triangulating a considered set of objects, tracing 
continuously the objects which have a distance less than the threshold between its adjacent (not 
connected) objects through checking the average edge length of the triangle between the two 
objects. 

• Let CurrentObjectList be object list and store all considered objects ; 

• Let ClusterObjectList be empty cluster list and store the result of clustering object; 

• Triangulating a set of area objects £ CurrentObjectList which are disconnected; 
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Delete the triangles within each area objects (see Figure 6.6 (b)); 

For each object theCurrentobjectG CurrentObjectList, do the following: 
{ 

• Calculate the average length of three edges of triangles between theCurrentobject 
and the object of its neighbor; check if there exist object(s) of its neighbor having 
the distance (average edge length of a triangle) less than the threshold with 
theCurrentobject; if no, move to the next object in CurrentObjectList; otherwise do 
the following: 

Push the object(s) of theCurrentobject's neighbor in a stack thestack and 
Store theCurrentobject and the object(s) in a temporary cluster list 
theTempClustesList; 

Pop up an object theobject from thestack, check if there exist object(s) of 
its neighbor having the distance less than the threshold with theobject; if 
yes, push the object(s) in thestack and store the object(s) in 
theTempClustesList; otherwise do the following: 

{ 
• Check if there exist the object(s) in thestack, if yes, then repeat the 

previous step (indicated by icon • ) , otherwise do the following: 
{ 
• Store all objects in theTempClusterList to ClusterObjectList; 

• Move to the next area object in CurrentObjectList and repeat all the steps at this 
level until the CurrentObjectLis is empty. 

^ 4 
S ft 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 6.6 Example of object clustering. 
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Figure 6.6 (b) and (c) show the process and result of object clustering. 

6.6 Multi-Order Neighborhood 

Multi-order neighborhoods (K-order neighborhood) play an important role in a complicated 
aggregation operation. In a sense, it can be used to express the relation between two adjacent 
but not connected objects. Some authors describe the multi-order neighborhood using adjacent 
graph method (Molenaar 1998, Zhan,C2000 and Lang et al 2001). In this study, it will focus 
on using the constrained Delanauy triangulation network to describe and analyze a multi-order 
neighborhood. Suppose we have a set of area objects as shown in Figure 6.7 (a). For the object 
o in the figure, its first order neighborhood is defined based on a triangulation network as 
follows. Those area objects connected to a given area object o by a set of triangles which do not 
belong to o are object o's first order neighborhood. The objects which are object o's first order 
neighborhood are shown in Figure 6.7 (b). This set of area objects is called the 'first-order' of 
area object o. Then those area objects that are connected to the first-order neighbors by the 
triangles and the triangles are not first-order neighbors themselves, are called 'second-order 
neighbor' and can be obtained through the same method above as shown in Figure 6.7 (c). By 
continuing this process we can define k-order neighbor for any object. 

Let theneighborlist be an empty list 

For a given area object, do the following: 

{ 
• Find all triangles thetri whose constrained edge is the edge of the given area object and not 

belonging to the given area object; 

• Store thetri in a list thetrilist; 

• For each triangle trie thetrilist, do the following: 

i 
• Identify the object which tri belongs to and check if the object has been included in 

theneighborlist, if the result is yes, do nothing; otherwise; 

• Store the object in theneighborlist; 

} 
• For objects G theneighborlist, 

• Repeat above steps, finish other order neighbors search. 

Figure 6.7 (a) is a set of objects. And Figure 6.7 (b) and (c) show the result of 1-order and 2-
order neighbors of the center object respectively, in which 1 -order and 2-order neighbors of the 
area object are searched by using above algorithms. 
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(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 6.7 Example of multi-neighborhood 

6.7 Creating Hierarchical Catchments of River Network 

River catchments play an important role in river basin management and traditional map 
generalization. In generalization, the size of catchments will be one of the important factors for 
selecting the streams for a drainage network. Rechardson (1993) discusses the problem of river 
system generalization based on Strahler classification and Horton classification. The problems 
of formalization of catchments and catchment generalization based on FDS and Strahler 
classification are discussed by Molenaar and Martinez Casanovas (1996), Martinez Casanovas 
(1994) and Molenaar (1998). In this section, we mainly concentrate on discussing how to 
create hierarchical catchments of a river network based on Horton's river classification system 
and constrained Delaunay triangulation network. The river classifications are introduced 
briefly. 

6.7.1 Straler's, Shreve's and Horton's Classification 
Stealer's (1957 ), Shreve's (1967 ) and Horton's (1945) classification are shown in Figure 6.8 . 
Each river system has an intrinsic hierarchical structure that can be described by these three 
different stream ordering procedures. This hierarchical structure can be utilized as the basis for 
a feature elimination procedure. 

(a) Horton Classification tb) Shreve Classification (c) Strahler Classification 

Figure 6.8 Classification of river systems 
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Stream order is a measure of the position of a stream in the hierarchy of tributaries. The criteria 
for stream order enumeration, though, may be geometric, topologic, or volumetric. Two 
topologic criteria, magnitude and order, are considered. The magnitude of a given link 
establishes its position in relation to its directly adjacent links. Thus it is independent of the 
overall size of the system, of what portion is being enumerated, or of changes that might be 
made in the system. Order values, on the other hand, describe the link's position in relation to 
the entire river system. Straler's and Shreve's classifications enumerate stream magnitude 
which create a hierarchic river network structure from the parts to create the whole. 

Horton's system of ordering (Horton, 1945) has been shown to be the most useful for 
establishing a database structure that is amenable to an objective and simple generalization 
procedure that can be used in computerized data bases where the system may be required to 
generate different databases at quite different scales. In the system devised by Horton, 
unbranched fingertip tributaries are always designated as order 1, tributaries or streams of the 

2nd order receive branches or tributaries of the 1 " order, but these only; a 3rd order stream must 
receive one or more tributaries of the 2nd order but may also receive lsl order tributaries. A 4th 

order stream receives branches of the 3rd and usually also of lower orders, and so on. Using this 
system the order of the main channels is the highest. Horton assigned order 1 to the fingertip 
tributaries and the highest order to the main trunk. He wanted all fingertip tributaries to be of 
the same number of links. It is shown that in fact the Horton procedure can be used to answer 
both questions of "How many" and "which ones". It provides a framework for the 
establishment of an objective and geographically oriented generalization scheme (GrarbrechtJ. 
Martz,L. 1997, Mazur,Z.R and Castner,H.W,1990, Martinez Casanovas 1994, Rodriquez et al 
1999). 

Ordering is only the first step in the quantitative analysis in database generalization. 

6.7.2 Requirements of Creating Hierarchical Catchments of River Network 

Creating a hierarchical catchment area must meet several requirements as follows: 

• River system must be complete; 

• Catchment area of a order stream includes all catchments areas of its branches at the next 
lower order; in other words, each of catchment areas of its branchs is a part of the 
catchment area. 

• A drainage network consists of a set of drainage links connected by network nodes. Three 
types of nodes are encountered in a drainage network: the outlet node, upstream tips of the 
drainage network where drainage links originate (source nodes) and points at which two or 
more channel link join (junction nodes). 
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• Stream are considered to be basic units, called links, which are usually uniquely identified 
from their sources to their mouths and are fed by several tributaries. 

• In order to create hierarchical catchments, Horton's classification needs to be adjusted 
There will be only one highest order link in a river network according to Horton's 
classification, but there may be more than one link at each order of the other orders. 

The strategy of creating a new catchment area is step by step from the highest order link to the 
lowest links. At first a catchment area of the highest order link will be created, and then 
catchment areas of all links for each order are constructed gradually in order downward till the 
lowest order. 

The main procedures are discussed in the next part. The main steps include: 1) A river network 
is classified by Horton's classification system and gets the number of catchment levels through 
the number of Horton's river orders in a river network. In order to create hierarchical 
catchments effectively and efficiently, Horton's classification of a river network has to be 
changed based on the following rule: if the order of the river links is not the next lower order of 
its adjacent link, then it changes its order into the next lower order. This rule to all links in a 
river network is implemented except for the highest order link (see Figure 6.10); 2) 
triangulating through different order links respectively from the highest to the lowest order; 3) 
extracting skeleton lines between links or between link and boundary of catchments; 4) forming 
catchments of different order links. 

6.7.3 Process of Creating Hierarchical Catchments of River Network Based on CDT 

Let thenodeslist be a node list and used to store the nodes; 

Let thecatchmentslist be an empty catchment boundary list and used to store boundaries of 
catchments; 

Let thelinkslist be a link list and used to store river links; 

Let maxorder=mimber of order of river and minorder=\; 

Get highest order link from thelinkslist and all nodes from thenodeslist, and form a convex, 
and this convex area may be considered as a catchment area of the highest order link . 

Let theorder=maxorder-1 

From theorder to minorder, do the following: 

{ 
• get all link objects at the theorder level and the link objects at the level directly above 

theorder from thelinkslist, and store them in templinklist, and get all the nodes of links 
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whose order is lower than the order from thenodeslist and store them in tempnodeslist, 
and get all boundary of catchment area from thecatchmentslist and store them 
in tempcatchmentlist. 

construct constrained delaunay triangulation based on the data of templinklist, 
tempnodeslist and tempcatchmentlist. 

for each link object linkobject from templinklist, do the following: 
{ 

> for a considered link, follow the procedure described in Chapter 5 to get all its 
neighbor nodes, neighbor links object, and its neighbor boundary of catchment 
areas at the next higher or the higher order links; 

> get a subset of triangles which are relative to the considered link object and its 
neighbor objects (including source nodes, junction (outlet) nodes and boundary of 
catchment area) and store then in the list temptrilist; 

> find the triangles which have junction (outlet) node of the considered link object as 
their vertex and the considered link object as their constrained edges; push the 
triangles into the stack starttristack, The junction node will be the starting point to 
trace the boundary of catchments area and the triangles will be the starting 
triangles to trace catchment areas; 

> if starttristack is empty, stop tracing the boundary of catachment area of the 
considered link object and move to the next link object in templinklist if there are 
still link objects at the same level as theorder not to be processed; otherwise 
do the following: 
{ 
• pop up an object theobject from starttristack, let triobject=theobject; 

• add the junction node of the considered link object to the list 
tempboundarypointlist 

for each triangle triobjectE. temptrilist, do the following 

if the triangle object triobject 6 tri3 
{ 

• compute the middle point of non-constrained edge of triobject; 

• add the middle point to tempboundarypointlist; 
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if the triangle object triobject G tri2 

f 
• if one of three vertexes of triobject is the source node of the 

considered link or the source node of the next lower /or next higher 
order link of considered link and the constrained edge is the boundary 
of catchments at the next higher order link, do the following: 
{ 
• add one vertex of the triangle on the constrained edge to the 

list tempboundarypointslist; 

• connect all points in tempboundarypointslist to form line object 
from junction node to last point through all middle points; 

• add the line object to the list tempcatchmentlist and empty 
boundarypointslist; 

if the vertex of the triangle is the source node of the link whose order 
is lower than the considered link and the constrained edge of the 
triangle is the considered link, then check if the corresponding 
junction node of the source node is on the considered link object. If 
the result is yes, then do nothing to the triobject;otherwise do the 
following : 

{ 
• compute the middle points coordinates of unconstrained 

edges of the triangle; 

• add the middle points to tempboundarypointslist; 

if the vertex of the triangle is on the adjacent link /or source node of 
the adjacent link at the same order of the considered link or on the 
adjacent link at the next higher order and the constrained edge of the 
triangle is the considered link, then do the following : 

{ 
• compute the middle points coordinates of unconstrained 

edges of the triangle; 

• add the middle points to tempboundarypointslist; 

• if the triangle object triobject G tril 

{ 
• if one of three vertexes of triobject is outlet node of the lower order 
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neighboring link of the considered link and the other two vertexes of 
triobject are on the two neighboring links at the same order as the 
considered link respectively; or 

if one of three vertexes of triobject is source node of the considered 
link and the other two vertexes of triobject are on the two neighboring 
links at the same order as the considered link respectively, do the 
following: 
{ 

• compute the coordinates of the center point of triobject; 

• add the coordinates to the list tempboundarypointslist; 

if one of three vertexes of triobject is source node of the considered 
link object, and one of the other two vertexs of triobject is on a 
neighboring link at next higher or the same order and another is on the 
boundary of the catchments area at the higher order link of the 
considered link or; 

if one of three vertexes of triobject is source node of the considered 
link, and one of the other two vertexes of triobject is the source node 
of a neighboring link at next lower order and another is on the 
boundary of the catchments area at the higher order link of the 
considered link or; 

if two of three vertexes of triobject are on source node of two next 
lower order neighboring links of the considered link and another is on 
the boundary of the catchments area at the higher order link of the 
considered link or; 

if one of three vertexes of triobject is source node of considered link 
and the two other vertexes are on the different boundary of the 
catchments at the higher order link of the considered link respectively 
or; 

if one of three vertexes of triobject is source node of a neighboring 
lower order link of the considered link and the other two vertexes are 
on the neighboring links of the considered link and the considered link 
respectively; do the following: 
{ 
• add the vertex of triobject on the boundary of catchment to 

The list tempboundarypointslist; 
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* connect all points in tempboundarypointslist to form boundary 
object from junction node to last point through all middle points; 

• add the line object to the list tempcatchmentlist; 

• empty tempboundarypointslist; 

} 

if one of the vertexes of triobject is on the considered link and the 
other two vertexes are source nodes of two neighboring lower order 
links of the considered link respectively or; 

if one of the vertexes of triobject is on the considered link and the 
other two vertexes are source and outlet node of neighboring lower 
order link of the considered link respectively or; 

if one of three vertexes of triobject is source node of a lower order 
neighboring link of the considered link and the other two vertexes of 
triobject are on two neighboring links of the considered link, then 
check if the corresponding junction node of the source node is on the 
considered link. If the result is yes, then do nothing to the triobject; 
otherwise do the following: 

{ 
• compute the coordinates of the center point of triobject; 

• add the coordinates to the list tempboundarypointslist. 

if three vertexes of triobject are source or outlet nodes of lower order 
links compared to the considered link, then do nothing. 

} 

> add tempcatchmentlist to the list catchmentlist; 

^ empty templinklistjempnodeslist tempboundarylist and tempcatchmentlist 

} 

let theorder=order-l and repeat the above steps; 
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Figure 6.9 gives test data of a river system and Figure 6.10 is its corresponding order 
classification system. 

\ I 

Blni'_ rank 4{rnajor) 
Red rank 3 

Figure 6.9 Example of a river system Figure 6.10 Order of the river system 

Figure 6.11 shows the catchments of order 4 of the river system. Figure 6.12 gives the 
catchments of order 3 of the river system. Figure 6.13 presents the catchments of order 2 of the 
river system and Figure 6.14 shows the catchments of order 1 of the river system . 

Figure 6.11 example of catchments of order 4 Figure 6.12 example of catchments of order 3 
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Figure 6.13 example of catchments of order 2 Figure 6.14 example of catchments of order 1 
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Chapter 7 
Application of Methods 
7.1 Introduction 

Chapter 5 explained the integration of the Formal Data Schema and Delanuy triangulation 
network. This has been called the IEFDS. Chapter 4 discussed the constraints for database 
generalization. These are pre-requirements for the definition of four different types of 
transformation units in Chapter 6. Semantic similarity indices were then introduced to decide 
which objects in such a unit should be combined into an aggregated object. The actual 
aggregation operation depends on the types of TU. In this chapter the examples will be 
elaborated to demonstrate the functionality of generalization processes based on these concepts. 
The examples of the application include object clustering, land use aggregation and automated 
organization of hierarchical catchments. The data used in the examples are both from a real data 
set and simulated data. 

7.2 Object Clustering Based on CDT 

The section intends to demonstrate the concept of a transformation unit based on geometric 
properties such as the distance between two objects. The distance between the objects is 
represented by the average length of three edges of the triangles between two objects in this 
study. This type of transformation unit can be reached by clustering spatial objects. The main 
requirement for clustering spatial objects is that clusters should reflect main spatial distribution 
properties of the spatial objects. There are two main aspects involved in the demonstration. One 
is to cluster the objects that are considered to be too close based on the average length of edges 
of triangles between two objects. These clustered objects form different transformation units. 
The average length of edges of triangles between objects as a constraint plays a key role in 
clustering objects. Therefore, the other is to analyze the influences of the average length on 
object clusters according to setting different threshold values. The objects among which the 
average length is less than the pre-threshold value in a transformation unit will be aggregated. A 
dataset of lakes at a scale of 1:10000 from ShenZheng Bureau of Urban Planning and Land 
Resource Management of ShenZheng city in P.R. China is applied to test the algorithms in 
Chapter 6. The data set consists of 70 different sizes of lake objects (see Figure 7.1). Some of 
them are too small or the distance between them is too close when the resolution of a database 
is changed from higher to lower. This data set maybe used to answer the questions listed 
below: 

• How to analyze the spatial relation among the objects? 

• How to identify a group of objects with a significantly closer distance relation than any 
other group? 
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• How to aggregate this group of objects? 

Figure 7.1 A set of lakes 

The main steps for clustering objects include: 

• Constructing triangulation networks of the objects; 

• Setting a distance threshold value between the objects; 

• Object aggregation; 

• Analyzing a distance threshold value between the objects 

7.2.1 Constructing Triangulation Network of Objects 

The first step for analyzing spatial properties of the objects is to construct constrained 
triangulation networks of the objects as shown in Figure 7.2. 

^^^^^•^^^^^^^^^^^^^^MHI 
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Figure 7.2 Triangulation network of the objects 
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The edges of the objects are constrained edges of triangulation. Then the triangles within the 
objects in Figure 7.2 are deleted. Figure 7.3 shows the result. 

Figure 7.3 Objects and Triangulation network between the objects 

7.2.2 Setting Distance Threshold Value between Objects 

The threshold value between the objects is set based on experts or can also be set by statistical 
analysis such as histogram methods. Figure 7.4 gives a dialog to set the threshold value. 
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Figure 7.4 Parameter setup dialog 
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The different threshold values can be set through the dialog. After setting the threshold, the 
triangles between the objects are deleted if their average length of the three edges is larger than 
the threshold and only the triangles whose average length is less than the threshold are kept. 
The objects which are connected by a set of triangles are formed as several transformation units 
under the threshold value of 5mm as shown in Figure 7.5. 

Figure 7.5 Object cluster 

7.2.3 Object Aggregation 

The groups of objects connected by a set of triangles will be transformation units (the procedure 
for creating this type of transformation unit is described in Section 6.2.2). The objects of these 
units will be aggregated to form the new objects. 

Figure 7.6 Boundary of clustering objects 
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The boundary of the new object must be detected. The boundary of the new object consists of 
part of edges of objects and outer edges of triangles between the objects in a transformation unit 
in Figure 7.5 and 7.6. Connecting this set of the edges and outer edges of triangles will form the 
boundary of the new object as shown in Figure 7.6 (dark line of each group). Detecting this set 
of the edges of the objects and the outer triangle edges between the objects and building the 
boundaries is described in section 6.4.3. Figure 7.7 shows the result of the aggregation. 

Figure 7.7 Result of aggregation 

7.2.4 Analyzing Distance Threshold Value between Objects 

There will be different numbers of transformation units when changing the distance threshold 
value between the objects. Figure 7.8, Figure 7.9, Figure 7.10 and Figure 7.11 express different 
object aggregation cases with the distance threshold values of 1, 3, 8 and 10 mm respectively. 

Figure 7.8 Result of object aggregation with the threshold value of 1 mm 
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Figure 7.9 Result of object aggregation with the threshold value of 3 mm 

Figure 7.10 Result of object aggregation with the threshold value of 8 mm 
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Figure 7.11 Result of object aggregation with the threshold value of 10 mm 

It can be seen from Table 7.1 (a) and (b), the number of transformation units decrease as the 
distance threshold values increase. Changing a threshold value depends on the application 
requirement and experience as well as requiring quite a lot of knowledge of the data and the 
application field. From the algorithm point of view, selecting the average length of edges of the 
triangles between two objects as the distance between two objects is reasonable and feasible 
since it is easy to find a group of objects within a certain distance range and to build the 
boundary of a new object (aggregated object). In the results the shape of each aggregation 
object can reflect the main spatial distribution characteristics of the object clusters before 
aggregation. 

Table 7.1 Relations between Threshold values and Transformation units 

Threshold 
Value (mm) 

1 

3 

5 

8 

10 

Num. Of 
Trans.Unit 

23 

15 

11 

6 

2 

-Mim O 
Trans. Ihi t 

- Thr ehol d 
\/a\ ue (mt) 

(a) (b) 
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7.3 Land Use Database Generalization 

Landuse database is a typical categorical database. Multiple representation of land use is very 
important in land evaluation, planning, monitoring and management at different levels. There 
are different requirements for land use in detail for different applications. This means that a 
database may be suitable for one application purpose but not for another application. For a 
landuse database, the requirements deriving a new database from this database may be different 
if it is applied to different purposes. For example, deriving a database from this database for 
land management at one level and for land evaluation at the same level will be different. For 
land evaluation, the classification hierarchy associated with a new database can be gained 
through emphasizing some object types that will be evaluated and suppressing other object 
types that are not involved in the evaluation from an original database. But for land 
management at one level, the classification hierarchy associated with a new database may be 
gained through reducing the number of levels of classification hierarchy associated with the 
original database. Generalization of this type of database not only considers how to organize 
thematic data and geometric data, but also how to analyze and process them in spatial and 
semantic aspects. The integrated and extended FDS with CDT (IEFDS) and semantic evaluation 
model can facilitate such requirements, because FDS has the ability to organize spatial data 
(including thematic and geometric), and CDT can be used for spatial analysis and semantic 
evaluation model for evaluating the similarity between objects or object types. 

The dataset used for this example is part of a land use database from QiongHai city of Hainan 
province in P.R.China (see Figure 7.12). 

Figure 7.12 A subset of landuse database 
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The database was established based on a land use map at a scale of 1: 10000. Appendix I gives 
the codes for land use classification of China. Appendix II gives a semantic similarity matrix 
based on the involved land use classes and the model described in section 6.3. The land use 
data have a classification hierarchy at three levels. At the highest level there are three classes 
(agricultural land, construction land and unused land). At the second level these three classes 
are divided into seven classes (Cultivated land, Forest, ...), and at the lowest level there are 27 
sub-classes (Irrigated paddy fields wood land,...). The database contains 395 area objects. The 

2 2 

minimum area of an object in the database is 76 m and the maximum area is 427946 m . 
Table 7.2 gives the basic information of the database. 

Table 7.2 Basic data of the land use database involved 

Sub-Class 

cm 
C112 

C113 

C114 

C115 

C121 

C122 

C123 

C124 

C125 

C131 

C132 

C134 

C135 

C151 

C153 

C154 

C156 

C158 

C211 

C212 

C213 

C310 

C380 

No. of obj. 

51 

9 

5 

10 

12 

32 

17 

15 

12 

51 

27 

23 

• 3 

3 

1 

1 

10 
1 

2 

22 

1 

5 

63 

17 

Area 

2943744 

78189 

70413 

884473 

275525 

656554 

511031 

150211 

165501 

1496486 

572369 

721826 

9197 

90175 

1650 

48217 

106293 

8031 

140371 

334702 

1805 

129498 

1767778 

332169 

Min. Area 

8351 

1169 

1879 

4351 

594 

1327 

382 

1682 

1052 

470 

639 

869 

607 

10914 

1650 

48217 

1236 

8031 

2397 

585 

1805 

2012 

76 

464 

Max.Area 

1121978 

33941 

46541 

308591 

74950 

75123 

90909 

31657 

76255 

428739 

116329 

213893 

6833 

60971 

1650 

48217 

32192 

8031 

137974 

91453 

1805 

52919 

427946 

84461 
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The data set of land use may be used to answer the questions listed below: 
How to define the new classification hierarchy and aggregation hierarchy; 

How to identify conflicted objects in thematic aspect after classification hierarchy 
transformation; 

How to identify conflicted objects in geometric and relational aspects; 

How to form the corresponding transformation unit based on conflicted types; 

How to aggregate them within a transformation unit. 

The main process consists of: 

Simplifying the classification hierarchy associated with an original database based on the 
application requirements; 

Thematic transformation based on a new classification hierarchy; 

Aggregating objects based on transformation units that are created by thematically 
conflicted objects (see Section 6.2.1) as described in Section 6.4.1; 

Detecting conflicted objects in geometric aspects; 

Creating transformation units based on the conflicted objects and the procedures described 
in Section 6.2.2, 6.2.3, 6.2.4; 

Aggregating the objects using the procedure described in Section 6.4.2, 6.4.3, 6.4.4. 

7.3.1 Thematic Transformation 

As discussed in method 1 of section 3.4.1.1.1, the first step for categorical database 
generalization is to define the new classification and aggregation hierarchy. Figure 7.13 shows 
the classification hierarchy associated with the landuse database in Figure 7.12 

Figure 7.14 illustrates the new classification hierarchy associated with a target land use 
database. In this example, the new classification is achieved through reducing the number of 
levels of the hierarchy. Based on the new reduced classification hierarchy defined in Figure 
7.14, the attributes of the objects from an original land use database will be changed. This 
thematic transformation may cause thematic conflict of adjacent objects. This means that two 
adjacent objects belonging to different object types before transformation may belong to the 
same object type after transformation. Therefore, this will result in the problem that there is a 
boundary between the objects belonging to the same object type. This will violating the 
thematic constraints of the object defined in Chapter 4. Figure 7.15 shows t the thematically 
conflicted objects with a dash line. 
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Land use 
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Figure 7.13 Land use classification 
hierarchy before generalization 
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Figure 7.14 Land use classification 
hierarchy after generalization 

7.3.2 Aggregating Objects Based on Thematic Transformation Unit 

After establishing a new classification hierarchy, and implementing changed attributes of the 
objects in a database, a transformation unit must be formed based on thematic conflicts 
according to the procedure described in Section 6.2.1. The thematic conflict objects shown in 
Figure 7.15 as seeds with their neighbor objects will form transformation units. The similarity 
evaluation among objects within a transformation unit must be measured using the similarity 
evaluation model defined in Section 6.3.2 before object aggregation. The problems of the 
thematic conflict between spatial adjacent objects will be solved. 

Figure 7.15 Example of conflicted objects with dash line 
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Figure 7.16 gives the result of object aggregation based on semantic similarity among objects. 
The thematically conflicted object will be aggregated with the object that has the same object 
type at the next higher level. 

fr\ 

Figure 7.16 Result of object aggregation based on semantic similarity 

7.3.3 Detection of Small Geometric Objects 

A number of small objects or objects with an area less than the area threshold will be detected 
first (see Figure 7.17) in order to build the transformation units. 
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Figure 7.17 Examples of small objects with black boundary 
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The objects violating the constraints are called conflicted objects. These conflicted objects will 
be as seeds to form transformation units. 

7.3.4 Building Transforming Units Based on Conflicted Objects 

After the thematic conflicts among the adjacent (connected) objects have been deleted, the key 
points for the aggregation process of objects are to form transformation units based on the 
conflicted objects and to find one or more objects which have higher thematic similarity with 
the conflicted object in a transformation unit. The different types of transformation units can be 
created based on the types of the conflicted objects. For a conflicted object with its area less 
than the threshold area, it and its neighboring objects will form a transformation unit following 
the procedure described in Section 6.2.2. TU2 in Figure 7.18 represents this type of 
transformation unit, and only some of the conflicted objects of Figure 7.17 are presented. For 
two unconnected objects, if the distance between the two objects is less than the distance 
threshold value, then the two objects and their neighboring objects will form a transformation 
unit following the procedure described in Section 6.2.3. TU3 in Figure 7.18 represents this type 
of transformation unit. For a conflicted object with its area less than the threshold area, if the 
distance between it and the object(s) from its second order neighborhood is less than the 
distance threshold value, then it and the objects from its first order and second order 
neighborhood will form a transformation unit following the procedure described in section 
6.2.4. TU4 in Figure 7.18 represents this type of transformation unit. The semantic similarity 
among the objects will be evaluated based on the model within a transformation unit as 
described in Section 6.3.2. 

TU2 

TU3 

TU4 

Figure 7.18 Examples of transformation units 
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7.3.5 Object Aggregation 

After building transformation units mentioned above and setting the distance threshold between 

objects at 100 m and area threshold at 100x100 m , the object(s) will be selected within a 
transformation unit based on having the highest semantic similarity with the conflicted object 
and aggregation rules in section 6.3.3 and be aggregated using the procedures described in 
section 6.4.2, 6.4.3 and 6.4.4. Figure 7.19 shows the result of part of landuse database 
generalization after generalization. It is very important that the ratio of area of each class is kept 
balanced at the super-class level before and after generalization. The characteristics of spatial 
distribution of each class are also needed to keep the same before and after generalization. 
Table 7.3 and Table 7.4 present some results about the generalized landuse database. 

Figure 7.19 Example of a subset of landuse database generalization 

Table 7.3 lists the number of area objects and area of each class after generalization. Table 7.4 
(a) and (b) gives the data of area change of each class after generalization. The generalized land 
use database contains 239 area objects. 
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Table 7.3 Number of area objects and area for each class after generalization 

Class 

C110 

C120 

C130 

C150 

C210 

C300 

Num. of. ob j. 

43 

62 

46 

25 

23 

40 

Area ( m 2 ) 

4250559 

2927244 

1410811 

296711 

432709 

2178174 

Table 7.4 Data of area change for each class after generalization 
(m2 ) 

Class 

C110 

C120 

C130 

C150 

C210 

C300 

Original Area 

4252334 

2979783 

1393567 

304562 

466005 

2099947 

Removed-Area 

96845 

142970 

63719 

20802 

49287 

98123 

Received-Area 

95133 

90402 

80952 

12947 

15983 

176329 

Gen-Area 

4250559 

2927244 

1410811 

296711 

432709 

2178174 

Change-rate(%) 

0 

-1.8 

1.2 

-2.6 

-7.1 

3.7 

In Table 7.4, the removed area denotes the area of one class changed into other classes and the 
received area denotes the area of one class gained from other classes. Gen-area denotes the area 
of each class after generalization. The area of each class after generalization can be calculated 
by the following equation: 

G=A+B-C 

Where: G: area for each class after generalization; 

A: area for each class before generalization; 

B: received area; 
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C: removed area. 

Change rate of area for each class (%) is defined as the following equation: 

R=(G-A)/A 

As shown in Table 7.4, maximum change rate is - 7 . 1 % related to c210 since there are a lot of 
small area objects with sparse distribution that belong to the class. Normally small objects 
whose area is less than the area threshold will give their area to the objects of other classes after 
generalization. The area of each class also changes, but slightly (see Figure 7.20). 
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Figure 7.20 Area of each class before and after generalization 

Object reduction index can be described as the following equation ( after Bregt & Bulers) 

Object reduction index= • 
Reduced number of area objects after generalization 

number of area objects before generalization 

According to calculation of the equation, the object reduction index is 0.39 for the whole set. 
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Figure 7. 21 shows the original land use database and Figure 7. 22 shows the generalized land 
use database. The rectangle in Figure 7.21 and Figure 7.22 (blue dash line) represents the 
display range of Figure 7.12. 

ifi htlSt I 88.1? t ft ft Wi.B %u4.;it.'- SM>U itTi) 

Figure 7. 21 Original land use database 
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Figure 7.22 Result of landuse database generalization 
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7.4 Automated Organization of Hierarchical Catchments of River Network 

Automated extraction of catchments of a river system play a very important role in 
generalization and catchment management as discussed in Section 6.6. The catchment area is a 
very important factor for selecting streams in the generalization of a river system and also an 
important management unit for hydrology. In this example, the hierarchical catchments of a 
river system are established mainly through analyzing properties of triangulation networks of 
different orders of river links of a river system, and the procedure is demonstrated as described 
in Section 6.6.3. The different types of triangles (see Section 5.3.2.2) and the extracted skeleton 
lines based on characteristics of the different types of triangles (see Section 5.3.2.3) play a key 
role in building hierarchical catchments. The experimental data used here is simulated data (see 
Figure 7.22). The purpose of this example it to test the algorithm described in Section 6.6.3 and 
illustrate the process of constructing hierarchical catchments of a river system. In the 
establishment of hierarchical catchments, the following questions have to be worked out: 

• How to organize the data of a river system; 

• How to build hierarchical catchments through constrained triangulation of a river system; 

• How to identify the catchments for each river segment. 

The main steps for automated establishment of hierarchical catchments are as follows: 

• Organize the river data and classify the river systems for this study based on Horton's 
classification as described in Section 6.6.land section 6.6.2; 

• Adjust Horton's classification results; 

• Triangulating ordered river systems; 

• Constructing catchments of each order link respectively using the procedure described in 
section 6.6.3. 

7.4.1 Ordering River Network 

The river systems must be classified before constructing hierarchical catchments. For this 
example, the river systems are classified based on Horton's classification system and the 
number of the orders of the whole river system can be gotten through the classification. The 
number of river orders will be equal to the number of catchments orders. This result of river 
classification is adjusted based on the following rule in order to extract catchment areas 
efficiently and effectively, that is: if the order of a link is not the next lower order of its 
immediate adjacent link except the highest order link, then it will change its order into the next 
lower order of its adjacent link. Figure 7.23 shows the adjusted result of a simulated river 
system with 4 levels after Horton's classification. 
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Figure 7.23 Example of ordering river system with stream orders 

7.4.2 Constructing Catchments for Each Order River 

Triangulating the river system using rivers (links) as constrained edge is shown in Figure 7.24 
(a). The area of catchment of the main river (highest order (blue line) will consist of the hull 
which is constructed by constrained triangulation network of the river system. The area of the 
catchments of other order links will be constructed by the following steps: extracting skeleton 
line as shown by black lines in Figure 7.24 (b), (c) and (d) based on the constructed 
triangulation network as described in Chapter 5; finding out two skeleton lines which start from 
the same outlet of the given rive link; constructing the area of a given river link based on the 
two skeleton lines following the procedure described in Section 6.6.3. Figure 7.24 (b), (c) and 
(d) present the examples of catchments of order 3, 2 and 1 respectively. 

(a) (b) 
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(c) (d) 

Figure 7.24 Example of catchments of different orders of river links 

7.4.3 Hierarchical Catchments 

The following figures reflect the characteristics of hierarchical catchments. Figure 7. 25 (a) 
shows the catchment area of river order 4. Figure 7.25 (b ) illustrates areas of catchments of 
river order 4 and3. Figure 7.25 (c) gives areas of catchments of river order 4, 3 and 2. Figure 
7.25 (d) expresses areas of catchments of all four orders. 
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Figure 7.25 Example of hierarchical catchments 

7.5 Discussion 

The application examples in Section7.2, 7.3 and 7.4 demonstrate the applicability and benefit of 
the integration and enhancement of FDS and CDT and similarity evaluation model. These 
supporting models play a key role in organizing thematic and geometric data, spatial analysis 
and spatial query in database generalization. They also illustrate the advantage and the power 
of IEFDS as a supporting data structure in spatial analysis, and it has been proved that by 
having the support of an adequate data model, a lot of critical geometric and thematic problems 
in database generalization can be solved, or can be solved in a more efficient way. 

In categorical database generalization with a certain application purpose, to a certain extent, the 
similarity evaluation model decides how to select objects to be aggregated after defining a new 
geo-spatial model associated with a target database. This will guarantee the thematic quality of 
the target database. 

The change rate value shown in Table 7.4 reflects that the method developed in this study for 
small sparsely distributed objects is not balanced since the area of the class which the objects 
belong to loses more than is received from the other classes. That the threshold values for all 
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classes are the same may not meet the requirements of different applications in which different 
threshold values for different classes may be needed. For this study, the similitude stream 
network data is used for the test, and for the real stream network data will be done in the future. 
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Chapter 8 
Conclusions and Future Work 

8.1 Introduction 

This chapter summarizes the research carried out during the study. The major outcome of the 
research is briefly outlined in the summary. The chapter draws together the conclusions and 
recommends future work on the research. 

8.2 Summary 

Categorical databases as models of (some portion of) a real world have the properties to 
express the real world at different levels in detail and are used widely in spatial analysis, 
evaluation, planning, and management. This research concentrates on categorical database 
generalization. Several important aspects of categorical database generalization have been 
studied and discussed in the above seven chapters. They include: 

• The main problems in categorical database generalization; 

• Aspects of categorical database transformation including geo-spatial model 
transformations, object transformations and relationship transformations; 

• Transformation Constraints which guide and control the process of categorical database 
generalization; 

• The data model which supports the categorical database generalization; 

• Transformation units which limit the region and number of spatial objects in a categorical 
database transformation; 

• A semantic similarity model which is used to evaluate the similarity among object types in 
a categorical database and support selection of the most reasonable objects to be 
aggregated; 

• The algorithms for handling thematic and geometric problems in categorical database 
generalization; and 

• The implementation of the algorithms. 

Categorical database generalization manipulates mainly geo-spatial models associated with a 
database, the geometric and thematic descriptions of spatial objects and their relationships 
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under the control of a new set of constraints which are related to a certain application. The 
result of transformation is a new database at a less detailed level than the existing one. 
Categorical database generalization as a transformation process of the contents of a database 
can derive a new categorical database from a higher resolution database to a lower resolution 
one. Three kinds of transformation are defined in Chapter 3. It includes geo-spatial model 
transformation, object transformation and relation transformation. 

In the context of a categorical database, geo-spatial model transformation mainly deals with 
classification hierarchy and aggregation hierarchy associated with a database. Classification 
hierarchy and aggregation hierarchy are directly related to the content of the database. Geo-
spatial model transformation includes a geo-spatial transformation based on classification 
hierarchy and a geo-spatial transformation based on aggregation hierarchy. The geo-spatial 
model transformation based on classification hierarchy can occur in many ways such as 
changing the attribute structure, changing the domain of attribute, changing the cardinality of 
the object type and changing the sum of the object type. The geo-spatial model transformation 
based on aggregation hierarchy can occur through specifying rules which are involved in 
thematic, geometric and topologic aspects such as specifying part of the relation between a 
composite object type and component object types and establishing the attribute structure of a 
composite object type. Geo-spatial model transformation mainly determines the theme of a 
database and what object types and which instances of the object types should be contained in 
the generalized database. It is application-dependant and determines the framework of contents 
of a database. Object transformation can be done through instancing new object types, 
aggregating objects and assigning attributes. Object transformation mainly analyzes and handles 
geometric and thematic properties of an object. Relation transformation mainly maintains and 
handles spatial relations among the objects such as deleting proximity relations, deleting 
inclusion relations, deleting connectivity relations and changing visual connectivity relation into 
connectivity relation etc. 

Changing the geo-spatial model associated with a database will result in changing the structure 
and the content of the database. Object transformation is caused by geo-spatial model 
transformation. The changes in the geo-spatial model associated with a database will cause 
changes in object types, geometric characteristics and attribute values of objects, and result in 
changing the original spatial relations among objects in the database. Object transformation 
from a source database to a target database will also result in spatial relation transformation. 
Changes in the geo-spatial model can be automatically propagated to objects and spatial 
relations. In contrast to changing the geo-spatial model, object transformation does, in general, 
not lead to a change in the geo-spatial model. Before implementing object transformation and 
relation transformation, the geo-spatial model of the new database must be defined and 
transformed. Object transformation and relation transformation are implemented based on the 
defined geo-spatial model. 

Not all transformations defined in Chapter 3 have been tested, some work will be done in the 
future. 
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It is important to note that categorical database generalization transformation is based on 
conditions that are called transformation constraints in this study. Categorical database 
transformations need constraints to control and guide the process of transformation. Three types 
of constraints have been proposed in database generalization. They are geo-spatial model 
constraints, object constraints and relation constraints. Geo-spatial model constraints, which 
define the new classification hierarchy and aggregation hierarchy with a target categorical 
database, can be divided into classification hierarchy constraints and aggregation hierarchy 
constraints. Object constraints include thematic constraints and geometric constraints. Relation 
constraints contain topological constraints, direction relation constraints, distance relation 
constraints and semantic relation constraints. Constraints can be specified interactively by users 
and varied to reflect different objectives or purposes. The constraints play an important role in 
categorical database transformation. They provide steering parameters for how many object 
types and objects should appear in a database. They are also used as parameters to detect and 
identify areas and objects that violate the conditions. These conflicted objects are used as the 
seeds to create transformation units in object transformation. In this research, focus on trigger 
constraints, outcome constraints requires a further study. 

The transformation unit proposed in Chapter 4 in this study is an important process unit as 
many generalization problems need to be solved by considering spatial cluster related to objects 
as a whole, rather than treating them individually. Transformation units can be created based on 
constraints. Four types of transformation unit are identified in this study. They are 
transformation units based on thematic constraints, transformation units based on geometric 
constraints, transformation units based on spatial relation constraints and transformation units 
based on geometric and spatial relation constraints. Transformation units limit the region to be 
processed and limit the number of objects. They can trigger aggregation operations and control 
the process of transformation. They allow us to group objects according to their characteristics, 
and potential behaviors, in a categorical database generalization. 

In the transformation operations, the basic operations related to categorical database 
transformation can be categorized into two types. One is operations on the geo-spatial model or 
object type associated with a database which will lead to changes at the abstraction levels; the 
other is the operations on objects in the database. 

Database transformation is a complicated process of spatial analysis, decision-making and 
implementation on spatial objects. Data structure (or model) is essential for defining and 
operating generalization operators or procedures. Data structure in the database generalization 
can strongly support data organization, spatial analysis and decision-making in the process of 
transformation. So FDS is introduced particularly for this purpose. This data model combines 
aspects of object-oriented and topological data models. Its geometric representation contains 
information about topological object relationships, whereas its thematic description is structured 
on object types that may form generalization hierarchies. Such classification hierarchies in 
combination with the topological object relationships of FDS support the definitions of 
aggregation hierarchies of objects. By introducing the Delaunay triangulation network, we 
could formulate (and utilize) an extended set of adjacency relationships and inclusion relations 
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which are important for decision-making, and the implementation of generalization operations. 
In order to enhance the analysis function of the data model in database generalization, FDS has 
been integrated and extended in the sense of adjacency and inclusion relationships, which are 
particularly important in automated database generalization. This integrated and extended FDS 
is called IEFDS. In this model, triangles are divided into four types: triangles with no 
constrained edge at its three edges, triangles with only one constrained edge in its three edges, 
triangles with two constrained edges at its three edges and triangles with three constrained 
edges at its three edges. Each type of triangle can be further subdivided according to the 
constituents of different point, line and area objects in a triangle. They play an important role in 
organizing spatial data, detecting spatial conflicts (objects), identifying neighbors, forming 
transformation units, aggregating operations and implementing database generalization 
transformation such as extraction of skeleton lines. IEFDS in combination with classification 
hierarchy and aggregation hierarchy play an important role in linking the definition of objects at 
several levels, as well as spatial analysis and operations in database generalization. The process 
of the integration between FDS and CDT is discussed in Chapter 5. The concept of nearness 
degree among objects is proposed in Chapter 6. Some examples of spatial query operations that 
make use of IEFDS are presented but the aspect of consistency in the model was not discussed 
in the thesis. 
• 

After having the data model to support the description of spatial objects, and the topological 
relationships among them, we still need an algorithm to actually perform the analysis and 
transformation. So, Chapter 6 describes a number of algorithms which have been developed to 
handle the important thematic and geometric problems in database generalization. Such 
problems as: 

• Creation of transformation unit based on different kinds of constraints; 

• Aggregation operations based on different types of transformation units; 

• Similarity evaluation model; 

• Skeleton line; 

• Object cluster; 

• Multi-neighborhood; 

• Creating hierarchical catchments of river network 

Algorithms are based on IEFDS. These algorithms provide us with an efficient and useful 
means to transform the categorical database from higher resolution to lower resolution. 
Algorithms described in Chapter 6 were tested in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7. 
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Whether two objects can be aggregated or merged not only depends on spatial relations and 
geometric properties between them, but also on the semantic similarity between them. The 
degree of similarity of objects can be described by a similarity index and the degree of 
similarity of object types can be described by the similarity. The similarity among object types 
is application-dependent and can be represented by a semantic similarity matrix. The values of 
elements in the matrix reflect the degree of similarity. The larger the value, the more similar two 
object types are. The value can be given by expert knowledge or the calculation based on the 
aggregation hierarchy, classification hierarchy, requirements and purposes of database 
generalization. A computing model for similarity based on Set-theory, classification hierarchy 
and aggregation hierarchy is proposed in this study. Similarity between object types plays a key 
role in selecting objects to be aggregated in the aggregation process. 

Having designed the integrated and extended formal data structure and Delanuy triangulation 
network, transformation unit and semantic evaluation model, the demonstration of some 
application has been implemented. The data used in the examples are from both a real data set 
and simulated data. The examples of the application include: 

• Object clustering; 

• Land use generalization; and 

• Automated organization of hierarchical catchments of river system. 

The results proved that the designed methods and algorithms are reasonable and feasible in the 
categorical database transformation. 

8.3 Conclusions 

On the basis of various issues addressed in this research, the following conclusions can be 
drawn: 

• Database generalization as a transformation can be done through geo-spatial model 
transformation, object transformation and relation transformation. Geo-spatial model 
transformation determines the theme of a database and what object types should be 
contained in the database. In a sense, it determines the content of a database. Object 
transformation and relation transformation are essential components of database 
transformation. 

• The process of deriving a new database is a transformation from one existing state of a 
database at a certain detailed level to a new state at a less detailed level according to the 
application and user's requirements. The state of the database can be specified by a four 
tuple. The tuple consists of geo-spatial models, a set of objects, a set of relations and a set 
of constraints. 
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An adequate supporting geo-spatial model can provide a description of object types and the 
relationships among them. IEFDS, an integrated and extended version of FDS as a 
supporting data model plays a very important role in organizing spatial data, spatial relation 
analyzing and querying spatial relations, detecting spatial conflicts (objects), identifying 
neighbors, creating transformation units, aggregating operations and implementing 
database generalization transformation. 

The operations in categorical database transformation are divided into two types. One is on 
the object types in the database; the other is on the objects in the database. 

• The transformation unit as a basic analysis, processing and decision-making unit plays an 
important role in database transformation. It limits the region of the objects and the number 
of objects to be processed. Each of four types of transformation unit can not only cluster 
related objects but also trigger different aggregation operations. 

• Three types of constraints have been used in this study: 

• Constraints on geo-spatial model; 

• Constraints on objects; and 

• Constraints on relations. 

• The classification of constraints fully reflects the characteristics of categorical database 
transformation. Constraints control and guide the creation of the transformation unit and 
transformation process. 

• Before objects are aggregated, semantic similarity among objects must be evaluated in 
categorical database generalization. The similarity matrix and similarity evaluation model 
which has been proposed can be applied to reach the requirements. 

• The results of tests proved that IEFDS as a supporting data model is effective and efficient, 
and the designed methods and algorithms are reasonable and feasible. 

8.4 Future Work 

This research does not address deeply all aspects related to categorical database generalization 
and all issues of database generalization. There are still some issues that need to be investigated, 
and some of the aspects dealt with in this research still need further study and development. The 
main areas for future work directly relevant to the research are as follows: 

• Further investigation on completeness of types of transformation unit related to database 
generalization. 
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• 

• 

• 

Improving the semantic evaluation model for more expert knowledge use. The similarity 
computing model can provide the similarity value through computing distance between 
object types within a sub-tree. But there is still a lack of the similarity computing model 
between object types which belong to different sub-tree respectively. 

Implementing multi-resolution transformation since the requirements on thematic and 
geometric resolution of the different object types associated with a database are different 
for particular applications. 

Improving the algorithm for automated organization of hierarchical catchments of a river 
system. The designed algorithm only takes geometric factors into account in constructing 
the catchment area. The algorithm should be powerful if some thematic factors such as 
slope and aspects are added into the algorithm. 

Investigating further trigger and outcome constraints, which play a key role in triggering 
and stopping transformation operations. 

Investigating the mechanism of controlling parameters (constraints) which control the final 
results of database transformation. 
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Appendix I 
Land use classification (code) 

1. Agricultural Land (100) 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

Cultivated land 

111 

112 

113 

114 

115 

Irrigated paddy fields 

Rain fed paddy fields 

Irrigated land 

Dry land 

Vegetable plots 

Garden Land 

121 

122 

123 

124 

125 

Forest 

131 

132 

133 

134 

135 

136 

Orchards 

Mulberry fields 

Tea fields 

Rubber plantation 

Other 

Wood land 

Shrubbery land 

Sparsely forest wood land 

Young forestation land 

Slashes 

Seeding nurseries 

Pasture land 

141 

142 

143 

Water area 

151 

152 

153 

154 

155 

Natural grass land 

Improved grassland 

Man-made grass land 

Rivers 

Lakes 

Reservoir 

Pond 

Reed land 
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156 Beaches and flats 

157 Irrigation canals and ditches 

158 Hydraulic building 

159 Glaciers and firus 

2. Construction Land (200) 

26 Residential quarters and industrial and mining land 

261 Area of cities and towns 

262 Residential quarters in rural areas 

263 Isolated industrial and mining land 

264 Salt pans 

265 Special-used land 

27 Land use for transportation 

271 Railways 

272 Roads 

273 Rural roads 

274 Civil airports 

275 Harbors and wharfs 

3 Unused lands (300) 

381 
382 

383 

384 

385 

386 

387 

388 

Waste lands 
Saline alkali land 

Wetland 

Sandy land 

Bare land 

Rock and shingle 

Ridges 

Others 
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Similarity Table 

s 
111 

112 

113 

114 

115 

121 

122 

123 

124 

125 

131 

132 

134 

135 

151 

153 

154 

156 

158 

211 

212 

213 

110 

120 

130 

150 

210 

310 

380 

100 

200 

300 

111 

1 

0.7 

0.7 

0.7 

0.7 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.2 

0.2 

0.2 

1 

0.1 

0.1 

0.4 

0.2 

0.1 

0. 1 

1 

0.2 

0. 1 

112 

0.7 

1 

0.7 

0.7 

0.7 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.2 

0.2 

0.2 

1 

0.1 

0.4 

0.1 

0.2 

0. 1 

0. 1 

1 

0.2 

0.1 

113 

0.7 

0.7 

1 

0.7 

0.7 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.2 

0.2 

0.2 

1 

0.1 

0.1 

0.1 

0.2 

0. 1 

0. 1 

1 

0.2 

0. 1 

114 

0.7 

0.7 

0.7 

1 

0.7 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.2 

0.2 

0.2 

1 

0.1 

0.1 

0.1 

0.2 

0. 1 

0. 1 

1 

0.2 

0. 1 

115 

0.7 

0.7 

0.7 

0.7 

1 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.2 

0.2 

0.2 

1 

0.1 

0.1 

0.1 

0.2 

0. I 

0. 1 

1 

0.2 

0. 1 

121 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0. 3 

1 

0.7 

0.7 

0.7 

0.7 

0.3 

0. 3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.2 

0.2 

0.2 

0.1 

l 

0.1 

0.1 

0.2 

0. I 

0. I 

I 

0.2 

0. I 

122 

0. 3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.7 

l 

0.7 

0.7 

0. 7 

0.3 

0. 3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.2 

0.2 

0.2 

0.4 

1 

0.1 

0.1 

0.2 

0. 1 

0. 1 

1 

0.2 

0. 1 

123 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.7 

0.7 

1 

0. 7 

0. 7 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0. 3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.2 

0.2 

0. 2 

0.4 

1 

0.1 

0.1 

0.2 

0. 1 

0. 1 

1 

0.2 

0. 1 

124 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.7 

0.7 

0.7 

1 

0.7 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.2 

0.2 

0.2 

0.4 

1 

0.4 

0.1 

0.2 

0.1 

0.1 

1 

0.2 

0. 1 

125 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.7 

0. 7 

0.7 

0.7 

1 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.2 

0.2 

0.2 

0.1 

l 

0.4 

0.4 

0.2 

0. I 

0. 1 

1 

0.2 

0. 1 

131 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

1 

0. 7 

0.7 

0.7 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0. 2 

0.2 

0.2 

0.4 

0.4 

1 

0.4 

0.2 

0. 1 

0. 1 

1 

0.2 

0. 1 

132 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.7 

1 

0.7 

0.7 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.2 

0. 2 

0.2 

0.1 

0.1 

l 

0.1 

0.2 

0. 1 

0. 1 

1 

0.2 

0. 1 

134 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.7 

0.7 

1 

0.7 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.2 

0.2 

0.2 

0.4 

0.1 

1 

0.1 

0.2 

0. I 

0. I 

l 

0.2 

0. I 

135 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0. 3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.7 

0.7 

0. 7 

1 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.2 

0.2 

0.2 

0.-1 

0.'1 

1 

0.1 

0. 2 

0. I 

0. I 

l 

0.2 

0. 1 

151 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0. 3 

0.3 

0. 3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

1 

0.7 

0.7 

0.7 

0.7 

0.2 

0.2 

0.2 

0.1 

0.4 

0.1 

l 

0. 2 

0. I 

0. 1 

1 

0.2 

0. 1 

153 

0. 3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0. 3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.7 

1 

0.7 

0. 7 

0.7 

0.2 

0.2 

0.2 

0.1 

0.1 

0.1 

1 

0.2 

0. 1 

0. 1 

1 

0.2 

0. 1 

154 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.7 

0. 7 

1 

0. 7 

0.7 

0.2 

0.2 

0.2 

0.1 

0.1 

0.4 

1 

0.2 

0. 1 

0. 1 

1 

0.2 

0. 1 

156 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.7 

0.7 

0.7 

1 

0.7 

0.2 

0.2 

0.2 

0.4 

0.4 

0.4 

1 

0.2 

0. 1 

0. 1 

1 

0.2 

0. 1 

158 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0. 3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

0.7 

0.7 

0.7 

0.7 

1 

0.2 

0.2 

0.2 

0.4 

0.1 

0.1 

1 

0.2 

0. 1 

0. 1 

1 

0.2 

0. 1 

211 

0.2 

0.2 

0.2 

0.2 

0.2 

0.2 

0.2 

0.2 
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Appendix III: Class Definition 

Appendix III 
Class Definition 

typedef struct tagEDGETYPE 
{ long fromP; 

long toP; 
long fromObj; 
long toObj; 
long leftTri; 
long rightTri; 

} EDGETYPE; 

typedef CArray<EDGETYPE,EDGETYPE> EDGETYPEARRAY; 

typedef struct tagOBJECTTYPE 
{ POINT *pt; 

long ptNum; 
POINT *pb; 
long pbNum; 
long *Skeleton; 
long SkeletonNum; 

POINT *Pd; 
POINT PO; 
double deltX,deltY; 
short Degree; 

} OBJECTTYPE; 
typedef CArray<OBJECTTYPE,OBJECTTYPE> OBJECTTYPEARRAY; 

typedef struct tagNODETYPE 
{ POINT P; 

long SkeletonNum; 
long Skeleton[3]; 

} NODETYPE; 
typedef CArray<NODETYPE,NODETYPE> NODETYPEARRAY; 

//=========== Next definition is for landuse Generalizstion 
typedef struct tag_LANDUSE_ARCTYPE 
{ POINT *pt; 

int ptNum; 
int leftpoly; 
int rightpoly; 
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int leftloop; 
int rightloop; 
int leftcategory; 
int rightcategory; 
int code; 
short valid; 

} _LANDUSE_ARCTYPE; 
typedef CArray<_LANDUSE_ARCTYPE,_LANDUSE_ARCTYPE> 
_LANDUSE_ARCTYPEARRAY; 

typedef struct tag_LANDUSE_POLYTYPE 
{ int *stringNum; 

int loops; 
int **string; 

double area; 
int category; 
int toparcel; 

) _LANDUSE_POLYTYPE; 
typedef CArray<_LANDUSE_POLYTYPE,_LANDUSE_POLYTYPE> 
_LANDUSE_POLYTYPEARRAY; 

typedef struct tag_LANDUSE_PARCELTYPE 
{ int category; 

int arcstringNum; 
int *arcstring; 

int polystringNum; 
int *polystring; 
double area; 

) _LANDUSE_PARCELTYPE; 
typedef CArray<_LANDUSE_PARCELTYPE,_LANDUSE_PARCELTYPE> 
_LANDUSE_PARCELTYPEARRAY; 

typedef struct tag_LANDUSE_PATCHTYPE 
{ int category; 

int ptNum; 
POINT *pt; 
int linkpNum; 

POINT *linkpO; 
POINT *Iinkpl; 
int *parcelstring; 
int parcelstringNum; 

} _LANDUSE_PATCHTYPE; 
typedef CArray<_LANDUSE_PATCHTYPE,_LANDUSE_PATCHTYPE> 
LANDUSE PATCHTYPEARRAY; 
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=END 

class CTest_Liu : public CGeoGeneralize 

// Construction 
public: 

CTest_Liu(CGeoEdit* pEdit); 

// Attributes 
public: 

CGeoMap* m_pGeoMap; 
CGeoEdit* m_pEdit; 
CAutoMapView* m_pView; 
double m_arrowlength; 
intm_SuperClass[100]; 
COLORREF m_LanduseColor[100]; 
LONGARRAY m_Group; 
LONGARRAY *m_AHSupers; 
_LANDUSE_ARCTYPEARRAY m_AHArcs; 
_LANDUSE_POLYTYPEARRAYm_AllPolys; 
_LANDUSE_PARCELTYPEARRAYm_AllParcels; 
_LANDUSE_PATCHTYPEARRAYm_AllPatches; 

// Operations 
public: 

void DetectNeighborObjects(); // Grouping neighbor polygons, for Liu 
void LandUseAnalysis(); // for Liu, Landuse Parcel neighbor analysis 
bool _Landuse_InitData(); 
void _Landuse_DrawParcelClass(); 
void _Landuse_DefmeColor(); 
void _Landuse_LoadSupewClass(); 
void _Landuse_CombineToSuperclass(); 
void _Landuse_ChangeSmallParcelCategory(LONGARRAY &smallparcel) ; 
void _Landuse_MakeParcel(); 
void _Landuse_MakeGroupParcel(); 
void _Landuse_CreateTIN(int n, LONGARRAY &smallparcel); 
void _Landuse_FreeVariables(); 
void _Landuse_GetLoopCoord(int PolyNo, int LoopNo, int &ptNum, POINT **pt); 
void _Landuse_GetPolyCoord(int PolyNo, int &Num, int **ptNum, POINT **pt); 
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void _Landuse_DrawPolys(); 
void _Landuse_DrawOnePoly( int PolyNo,int width, COLORREF pencolor,COLORREF 

brcolor); 
void _Landuse_DrawArcs(int valid); 
void _Landuse_DrawInvalidArcs(); 
void _Landuse_DrawOneArc(int ArcNo,int width, COLORREF pencolor); 
void _Landuse_DrawParcels(); 
void _Landuse_DrawOneParcel( int ParcelNo,int width, COLORREF pencolor,COLORREF 

brcolor,int aec,int poly); 
void _Landuse_DrawOneGroup(int Nogroup,int arc,int group); 
void _Landuse_DrawOnePatch(int npatch); 

void BuildingClusterAnalysis(); // VORONOI diagram construction and Generalization 
void DistanceRelationAnalysis(); // Iso-Distance_relation Demo, 
void ContourStructure(); // Perform Tang's algorithm 

bool ConstructTIN(int objnum, int *ptNum, POINT **pt, int Interval); 
int FindEntryTri(int *Ntri); 

void ReleaseVariables(NODETYPEARRAY &AllNode,SKELETONTYPEARRAY 
&AllSkeleton, OBJECTTYPEARRAY &AHObjects, INTARRAY &ConflictSkeleton, 
INT ARRAY &ConflictObject, int Nogroup, LONGARRAY *group); 

bool GenerateGrowthPolygon(SKELETONTYPEARRAY &AllSkeleton, int objnum, int 
*ptNum, POINT** pt, OBJECTTYPEARRAY &A110bjects); 

void SortSkeletonOnWidth(SKELETONTYPEARRAY &AllSkeleton); 

void GetNodeRelate(SKELETONTYPEARRAY &AllSkeleton, NODETYPEARRAY 
&AllNode); 

void GetSkeletonDirection(SKELETONTYPEARRAY &AllSkeleton, NODETYPEARRAY 
&AllNode); 

void GetNeighborObjects(SKELETONTYPEARRAY &AllSkeleton, 
OBJECTTYPEARRAY &A110bjects, int no,INTARRAY &NeighborObjects); 

void GetNeighborDegree( SKELETONTYPEARRAY &AllSkeleton, OBJECTTYPEARRAY 
&AUObjects, int centerno,int h); 

voidGenerateObjectMoveDirection(SKELETONTYPEARRAY 
&AllSkeleton,OBJECTTYPEARRAY &A110bjects); POINT 
GetIntegrateMovementDirection(OBJECTTYPE oO, short *IsConflict); 
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int DrawSkeletonGrowthPolygon(SKELETONTYPEARRAY 
&AllSkeleton,OBJECTTYPEARRAY&A110bjects); 

void GetConflict(double distance,SKELETONTYPEARRAY &AllSkeleton, INTARRAY 
&ConflictSkeleton, INTARRAY &ConflictObject); 

void SelectConflictSkeleton(SKELETONTYPEARRAY 
&AllSkeleton,OBJECTTYPEARRAY&AHObjects, 
INTARRAY &ConflictSkeleton, INTARRAY &ConflictObject); 

void ClassifyConflictObject(SKELETONTYPEARRAY 
&AllSkeleton,OBJECTTYPEARRAY &AHObjects, INTARRAY &ConflictSkeleton, 
INTARRAY &ConflictObject, int &uj, LONGARRAY **group); 

voidDrawConflictSkeletonObject(SKELETONTYPEARRAY 
&AllSkeleton,OBJECTTYPEARRAY &A110bjects, INTARRAY &ConflictSkeleton, 
INTARRAY &ConflictObject); 

voidDrawObjectMoveDirection(SKELETONTYPEARRAY 
&AllSkeleton,OBJECTTYPEARRAY &A110bjects, INTARRAY &ConflictSkeleton, 
INTARRAY &ConflictObject,int eachdirection,int wholedirection); 
voidDisplaceConflictObjects(SKELETONTYPEARRAY 
&AllSkeleton,OBJECTTYPEARRAY &A110bjects, INTARRAY &ConflictSkeleton, 
INTARRAY &ConflictObject); 

void DrawDistributionDensity(OBJECTTYPEARRAY &AHObjects); 

void DrawDistanceRelation(SKELETONTYPEARRAY &AllSkeleton, 
OBJECTTYPEARRAY &A110bjects, int BackObject, int centerno); 

void DrawPolygonVoronoi(SKELETONTYPEARRAY &AllSkeleton, 
OBJECTTYPEARRAY &AHObjects, int BackObject, int centemo); 
bool CombineObjects( int Nogroup, LONGARRAY *group, int dJoinDist, int dRasterWidth, 
OBJECTTYPEARRAY &AUObjects, int &newobjnum, int **ppNum, POINT ***pp); 

void ConnectGroupObjects(SKELETONTYPEARRAY &AllSkeleton, OBJECTTYPEARRAY 
&A110bjects,INTARRAY &ConflictSkeleton); 

void DrawPoint(POINT retpt,COLORREF pencolor, int width); 

void DrawPolyline(POINT* retpt, int retptNum, COLORREF pencolor, int width); 

void DrawPolygon(POINT* retpt, int retptNum,COLORREF pencolor,COLORREF brcolor, int 
width); 
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void DrawPolygons(POINT **pi,int *piNum,int Nums,int *which, COLORREF 
pencolor,COLORREF brcolor, int width); 

void DrawPolyPolygon(POINT* retpt, int *retptNum, int count, 
COLORREF pencolor,COLORREF brcolor, int width); 

void DrawRefreshStudyArea(); 

int TwoLineIntersect(POINT *pt,int ptNum,POINT *pi,int piNum, POINT &IntersectP); 

void ConnectLines(double MatchDis,POINT** pp, int* ppNum, int objnum, 
POINT** retpt,int** retptNum,int& retNum ); 

double AngleBetweenP01_P02(POINT Pl,POINT P0,POINT P2); 

public: 
virtual ~CTest_Liu(); 

protected: 
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